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M APLIN GETS 
YOU THERE A ND 
BACK AGAIN 

with the Magellan GPS 2000 —It's so Push-Button Easy! 

THE ULTIMATE 
AFFORDABLE   
PERSONAL c 
SATELLITE 
NAVIGATION 
SYSTEM— 

Price ONLY 
£234.99 118 
Order Code 51088 (UK Carriage £6.00) 
Mail-order handling charge £1.55 per order 

WHAT CAN GPS 
DO FOR YOU? 
If you're the outdoor type, 
the Magellan GPS 2000 
personal navigator is for 
you and will quickly become 
your indispensable high-tech 
companion. The Magellan 
Global Positioning System 
(GPS) uses 'Star Wars' 
satellite technology to 
pinpoint not only your 
exact position, but also 
where you were, your  \ 
altitude, where you should 
be going and how far you are 
from your destination - and 
it works whether you are on 
land, at sea or in the air. 

IDEAL FOR: 
• hiking • orienteering  
• cross-country cycling 
• rambling • hillwalking 
• sea fishing • gliding 
• hot-air ballooning 
• touring • microlighting 
• angling • sailing and all 
kinds of outdoor pursuits! 

IT'S SO EASY TO USE 
Switch on outdoors, and the 
GPS 2000 starts to receive 
signals from orbiting navigation 
satellites. Just 2 minutes later 
(or less) it will indicate your 
precise position anywhere 
in the world, which is then 
updated every second. r, Four selectable graphic 

-.ft  navigation screens 
indicate invaluable 
information like your 
position in terms of 

latitude and longitude, 
your distance and bearing 
to your chosen destination, 
up to 29 different locations 
on your chosen route, and 
it can even display an 
arrow to point you in the 
right direction! Getting lost 
has never been so difficult! 
The unit is robustly built 
yet lightweight and is fully 
weatherproof. Up to 17 hours 
of continuous operation is 
possible on a single set of 
4 AA alkaline batteries. 

HOW TO ORDER 

EKPRESS 

Phone the Credit Card Hotline on 0800 136 156, 
or send a crossed cheque made payable to 
Maplin Electronics plc, P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, 
Essex, SS6 8LR (please quote Order Code and 
your name and address), or visit your local 
Maplin Electronics store. For details of your 
nearest store phone (01702) 552911. 

ri1 0 11 1 , t  A N D  BE Y O N D 

Item is subject to availability. Price includes VAT 
and may change after 29th February 1996. E&OE 

MAGELLAN 
WE BRING GPS DOWN TO EARTH 
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fri FOR YOU TO BUILD' 
VOICE MODULATOR 
This highly amusing project does a 
wonderful translation of any incoming 
voice signal into an impressive robotised 
metallic' version, as heard in every sci-fi 
film soundtrack. The sound input can be 
from either the on-board microphone or 
a line input, and output is heard via any 
general-purpose audio amplifier - such 
as tha: of a 

H. 

VIDEO KALEIDOSCOPE 
An updated. improved version of the 
lar TVFX unit, this PIC-microcontrollei 
ed project creates stunning psychede 

kaleidoscopic patterns on a standard TV 
en. which can be controlled to change 
time, or to the rhythm of music, making 

the unit excellent for parties, discos, and 
other fun applications. 

VIDEO DIGITISER 
This PC-baseo project, comprising of a 
card that plugs into an expansion slot and 
associated software, enables video signals 
from a video camera, VCR or similar, 
to be digitised into a form that can be 
manipulated by the computer to display on 
the screen, store for later use, or even alter 
by means of suitable artwork software. 

REAR WINDOW DEMISTER 
AERIAL 
A superb project for the discerning motorist, 
• clever circuit enables you to do away 
conventional rod-type radio aerial, 

the rear window demister 
heating element as an aerial instead. 
This allows for excellent radio reception and 
improved appearance of the vehicle, whilst 
avoiding the usual problems of vandals 
snapping the aerial off, or the creation 
of a corrosion area due to holes drilled 
in the bodywork. 

LIGHT SENSITIVE BATTERY 
SAVER 
This mini project from John Woodgate is an 
easily fitted addition to any battery operated 
equipment, that automatically switches off 
the power when the device is placed in 
darkness, such as when returning it to its 
box, putting it in a drawer, or turning off the = 
Fight in a room. Save yourself the cost of 
replacing all those batteries discharged by 
accidentally leaving things switched on! 

('il 
0-r 

rii rri) 
rilri 1 "I 1.11r-1r j') ESSENTIAL READING' 

THE LONDON PLANETARIUM 
Alan Simpson does a spot of star-gazing, 
to bring you this report on the technology 
behind the New London Planetarium, fresh 
from its recent. thorough and expensive 
redesign to take advantage of the latest in 
outer-galactic projection equipment, used 
to simulate the movements of planets 
in space. Read the article and enter our 
competition to win tickets to this great show 
- see page 8! 

TS ABOUT TIME 
nted to know about the 
d the important, yet 
face of modern analogue 

and digital timepieces. This article, by 
Maurice Hunt, explains how they work, and 
investigates future developments in watch 
and clock features and functions which 
are all set to appear on a wrist, wall 
or mantelpiece near you soon. 

OPTICAL COMPUTING 
Douglas Clarkson aims a laser-sharp focus I 
at the newly emerging world of ultra-fast 
computers that do away with conventional 
electronic logic systems, using instead, light 
photons to activate the gates and switches, 
eliminating most of the comparatively slow-
moving electrons, in search of computers 
that literally operate at the speed of light 

94 _.-r 
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GUIDE TO MODERN DIGITAL ICs 
In the fourth part of this informative 

)V series. Ray Marston brings you the 
history behind the development of the 
Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor 
(CMOS) range of integrated circuits, along 
with details on how to go about getting 
the best from them in your circuit designs, 
and how to choose the right type ofiNie 
IC for a particular application. 

gHNICAL NETWORIiir-t" 
• 

NT 
geable in the complex 

effective management of computer 
networks by reading this article by Fr 
Booty, who explains the requirements 
and protocols in existence for setting 
up networks, ranging from a handful 
of computers in one room. to massive 
networks supporting thousands of 
computers worldwide.  _ 

THE INTERNET 
The first part of this new series 
from Stephen Waddington. answers the 
fundamental questions being asked about 
the Internet, such as what is it. what does it 
offer, how does one go about getting on-line 
and using it, how much does it cost, and 
is it all worth it? Follow this series, and 
become fully aware of all the facts before 
deciding whether or not you need or 
want to end up within the net! 
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ABOUT THIS ISSUE ... 

Apr-

Hello and SeaSOns GreetingS to all our readers! 
Welcome to this month's issue of Electronics, 
I hope that you will find the selection of 
projects and features to your liking. 
The Electronics Editorial team managed 

to tear themselves away from their word-
processors to run the stand at Southend Radio 
Club's 75th Anniversary Rally. This went very 
well, with an impressive turnout, especially 
considering the poor weather that day. 
The biggest, brightest and most notable 

event, and where we had our largest stand 
ever, was LIVE '95 at Earls Court. Fortunately 
for us, this was run by ever-enthusiastic 
staff from various Maplin stores around the 
country - (their considerable efforts were much 
appreciated by all) setting up and running a 
stand at a busy event is extremely hard work, 
and there were a total of 190.000 visitors over 
the six days that the event was held! 
Some interesting statistics were provided 

by the Live show PR team, declaring that the 
worldwide consumer electronics industry is 
now worth £71 billion, which is predicted to rise 

to £80 billion by the year 2000. The UK 
market makes up for £3.5 billion 

(around 5%) of this total. and 
• .,„, as such, is the world's fifth 
- > largest market in consumer 

electronics. Additionally, 
the percentage of British 
households owning PCs is 
now higher than any other 
European country, at 11.5% 
against Germany's 8.7%. 
It seems that even this figure 

will be likely to rise sharply over the next 
few years, as interest in the Internet and other 
aspects of the information superhighway take 
off. In fact, if you fancy a slice of the action, rts 
probably best to climb aboard the bandwagon 
right now, before it all gets too crowded! 
So until next month, from the rest of the team 

and myself, enjoy this issue, have a Merry 
Christmas, and a Happy New Year! 

Two of the team on The 
Electronics stand at the 
Cliffs Pavilion, WeStclifl. 

venifeltlTi:41 
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°Copyright 1995 Maple Electronics plc. 

Copyright NI material t subject to worldvide mprir protection, and 
reOroduckon or insta9On ri whole a part a expreSSly tortiO0en Permission to 
reproduce panted circuit board layouts commercially or otarketrig of kits must 
oe sought from the delisher 
Advertreemertte: VYhilst very reasonable pretauDon a undertaken to protect 
the interests of readers by errsurng. as far as possbe. that adyerksements 
afteamg in the current issue of are bore fee. Ore publisher and 
staff of the maganne canna give any undeneuts in respect 01 statements 
or dams made by advertisers. •rtviner ori erred page or or bore risen. 
Readers who have reasonable grounds to believe that they have been misled 
are advised to contact then local Tracing Standar% Office 
Editorial: The yews Of ,ocaysziva comnbutors autbors are oct necessarily 
nose  ere the buosher or the Etna Virhere errors =If corrections 
ore be pudisheo as SCO, as oossOe aftenyards 

Publisher's Statement: Mao, Electronics plc.. take all reasonable care 
ix present guy. loss or aamage of any OM berg caused by any matter uttered 
in Electronics Save insofar as prortited by English tow ably of every kind 
hazing negligence a disdained as regards any person in respect thereof 

Project Ratings 
Proiects presented n the issue are rate] on alto 5 for ease or Ifficulty of 
construction to her you deode whether it is within your construction capabikes 
before you undertake the protect. The ratings are as tollows 

p Susie to hid and understand and suitabie for absolute begimers 
Bast ol bas rewired leg. soldenng iron, side cutters. dem wire 
skippers and saewerNer) Test gear not reamed and no selbrkrup 
needed. 

Easy t bed but not sutade la absokae begnners Some test gear 
(0p, muenster) may be required. and may also need setting-up or 
testing. 

Average Some siul er COOstruceon or more extensrve setting-up 
regured. 

Adverted. Faidy high level of slue h constructon. speoesed test gear 
or settng-up may be regent. 

Carper Hie eve of skill n castructun, speceised test gear may be 
required Construdion may invaree complex wimp Recommended for 
stilled constructors only 
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Ordering Information 
Kits, components and products stocked by Medal can be easily obtained in a 
number of ways 
Vet your local Maple store, evere you wit firt a iste range of electronic 
products. 
lf you do not know where your nearest store is. Tel. (01702) 552911 To avoid 
disappontment when ntending to purchase products korrekt3:On store 
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access our computer system and place orders drectfy onto the Maple 
computer 24 hours a day by empty cfekig (01702)556751. You will need a 

Maryin customer numoer ana a personal oentscation number (PIN) to access 
the system If yOu do na have a customer number or a PIN Tel (017021 
552911 and we wal happily issue you with one. 

Overseas customers can place orders through Maple Export P 0 Box a 
Rayleigh. Essex. SS6 ECR. Engeant Tel +44 1702 554030 Ert 326. 327 or 351. 
Fax: +44175255 5 
FuN details of all of the methods of ordenng tan Maple can be found in the 
current Maple-, Catalogue 

Subscriptions 
Full details of how to subscnbe may be found on the Sutention Coupon 
rl this issue UK Subsonpoon Rate £23 7612 months. £11 88/6 maths 

Prices 
Pores of products and services available from Maple, shown in this issue. 
include VAT at 17.5°. (except items marked NV with are rated at TO and 
are valid between 20e) October 1995 and 30th November 1995 errors and 
omissions excluded Prices shown do not include mai order postage and 
handling chargeS, vetich are lewd at the current rates indicated on the Order 
Coupon rn this issue 

Technical .Enquiries 
If you have a technical enquiry relating to Maple projects, components 
and products featurec in &cholla, the Custaner Technical Serems 
Department may be able to help You can obtain relp in several ways. over the 
phone. Tel 01702) 556001 between 9.00arn and 5.30cm Monday to Friday. 
except public holidays. by sector° a facsimile, Fax: (01702) 553935, or by 
wrreng to* Customer Technical Services. Malvin Electronics plc.. P 0 Box 3. 
Rayleigh, Essex. SSE 81.R. Don't forget to hdude a stamped self-addressed 
envieope I you want a written reply' Customer Techneral Services are unable 
to answer engunes relating to trircl-parly products or components whch are 
not stocked by Mauer 

'Get You Working' Service 
If you get completely stuck with your prefect and you are trade to gen 
working, bee adrantrege cite Maple Se You Working' Smite This servce 
a available for al Maple Ids and proects rit the exceptron or. Data Filesl. 
projects not bud on Meer ready aided PCBs; proaects buil we the mapnry 
at corroments in stevied by Mapen: Circuit Wier ideas Wu Circuts or other 
stniar buicing blode and 'appicatcn' Omits To take ackentage al the sante. 
return the corneas kills Returns Department Mapin 5estuworp1c P 0 Box 3. 
Rayleigh. Essex, SS6 &R. Endose a dtreque or Postal (leer tesed on the once 
ot the kit as storm n he table below imfirnurn £17). lithe fait is due to any error 
m is, retitle poet wel be repaired free oil charge lthe fault is Web arty error 
on your part you wel be charged the standard sewing cost Pus parts. 

KR Rola Price  Standard Servicing Cost 
LrplsS2499  £17.00 
R25 00 to £39 99  624.52 
£4000toR5999 £30.00 
£60 00 to £79 99  £40.00 
£0.0010 099.99  £50 00 
R10300 to E149 99 £60.00 
Over R150 CO  R60 00 rninemurn 

Readers Letters 
We very much regret that the withal learn are made to answer leChnical 
guenes of any arid. honever we are very pleased t receive ycur carrneras 
about Dectorecs and suggestions for projects features. sued, et Due to 
the sheer volume of letters receised. we are urialtretely unite to reply to every 
lette howiever every letter is read - routine at renal petty aggetted 
Letters of particular retest and Selftir= may be putiehed at eve alas 
oiscreon. My corresDondence riot intended for Oho:ikon rnust be dearly 
marked as such. 
Wnte to The Editor. Eleceoncs - The Mapan Magazne PO Box 3, Rayleigh. 
Essex. SS6 KR. or send an erne to AYVerrapinbemon.co uk 
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Christmas 
Superstar 

Give the fairy a rest this year and see your neighbours  
pine with jealousy because 'yule' have the smartest tree ojrin the street! Lift your tree decorations onto an astral plane 
with our 19-LED, four colour. twinkling Christmas Star. 
The kit includes all the items needed, except the star itself 4, 
which you can use your own creative flair to design. 

Order Code 51080: LED Xmas Star. 

£7.99 
Details in Electmnics No.41 (XA41U) 

Twinkling A 
Christmas Cand 

This simple to build, high-tech 
electronic candle has a realistic 
pseudo-random flicker, but won't burn 
a hole in your pocket — or anything else 
for that matter. Ideal for decorations. 
nativity plays, and carol singing. The kit 
includes constructional details of a suitable 

cardboard lantern for the festive season. 

Order Code 51083: Twinkling Xmas Candle. 

£7.99 
Details in Electronics 
No. 72 (X.A72P) 

PROJECT 
RATING 

PROJECT 
RATING 

Spruce up your 
Christmas Tree! 

This fine example of arboreal high technology 
is decorated with 21 LEDs in three seasonal 

colours, which can be made to flash or twinkle 
at three different rates. The kit also contains a 
full-size template to help you make your tree. 

Order Code 51082: LED Xmas Tree. 

£12.99 
Details in Electronics No. 48 (XA48C) 

Available from your 
local branch! 

PROJECT 
RATING 

All items subject 
to availability. 
Prices include 
VAT. FASLOE 

Christmas Tree 
Light Sequencer 

Give your Christmas tree an extra sparkle this year! When 
coupled to one or more sets of lights, this unit can produce various 

Aattractive lighting sequences and fade patterns. The unit has three 
output channels each with a maximum output power of 400W. 
making it ideal for disco light sequencing, attention-grabbing 
shop window displays or an extremely bright Christmas tree! 

Order Code 51085: Christmas Light Sequencer. 

£49.99 
Details in Electronics 
No. 84 (XA84F) 

Finish off the pud, 
pick up your soldering iron 
and make a Merry Christmas 
with these festive projects 

from Maplin! 

PROJECT 
RATING 

Please note case not 
included in kit 
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An abundance of stars in y  eyes visitors 
Pane t can be guaranteed for all 

to the new London l arium. 
l-i  the  rs on show are not Kim  
owever,  sta Bas inger or Sharon  Stone, but are more 
celestial - the event  hsatsartsh. e ability to 
project over 9,000 At a cost newly 
of some £4.5 million, the 
refurbished Planetarium provides 

an  exciting journey into 
cyber-space. 

A
5 the organisers point out, a planetar-
ium may be one of two things. Its orig- 
inal meaning was an instrument for 

demonstrating the movements of the planets 
around the sun. Such working models were 
known to the ancient Greeks 2.000 years ago. 
A planetarium is also a building in which the 
night sky is accurately portrayed. The first 
large scale instrument to simulate the whole 
sky including stars, in an accurate way. was 
not developed until early in the 20th century 
by Dr Walter Bauersfeld. an engineer working 
for the German optical firm, Carl Zeiss. In 
1926, his star projector was installed in the 
very first planetarium building in Munich. 
London had to wait until 1958 for its first 

large-scale planetarium to be opened. This 
replaced the bomb-damaged Madame 
Tussaud's cinema, and the building. which 
featured a large dome constructed from con-
crete, created considerable interest. Concrete 
ribs supported the outer copper dome, which 
is now a familiar London landmark. while 

4 

many inner layers separate the artificial sky 
inside from the noise of the outside world. 
Incidently, when the model Saturn was fixed 
to the top of the dome, it acquired the name 
of 'Britain's first Sputnik'. after the very first 
spacecraft launched in 1957. 

The Vision 
For almost 40 years. the original London 
Planetarium, within the Madame Tussaud's 
waxworks in Marylebone Road. has served 
the public well. As Chris Gutteridge, senior 
audio/visual technician pointed out, the 
building was beginning to show its age, and 
a virtual relaunch was becoming e6sPntial. 
During the winter of 1994/95. architects 

were commissioned to embark on a major 
renovation programme. This included a strik-
ing new entrance providing improved 
access, an extra floor and the seating reori-
entated to create a much more flexible space. 
For the first time, wheelchairs could be 

admitted directly to the auditorium. Photo I 
shows the inside of the new auditorium. 
The new London Planetarium, the archi-

tects Fletcher Priest said, was a bit like putting 
a ship in a bottle - and it had to be built in 20 
weeks, so closure of the Planetarium was as 
short as possible. At the heart of the redesign 
is the extraordinary Digistar IL which pro-
jects a 3-D computer model of the universe 
on the new suspended projection dome (see 
Photo 2). The seating arrangement has been 
totally redesigned to ensure each visitor's 
view is precisely targeted at the focal point of 
the dome, and enables each visitor to ex-
perience the dynamic effect of travelling 
through space. The auditorium sits on a slop-
ing floor, which has been inserted above the 
original auditorium floor to make an extra 
level commented and create new exhibition 
and waiting space. 
As Fletcher Priest commented. "the job 

was complex, because Madame Tussaud's 
continued to operate throughout the project. 
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Photo I. Inside the new auditorium. 
Photo 2. The new Digistar II projecting 
the stars onto the dome of the London 
Planetarium, recently relaunched after 
a £4.5 million transformation. 
Photo 3. The Digistar II projection system. 
Photo 4. Nut. the Egyptian goddess of the sky 
- part of the new Cosmic Perceptions show 
at the London Planetarium. 
Photo 5. An image from the new Cosmic 
Perceptions show at the London Planetarium. 

Beneath the site is the Dark Ride, round the 
sides of the site is the exhibition area and out-
side. on the street, the inevitable queue. 
Underneath the Dark Ride are six London 
Underground lines, so putting in foundations 
for the new auditorium floor presented some 
difficulties. A series of piles, reached by tun-
nels, were sunk below the Dark Ride. Getting 
materials on and off the site presented further 
problems, so demolition rubble and building 
materials all went through a couple of door-
size slots in the dome - more reminiscent of 
key-hole surgery than a conventional build-
ing project." 
Thanks to all this inspired work, visitors 

can move through the exhibition area to the 
theatre-styled auditorium at their own pace. 
and after they have seen the show, they can 
walk straight through to Madame Tussaud's. 
The entry process is designed to adjust eye-
sight from daylight to the low lighting 
required for Planetarium projection. 

Virtual Reality 
The end result of the transformation, is the 
fact that the 36 year-old Zeiss Universal Star 
Projector finally came to the end of its very 
hardworking life. The new state-of-the-art 
Digistar 11 projection system. the first in 
Europe and costing some £500.000. produces 
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conventional stars and planets of the night-
sky and makes use of computer graphics to 
bring virtual reality to a three-dimensional 
journey through space, as shown in Photo 3. 
"Unlike mechanical projectors, which only 
give an Earth-based view of the heavens. 
Digistar II can transport you with complete 
accuracy through galaxies at the edge of the 
known universe, or can recreate the Big 
Bang, before which, nothing existed. It can 
also be used in non-astronomical contexts 
to create all kinds of exciting graphics it is 
limited only by the confines of human im-
agination-, says Undine Concannon. the 
Planetarium administrator. "It can set you 
right among the stars, well beyond the limits 
of the Solar System. It can even plunge you 
into a black hole, but still allow you to 
emerge, shaken, stirred, but alive. Thanks to 
the sound system. which can transmit music 
around the audience in three dimensions. 
plus a comprehensive array of slide and 
video projectors and computers. audiences 
can be entertained and educated at a stroke 
of light 

The Black Hole 
Experience 
The Digistar equipment which was first 
installed in Utah. USA. was originally 
designed as a database of stars for NASA, the 
United States space agency. Here, it helps 
astronauts get acclimatised to viewing fam-
iliar stars and constellations from unfamiliar 
angles. In London. it is the centrepiece for the 
Planetarium's new 'Cosmic Perceptions' 
show, which provides visitors with a virtual 
reality tour, ranging from deepest space to 

Photo 6. Planet Zone - one of three 
interactive exhibition areas at the new 
London Planetarium. relaunched in June 
1995 after a £4 5 million transformation. 
Photo 7. Space Zone - one of three interactive 
exhibition areas at the newly transformed 
London Planetarium. 
Photo 8. The wax figure of Professor 
Stephen Hawking - one of the exhibits in the 
interactive Space Zone exhibition area at the 
Planetarium. 
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the human body, as it demonstrates how we 
perceive light. The system, designed by Evans 
& Sutherland Computer Corporation, starts 
the journey with sunrise over Stonehenge 
and voyages through superclusters, galaxies 
and other space phenomena (see Photo 4). 
The show includes an 'inner space' journey 
down the optic nerve to the human eye, to 
show how the brain interprets what the eye 
sees. Combined with a new surround-sound 
system and specially composed music. 
'Cosmic Perceptions' is the most thrilling 
example yet of the new breed of planetarium 
shows, which combine science and enter-
tainment into a universally enjoyable pro-
gramme. With over twelve of the systems on 
order for planetarium sites round the world. 
many millions will have the opportunity of 
experiencing the enjoyment, said the sup-
pliers (see Photo 5). 
Digistar 11 incorporates both the scientific 

accuracy of a traditional star projector and 
the visual stimulation of a virtual reality en-
vironment. to create an immersive system. 
The compact design eliminates the need for 
a separate computer room, and is small 
enough for the projector, operator work-
station and graphics to fit unobtrusively in-
side the theatre. The system can graphically 

project 3-D images, including molecular 
models, architectural renderings of buildings 
or cities and fractal images, thereby expand-
ing its use far beyond astronomy. 

Tripping through Space 
The new theatre auditorium holds 393 people, 
with fresh performances held every 40 min-
utes However, with the new system and seat-
ing layout, everyone gets the same view of the 
stars, together with a sensation of weightless 
suspension simulated in the auditorium. 
Outside, there are three levels of interactive 
exhibition areas - Launch Zone. Planet Zone 
(shown in Photo 6) and Space Zone (Photo 7). 
Here, little-known facts are revealed about 
our nearest neighbours in the solar system. 
Here also, you can hear a model of Stephen 
Hawking talking about those mysterious and 
controversial black holes in outer space (see 
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Photo 8). Also present, are wax models of 
some of the most outstanding astronomers in 
history, giving a human dimension to the 
mass of information which is available on the 
interactive video screens. From Copernicus 
and Galileo, Isaac Newton, Edmond Halley 
and Einstein, they represent the milestones in 
our knowledge of the universe, while the first 
moon-walking astronauts, Armstrong and 
Aldin, represent a more physical advance into 
space. Visitors can also experience the delights 
of the gravity well, and experiment with the 
plasma ball light fittings. 

Teaching the World 
Considerable thought has been given to the 
exhibition facilities. Disabled access apart. 
there are special induction circuits for the 
hard of hearing. To assist understanding, visi-
tors can obtain a headset and plug it into 
their seat sockets, in order to enjoy the com-
mentary in a number of languages. including 
French, German, Spanish and Italian. 

In addition to the regular public pro-
gramme, and a weekly 'Sky this Week' talk, 
the Planetarium stages a range of regular pro-
grammes for school groups of all ages. In 
fact, the space programme has been geared 
on that part of the national curriculum which 
cannot be demonstrated in the classroom. 
Live presentations are also given for groups 
such as scouts and astronomical societies, 
and for those interested in Astro-Navigation. 
with celebrity events taking place from time-
to-time. 

Space Out at the 
Planetarium 
You don't have to be an astronomy buff to 
enjoy the show. It is for anyone who desires 
adventure and excitement. The sheer scale 
and size of the universe fills one with con-
siderable awe. The London Planetarium 
sends you on a veritable journey into space. 
Entry prices (correct at the time of going 

to press) are. Adults: £4.75, Children: £2.95, 

Senior Citizens: £3.65, Family Ticket: £12.45. A 
visit to The London Planetarium can be com-
bined with the adjoining Madame Tussaud's. 
For further information. Tel: (0171) 486 1121. 

We could make you 
see stars! 
Now, having read this article and hopefully 
with your astronomic appetite (as opposed to 
gastronomic!) suitably whetted, why not 
try your luck in our superb competition to 
win tickets to the New London Planetarium. 
See page 8 for details on how to enter, and 
the very best of luck to you! 

WC)) Uri--[ 

Calling all 
customers 
in Southern 
Africa... 

. . . your new 1996 
Maplin Catalogue is now available. 

Maplin South Africa (Pty) Ltd. 
PO. Box 1846, Somerset West, 7129, RSA 
Telephone:(024) 515124 Fax:(024) 515127 

CORRIGENDA 
ISSUE 92/AUGUST 1995 
Multi-Strobe, page 38, the circuit diagram shows C10 22µF fitted the wrong way 
round, should be shown with positive towards ground, see drawing (below). 
The layout on the PCB is correct. 

ISSUE 95/ 
NOVEMBER 1995 
Door Chime, page 22, Parts List, 
Resistors should read: 

Nd  lk  1  (M1K) 
R2  180k  1 (M180K) 
113  120k  1 (M120K) 
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Him TOO can make that 
journeu Into space 

COURTESY OF 

IRTHONICS 
 rhexopto 
1. The original London Planetarium was 
officially opened in 1958 by? 
(a) The Duke of Edinburgh. 
(b) Thomas Cook. 
(c) Count Dracula. 

2. How many people have visited the London 
Planetarium since it opened? 

(a) 18,000. 
(b) 18,000,000 
(c) Trillions 

We have no less than six sets of 
combined Family Tickets (value £29.45 
per set) offering admission to both the 
London Planetarium and Madame 
Tussaud's. And they could be yours, 
if you can correctly answer the four 
following questions. Answers please, 
on a postcard or back of a sealed-down 
envelope to: Planetarium Contest, 
'ELECTRONICS — The Maplin 

Magazine', P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, 
Essex SS6 SLR. 

3. Famous visitors to date have included? 
(a) Prince William and Prince Harry. 
(b) Robin Hood. 
(c) The Flintstones. 

4. What is the average distance of the Earth 
to the Sun? 

(a) Too far to measure. 
(b) Equal to the National Lottery weekly winnings. 
(c) 150 million km. 

Your answers must be received by 31st January 1996. Good luck, and have a happy trip into space! Please 
note that employees of Maplin Electronics, associated companies and family members are not eligible to 
enter In addition, multiple entries will be disqualified. The prizes will be awarded to the first all-correct 
entries drawn out of the Editor's space helmet. The Editor's decision will be final. 
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Design by Alan Williamson 
Text by Maurice Hunt and 
Alan Williamson 

This superb, easy to build and 
use, novelty project provides 
a variety of voice modulation 
effects, including pitch level 
shifting and vibrato, to enable 
the effortless conversion of 
your voice, sourced from 
either a microphone or line 
level input, into a robotised, 
metallic sounding output. As 
well as the sheer amusement 
that this project will provide, 
it also has 'serious' uses, for 
example, to liven up childrens' 
toys, games and parties, or 
for use in theatre productions, 
or home videos, etc. In fact, 
the possible applications are 
almost endless if you put your 
mind to it! 

• • • • 00000000 • • • • • 
• FEATURES • • * Robotised and Vibrato 
• Effect Voice Modulation 
• * Line and Microphone Input/ 
• Output Levels * Compact 
• * Wide Operating Voltage 
• * Low Current Consumption 
• * Peak Input Modulation LED 
• *Snap-off PC  5 Design 
• 

• APPLICATIONS • • * Toys, Games and Parties * General Amusement 
• * Sound Effects for Amateur Dramatics Productions, 
w School Plays, home Videos, etc. * PA Systems 
• 

KIT AVAILABLE 

(90077) 
PRICE £17.99 

• 
• 

The assembled Voice Modulator PCB. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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T
HE compact design Is based around a 
purpose-made voice modulator chip, 
which contains sophisticated digital 

signal processing circuitry for realistic and 
consistent sound effects. The circuit is 
very versatile, in that the inputs and outputs 
may be at either line or microphone (mic) 
level, with options of either on- or off-board 
microphones, and the project will operate 
from a wide operating voltage range, 
while also having a very miserly current 
consumption, meaning that It could be 
run for hours from a set of batteries. 
There are also plenty of switches to play 
with to tailor the output sound to your exact 
requirements - all in all, a very entertaining 
project, for experienced hobbyists and 
beginners alike! 

Circuit Description 
Refer to the block and circuit diagrams 
shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The 
circuit is based on the holtek I1T8950 Voice 
Modulator chip (1C1), which is basically a 
pitch-shifting device, using digital signal 
processing (D5P) techniques. This device 
contains an op amp, oscillator, timebase 
generator, comparator, analogue-to-digital 
(A/t)) converter, static random access 
memory (5-RAM), a latch, and a digital-
to-analogue (D/A) converter, in addition 
to control and power-on circuitry. 
The input signal to the circuit may be 

sourced from either a line (OdB) input, or 
a microphone input, which may be an on-
board electret type, an external condenser 
microphone, or other source, for example, 
from a tape player, etc. Resistors R1 and 
R2 (via link LK2b) serve as an input 
attenuator when the circuit is configured 
for line level input. For a microphone level 
Input, R1 is replaced by a link, Lig. If using 
an electret microphone, R2 is used to 

Specification 
Operating voltage. 
Operating current (quiescent): 
Operating current (activated): 
Microphone level output impedance: 
Microphone level OdBV input: 
Line level output impedance: 
Line level OdBV Input: 
PCB dimensions: 
Visual Indicators: 

5 to 12V DC 
4 lmA @ 5V, 4 5mA @ 12V 
6 5mA @ 5V, 6 8mA @ 12V (Maximum) 
4k2C2 
20mV r7115 
100kil 

775 mV rms 
98 x 51mm 
Peak input modulation LED 

supply power via the LtQa link. R5 and C2 
provide a decoupled supply for the electret 
microphone. 
The LED, LD1, is included to give a visual 

indication of peak input modulation, and is 
driven by the latch within IC1. R3 and f4 
set the gain of IC1's internal inverting op 
amp to x34.3 (30.7dB). R5 and f6 set 

the Internal oscillator frequency, and 
therefore, the pitch ratios. The output signal 
of IC1 is passed through a 4-pole low-pass 
Chebyshev active filter, comprised of an 
LM358 op amp, IC2a and IC2b, plus 
awlciated components (R9-12, and 
(3-8). Note that the capacitor value in 
each section varies. 

Biased 
electret 

microphone 

Line 
level 
input 

ottenuotor 

Control 

switches 

Voice 
modulator 

Peak 
modulation 

LED 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the Voice Modulator. 

PSU 

4 Pole 
low pass 

filter 

Line 
level 

output 

amplifier 

Attenuotor H,Microphone 
buffer 
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Figure 3. PCB legend and track. 

The function of this filter is to remove the 
high-frequency aliasing noise. Resistor R8 is 
required to set the DC bias of the op amps. 
IC3a provides the final amplification stage, 
up to line level, while R13 and f14 
attenuate the signal to microphone level 
before being buffered by IC3b, which is in 

non-inverting voltage follower configuration 
(with a gain of 1, or Ode). 
Power to the circuit is provided by 

voltage regulator RGI, another Holtek device 
(HT-1030), which provides 3V DC. The 
input voltage range of the circuit is between 
5 and 12V Diode D1 serves as reverse 
polarity protection, with the reverse bias 
current limited by 117 (to around 0.5A with 
12V applied) - this acts as a form of fuse in 
case of a reversed supply. R17 also acts in 
conjunction with CI3 to provide a degree of 
filtering of the power supply. Capacitors C13 
and C16, and C14 and C15 provide low-
and high-frequency supply decoupling. 
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Toggle switches 51 to 53 control the 
pitch ratio, as per Table 1. Note that if 51, 
52 and 53 are all in the ON (down) position, 
the pitch ratio will be controlled by the 
manual step push switches 55 (down) and 
56 (up). However, with 51 and 52 ON, and 
53 Off, the circuit will be put into 'Normal' 

mode, whereby the output voice signal 
will be similar to the input voice signal (and 
at the same speed ratio, i.e., =1), with 
exception of some inevitable distortion 
caused by the digital sound processing 
circuitry 
Push switches 54 to 57 control the 

various operating modes provided by the 
circuit, as indicated in Table 2. Pushing 54 
or 57 repeatedly will toggle the Robot or 
Vibrato mode on and oft respectively. 

PCB Construction 
Refer to figure 3, showing the PC5 
legend and track, which will be of assistance 
during the build-up process. Determine 
beforehand, which type of input (line or mic) 
you require, and which type of microphone 
(if any) you wish to use For a line level 
input, fit R1 and link LK2b, and Omit C2 and 
R5 For the supplied electret microphone, 
fit links LKI and LK2a; for other types of 
microphone, fit links LKI and 112b, and 
omit C2 and R5. Depending on whether R2 
and link LK2b are fitted or not (i.e., Mic./Line 
inputs), the input impedance will be 4kQ 
and 100kQ, respectively. 
The value of R2 could be altered to 

achieve the desired impedance for a 
particular microphone, for example, for an 
impedance (Z) of 600, the value of f2 
can be calculated in accordance with the 
formula: 

R2 - (l _1r+5) ; Where R5 = 4k7Q 

R2 = 687 8c2 
(Nearest prefered value = 680Q) 

Assembly of the board is fairly 
straightforward. Begin with the smallest 
components first, working up in size to 
the largest, and being careful to correctly 
orientate the polarised devices, such as 
electrolytic capacitors, diodes, voltage 
regulator, the LED and the microphone. Also 
ensure that the notches of the IC holders 
are correctly aligned as per the PCB legend. 
The ICs should be inserted into their 

sockets last of all. Thoroughly check your 
work for misplaced components, solder 
whiskers, bridges, and dry joints. Finally, 
clean all surplus flux off the PCB using a 
suitable solvent. Note that the PCB supplied 
is of the 'snappable' type. If it is required to 
have the switch section mounted remotely 
of the main section of the board, score 
along the PCB tracks adjacent to the row 
of drilled holes, then carefully snap the two 
sections. Fit PCB pins along the row of 
holes along the edge of each board section, 

Input Step 
Mode 

Speed 
Ratio 55 52 51 

ori Oil ON Controlled by manual up/down switches - 

ON ON OFF Up step 3 2 
ON OFF 011 Up step 2 8/5 
ON OFF OFF Up step 1 4/3 

OFF on on Normal 1 
OFF ON OFF Down step 1 8/9 
OFF OFF on Down step 2 4/5 
OFF OFF OFF Down step 3 2/3 

Table 1 51-3 position functions. 
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and use 8-way ribbon cable (or individual 
wires) of the required length to interconnect 
the boards 

Testing and Use 
Connect up the completed board as shown 
in the wiring diagram (see figure 4). 
Connect the line- or mic-level output to a 
suitable amplifier (preferably via screened 
cable to minimise noise, and apply the 
power to the board, ensuring correct 
polarity. If running the circuit from batteries, 
ensure they are providing sufficient charge. 
Make sure at this stage, that none of 
the components are getting warm; if this 
occurs, switch off immediately and recheck 
your assembly work for mistakes. 
If all is well, set the amplifier volume to 

the desired level, and apply an input signal; 

Switch I  Operating Mode 

54  Robot (toggle) 

55  Downward step 

56  Upward step 

57  Vibrato (toggle) 

Table 2. 54-7 position functions. 

VOICE MODULATOR PARTS LIST 
RESISTORS 
R1,6,8 
R2,3,14,16 
R4 
R5 
R7 
R9-12 
R13 
R15 
R17 
R18 

CAPACITORS 
C1,4,9,10,12 
C2 
C3,16 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 
C11 
C13 
C14,15 

All 06W 1% Metal film 
100k 
4k7 
39k 
4700 
47k 
10k 
20k 
62k 
22S2 
510Q 

10Onf Mylar film 
22pf 50V Radial Electrolytic 
lOpf 50V Radial Electrolytic 
22nf Mylar film 
560pf Ceramic Disc 
8n2f Polyester Layer 
4n7f Polyester Layer 
330pf Ceramic Disc 
47pf 25V Radial Electrolytic 
10Onf 16V Ceramic Disc 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
DI  1N4001 
LDI 
ICI 
IC2,5 
R01 

3mm LED Red 
hIT8950 
LM358N 
111-1030 

3  (M100K) 
4  (M4K7) 
1  (M39K) 
1  (M470R) 
1  (M47K) 
4  (M10K) 
I  (M20K) 
1  (M62 ) 
1  (M22R) 
1  (M510R) 

5  (WW21X) 
1  (JL12N) 
2  (FFO4E) 
1  (WW19V) 
1  (WX65V) 
1  (WW28F) 
1  (WW26D) 
1  (WW625) 
1  (FF08.1) 
2  (YFi755) 

1  (QL73Q) 
1  (WL32K) 
1  (AE13P) 
2  (UJ54M) 
1  (GV11M) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
51-3  SPOT Miniature Vertical PCB 

Mounting Toggle Switch 
54-7  Sub-miniature Push Switch Black 
MIC1  Sub-miniature Omni-directional 

Electret Microphone 
8-pin DIL Socket 
18-pin DIL Socket 
Single-ended PCB Pins lmm 
PCB 
Instruction Leaflet 
Constructors' Guide 

if using a microphone input, try speaking 
into it. You should hear a modulated 
(altered) version of the applied signal, 
and by altering the switch positions (refer 
to Tables 1 and 2 for a description of their 
functions), you should be able to achieve 
some interesting output sounds, including 
robotised, vibrato-effect and pitch-shifted 
voices have fun' 

The completed Voice Modulator 
PCB ready for use. 

3  (JX9OX) 
4  (JMO1B) 

1  (F543W) 
2  (BL17T) 
1  (I1Q7611) 
1Pkt  (FL24B) 
1  (90078) 
1  V73Q) 
1  1179L) 

The Maplin 'Get-You-Working' Service is available for 
this project, see Constructors' Guide or current 

Maplin Catalogue for details 
The above items are available as a kit, which offers 

a saving over buying the parts separately. 
Order As 90077 (Voice Modulator) Price £17.99 

Please Note Where 'package' quantities are stated in the 
Parts List (e.g., packet, strip, reel, etc.), the exact quantity 
required to build the project will be supplied in the kit. 

The following new item (which is included in the kit) is also 
available separately, but is not shown in the 

1996 Maplin Catalogue 
Voice Modulator PCB Order As 90078 Price £2.69 

IN 
NATIONWIDE 
STORES 

Telephone 
01702 552911 
for details of 
your nearest store. 

M ig:iis•  • • 
Belfast 357-359 Lisburn Road. 
Birmingham Sutton New Rood, Erdington. 
Bradford 28 Valley Road, Ham Strasse. 
Brighton 65 London Road. 
Bristol 302 Gloucester Rood, Horfield. 
Cardiff 29-31 City Road, Rooth. 
Chatham 2 Luton Road. 
Cheetitam Hill 169 Cheetham Hill Road, 
Cheetham Hill. 
Coventry 12 Bishop Street. 
Dudley Unit 7, Sterling Park, Pedmore Rood, 
Brierley Hill 
Edgware 146-148 Burnt Oak, Broadway. 
Edinburgh 126 Dalry Rood, Dalry. 
Forest Hill 107-113 Stanstead Road. 
Glasgow 264-266 Great Western Road. 
Hammersmith 120-122 King Street. 
Ilford 302-304 Green Lane. 
Leeds Carpet World Building, 
3 Regent Street. 

•  •  • 

Leicester Office World Building, Burton Street 
Liverpool Edge Lane, Fairfield. 
Manchester 8 Oxford Rood. 
Middlesbrough Unit 1, The Forbes Building, 
309-321 Linthorpe Road. 
Milton Keynes Unit 2, Office World 
Building, snowdon Drive, Winterhill. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Unit 4, Allison Court, 
(The Metro Centre) Gateshead. 
Northampton 139 St James Road. 
Nottingham 86-88 Lower Parliament Street. 
Portsmouth 98-100 Kingston Road. 
Preston Unit 1, Corporation Street. 
Reading 129-131 Oxford Road. 
Sheffield 413 Longsett Rood, Hillsborough, 
Slough 216-218 Farnham Road 
Southampton .46-48 Bevois Volley Road. 
Southend-on-Sea 282-284 London Road 
Stockport 259-261 Wellington Rood South. 
Stoke-on-Trent 39-45 London Rood. 

FOR BARGAINS AND MORE, VISIT YOUR LOCAL STORE! 
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TECHNOLOGY 
with Keith Brindley 

As reported here in this very column last 
month, there were moves afoot to merge the 
two rival formats for digital video disc - high-
density multimedia compact disc (HD-MCD) 
and super-density digital video disc 
(SD-DVD). HD-MCD is the format proposed 
by Sony and Philips, while SD-DVD is the 
one proposed by Toshiba, Hitachi, JVC, 
Matsushita, Mitsubishi, Thomson, Samsung, 
Zenith, and Uncle Tom Cobbley and all. 
Well, as I said, the companies were finally 

managing to get together and talk, anxious 
not to create a situation similar to past 
headline competition between rival 
videocassette recorder systems, VHS and 
Betamax. The outcome is a joint standard, 
which can only be good news to consumers 
in the industry and home alike. As always, 
the Sony and Philips format looked set to 
be best for computer users, who require 
compatibility with existing CD-ROM drives 
and discs. On the other hand, home users 
(who have little regard for what's best for 
computers) were bound to appreciate the 
cheapness of the other alliance's 
format. 
In reality, the two formats were just a bit 

apart when they got down to talking. Pun 
intended. Apparently, Sony and Philips were 
specifying that each 8-bit byte of data should 
have an extra eight bits added to it for error 
detection and correction On a process known 
as 8/16 modulation), while the Toshiba 
alliance was specifying only seven extra 
bits (you've guessed it, 8/15 modulation). 
Compared with audio CDs with their 8/14 
modulation, the difference is not as far apart 
as it would seem. It is the total number of 
bits on a disc which defines the capacity of 
it in terms of length of digital video film which 
can be stored, and a few minutes of motion 
picture time could be expected to be lost 
for the extra reliability which it would provide. 
Sony and Philips won the day as far as 
that's concerned, in that 8/16 modulation 
is used in the new standard, but the Toshiba 
alliance's physical disc structure is to be 
used. Discs with 133 minutes of playing 
time (as opposed to 142 minutes without 
the extra bit) are the result. In the end, 
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with just a single format jointly developed 
by all involved, we should see the benefits 
of cheapness and compatibility, with a 
partnership rather than a war, sometime 
next year. 

Hard Times 
While discs (with a c) of the digital video kind 
look to be on the up, disks (with a k) appear 
to be suffering. While computer component 
parts prices (with the singe exception of RAM 
memory modules) continue to fall generally, 
the pnces of hard disk drives has fallen ever 
more dramatically over the last year or so. 
Where disk drives of 200M-bytes used to 
more than suffice the computer user a couple 
of years ago, 1G-byte and 2G-byte hard 
dnves are commonplace in modem desktop 
computers, and that trend is set to continue, 
with prices for the same increase in capacity 
falling at a seemingly inverse rate. It is 
common to see large capacity hard drives 
going for just a £100 or so, whereas two 
years ago, they would have been far more 
expensive than the computer they are 
installed into. 
But that means bad news for drive 

manufacturers around the world, and many 
of them are feeling the pinch. Put simply, if 
they can not ramp up cheap production of 
ever-higher capacity drives, they can probably 
kiss goodbye to their collective existence. 
Rodime, for example, currently earns much 
of its revenue from royalties generated 
through ownership of hard dnve patents. That 
looks set to end, though, as the US Court of 
Appeals has upheld a ruling that one of 
Rodime's main patents is not valid. Quantum, 
who originally challenged the patent, will be 
significantly better off financially, not having 
to pay the royalties, and Rodime will be 
significantly worse off. Rodime has a similar 
claim against Seagate, and if it loses that 
battle too, will have to consider other options. 
Seagate, meanwhile, is in the process of 
merging with Conner, thereby reducing the 
numbers of drive manufacturers in a sweep. 
What all this probably means is that prices 

falling at current rates cannot possibly be 
sustained. It is my bet that if you want to 

buy yourself a bigger hard drive, you should 
probably do so now. Prices surely cannot 
drop much further. Or can they? 

Demobbing the Troops 
Over the coming year or so, Mercury's 
One-2-One mobile telephone service is to be 
expanded to cover the whole of the country. 
Currently, One-2-One is available to just about 
30% of the nation, mainly around its London 
base, but also in the West Midlands. Some 
£200 million is to be spent upgrading the 
system for national coverage, which is 
expected to be complete and operational 
by 1997. 
Currently, One-2-One's main rival in the 

digital personal communications network 
(PCN) arena is Orange, which already covers 
some 70% of the population, but which also 
has plans for increased coverage. 
On another front, however, the digital 

services offered by Vodafone and Cellnet are 
already available to over 95% of the nation. 
Aggressive pricing structures by Orange and 
One-2-One mean that if they can increase 
their coverage adequately, they will have an 
edge over the two other networks. 
They have an edge technically, too. The 

higher operational frequencies of digital PCN 
means that individual transmission cells are 
smaller, which means that potentially more 
users can be on the network. Of course, 
smaller cell sizes also means that more base 
station transmitters have to be installed, in 
turn, meaning greater cost of infrastructure. 
However, the technology is such that Orange 
and One-2-One networks will probably form 
the basis of a global standard network in time. 
So, while the great majority of the country has 
to wait until Orange and One-2-One services 
become available (the PCN operators' 
mandates specify that 95% of the country 
must be covered by the year 2000) it will 
probably be worth the wait. 

The opinions ex,oressed by the author are not 
necessarily those of the publisher or the editor. 
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C IONICS 
SOTWA 
If you are looking for a means of 
improving your knowledge of the 
basics of electronics then this 
software is for you. 
ELECTRONICS PRINCIPLES 2.1 
* Insulators, Conductors, Resistance * D.C. Circuits 
* Capacitance and Inductance * A.C. Series Circuits 
* A.C. Parallel Circuits * Reactance and Impedance • 
* A.C. and D.C. Power * Frequency and Tuned Circuits 
* Using Numbers * Complex Numbers, Phase Angles 
* P.N. Junction Diode * Bi-polar and MOSFET Transistors 
* Operational Amplifiers * Logic Gates * Digital Number Systems 
* Combinational Logic * Flip Flops * Counters and Shift Registers 
* Memory * Microcomputer operation 
Now an extended range of electronics topics with an 
improved graphics presentation, available to electronics 
hobbyists, students, schools, colleges, and used for training 
within industry throughout the UK and overseas. A fully 
interactive electronics program where the user selects from 
over 250 analogue and digital topics. Circuit diagrams, wave 
forms, phase angles, voltages and currents or logic states are 
shown, drawn to scale, in full colour. Formulae are given 
demonstrating all the calculation steps, exactly as in a 
textbook, using your input values. 
An 'on screen' electronics package including circuit theory 

to enable a learning through doing approach to encourage ex-
perimentation. For the young student, mature hobbyist or the 
engineer that just needs to keep up-to-date in an easy and 
enjoyable way. 
Having reviewed a dozen, or more, educational software 
packages designed to "teach" electronics, I was more than a little 
sceptical when I first beard about Electronics Principles: there 
seemed to be little that could be done that has not been done 
elsewhere. When I started to use the package my views changed. 
Indeed, I was so impressed with it that I quickly came to the 
conclusion that readers should have an opportunity to try the 
package out for themselves! — MIKE TOOLEY B.A. Dean of 
Faculty of Technology, Brooklands Technical College. 

• 11 
Complete package 31111 only £49.95 
ELECTRONICS PC TOOLBOX VERSION 2.0 

An extended and improved version of the popular Toolbox software. 
Presents commonly used formulae in a way that makes calculations easier 
thus encouraging experimentation in circuit design. 
Covers D.C. Calculations from Ohm's Law to Loading a Potential 
Divider; Further D.C. Calculations from Power Ratio Decibels to 
Kirchhoff's Laws; A.C. Calculations from Average Peak Current to Filters 
and Admittance; Capacitance Calculations from Values to RC Time 
Constants; Inductance Calculations from Values to Selectivity; Binary 
Calculations from Addition to 2's Complement; Numbers and Phase 
Angles from Addition to Polar to Rectangular; Operational Amplifiers 
from Inverting Op.Amp to Op.Amp Differentiator. 
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Only £19.95 

Fl • Theory 

GCSE ELECTRONICS VERSION 2.0 
Designed to complement the EPE Teach-In 
No. 7 publication, which contains a complete 
electronics course aimed at GCSE and A Level 
students, this software can also be used as a 
stand alone learning package for everyone 
interested in electronics. From simple d.c. 
current flow and Ohm's Law it covers the 
whole GCSE syllabus including a.c., semicon-
ductors, op.amps, digital electronics, radio and 
fibre optic communications, digital numbering 
systems and goes on to look at microprocessor 
c.p.u.s, 6502 addressing modes and instruction 
sets. It even produces a program listing, which 
can be saved or retrieved from hard disk, when 
any of the instructions from the listed instruc-
tion set are input, thus allowing the user to 
monitor the registers for each of the addressing 
modes. 
The original version is now widely used in 

schools and colleges throughout the UK. 
An interactive, user friendly medium which 

assists learning in an enjoyable and interesting 
way.  Only £39.95 

I m I11UIi. whit-m.16mi II )1.tNN arc 
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GCSE MATHS now version 2.0 
A series of programs covering all the major topics 
required by the school syllabus. Designed to be 
user friendly enabling you to study or revise in 
what we believe is an interesting and enjoyable 
way. There are nearly one hundred and fifty menu 
driven screens with interactive graphics, enabling a 
"learning through doing" approach to encourage 
experimentation. Now being used in many schools 
throughout the UK. Only £49.95 

JUST FOR FUN! 
EPT Lottery Selector. Windows version. 

£5.00 + ti p&P 
These programs require a PC (or fully compatible system) running DOS or Windows with an 80286 or better processor 
and VGA (ideally colour) graphics. In addition you must have 4Mb of hard disk space, a high density (1.44Mb) floppy 
drive and at least 640K of RAM. We also recommend the use of a mouse. Site licences are available — please enquire. 

Available from 
EPT Educational Software, Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Fxsex. UK. CM8 2.13J. Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. 

Add £2 per order for UK post and packing. Make cheques payable to EPT Educational Software. 
Visa and Mastercard orders accepted — please give card number, expiry date and cardholders address if different from the delivery address. 

OVERSEAS ORDERS: Add L250postage for countries in the E.EC. Overseas readers, outside the EEC countries add £350 for airmail postage. 
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Thermionic DarlIngtons 
After PC's comments on Thermionic 
Darlingtons in the September issue he 
received a number of letters from readers, 
confirming the existence of such a device. 
PC came across it recently, under the title 
of the 'triple twin' valve, on page 36 of 
the second edition of The Amateur Radio 
Handbook of 1941 (fourth pnnting), 
recently passed on to him by an elderly 
gentleman who had no further use for it. 
W. G. H. W. of Hemel Hempstead, wrote 

in to say that he used two of them (6B5s) 
in push-pull configuration in the 1930s, 
and enclosed a base diagram of this 
valve's UX6 pin base, together with brief 
details of its ratings in both single-ended 
class A, and in push-pull. He still has one, 
and even offered it most kindly for PC to 
experiment with! 
J. M. W. of Rayleigh, Essex (not far from 

the editohal offices!) added the information 
that there were two other types, a 6AC6 
and a 2B6 (with a 2.5V heater), as well 
as the 6E35. He pointed out that the 
output triode section had a close-wound 
god, and hence passed little current at 
zero bias. The valve was normally operated 
with a positive bias on the god and 
capable of greater output than power 
pentodes of its day, at the expense of 
rather a thirst for heater current. Of course, 
the positive god resulted in grid current, 
and this in turn, would result in high 
distortion if the god were dnven from a 
high source impedance, hence the in-built 
cathode follower. 
H. W. R. of Swansea's letter included 

a photocopy of page V7 of the 1956 
A. R. Ft. L. Handbook, showing a base 
diagram. He said the valve was capable 
of 12W or more output in push-pull from 
a 250V rail, but by the post-war era, it had 

FRE Cbs  c_  R. 
E N., E. a  L--"1" C›-

A ,sie 'AN • or,-

been superseded by beam tetrodes such 
as the 6V6. His base diagram agreed with 
W. G. H. W.'s, in showing the cathode 
of the input triode/gnd of the output triode 
strapped internally to the cathode of the 
output tnode via a resistor. The purpose 
of this was presumably to augment and 
stabilise the anode current of the input 
triode, which otherwise would consist only 
of the god current of the output section. 
Whether this resistor was accommodated 
within the glass envelope or within the 
valve base is not clear, but certainly the 
input section cathode/output section god 
was not brought out to a separate pin, 
just like the input emitter/output base in 
a Darlington transistor. However, unlike 
a Darlington, the input section anode was 
brought out to a separate pin and returned 
direct to the H. T. rail. 

Info, ease 
In RF circuits, or even audio ones where 
very high gain is involved, it is sometimes 
necessary to add some local screening 
around one or more of the stages, in order 
to ensure stability. Where the screen has 
to be fabricated to a particular shape 
and then soldered into position, tin-plate 
salvaged from a tin-can can be very useful. 
PC always used to keep such a source of 
tin-plate handy in the laboratory, but alas, 
it has run out. The household rubbish 
still includes the occasional can, but 
nowadays, they always seem to have 
a corrugated section around the middle, 
quite spoiling them as a little tin-plate 
mine. Or else, they are made of aluminium 
instead, as in the case of 'tins' of cat food. 
If anyone knows of a product sold in tin 
cans with corrugation-free sides, PC 
would be grateful to hear from them, 
and happy to pass on the tip to readers. 

Long Ring-mains 
Stray Signals in the July issue, mentioned 
the steadily increasing use of solar energy 
in India, for things like water pumping, 
village power plants and lighting. Lighting? 
- but that is only required when the sun 
isn't shining, thus incurnng the capital and 
maintenance costs of an energy storage 
system, such as lead-acid accumulators. 
The obvious solution, avoiding the need for 
energy storage, is a ring-mains around the 
equator. Each country's installed capacity 
for lighting would be connected to the 
ring-main during the hours of daylight, and 
its lighting load only dunng the hours of 
darkness. Clearly, to be useful, the 
ring-main would need to have a carrying 
capacity of many megawatts, which 
would imply a prohibitive cost in copper. 
PC hasn't done any sums on this, but it 
might be feasible using a supercooled 
cable, where the amount of copper needed 
would be much less. 
A further thought: as things like water 

pumping can be done dunng the daylight 
hours, when solar electricity is available, 
the ring-main is needed solely for lighting. 
Perhaps a fibre-optic nng-main is the 
answer, with large parabolic mirrors 
tracking the sun feeding in energy in daylit 
countnes, and pick-off points in countnes 
where it is night. This avoids the inevitable 
inefficiencies associated with conversion 
of solar to electncal energy and back again. 
Just how impractical it is depends upon 
the energy density that an opto fibre (of 
an unusually large cross-sectional area) 
can support. As the energy is broadband 
(incoherent) a low-loss fibre with no 
requirement for coherence can be used. 

Lingua Franca 
English (often of the Amencan rather 
than the British vanety) is the international 
language in many fields, not least, 
electronics. Indeed, at some foreign 
universities, the electronics degree courses 
are taught in English, so that fluency in the 
language is a prerequisite for registration. 
However, through the influence of 
education, television and other media, 
more and more people have a smattenng 
of several European languages, even if no 
more than a few words. Perhaps the world 
will move towards an 'anything goes' sort 
of mongrel language. A typical snippet of 
conversation might be: "Es ist ties chaud, 
no?" "Si, e really troppo hot!" 

Yours sincerely, 

pod efiAta' 
The opinions expressed by the author are not necessarily 

. those of the publisher or the editor. 
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Psychedelic patterns are 
very much the in-thing at 
the moment in videos for 
House, Rave, Hip-Hop and 
various other forms of music. 
you watch Top of the Pops or MN 
for a couple of tracks, you are 
sure to see at least one example 
of the current offering of swirling, 
pulsating and mutating imagery. 
Most of these patterns change 
in time with the rhythm of the 
music, and can greatly enhance 
the enjoyment of this type of 
music for its followers. 

KIT AVAILABLE 
(90073) 

PRICE £39.99 Al 

Design by Colin Bakewell 
Technical support 
by Chris Barlow 
Text by Colin Bakewell 
and Maurice Hunt 
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The completed Video Kaleidoscope unit 
connected to a 1V and Hi-Fl system 

WARNING: Although the pattern change rates on 
the Video Kaleidoscope ore limited to below 12Hz, 
its primary purpose to produce flashing patterns, may 
in some people (in particular those prone to epileptic 
seizures) produce unexpected side effects, such 
as dizziness and or seizures. If you are affected, you 
are recommended not to use the unit in Auto Of high 
manual rates. If you still experience problems, then 
do not use the unit at all. 

PROJECT 
RATING 

Please note the 
case shown is 
not included in 
the kit and must 
be purchased 
separately, if 

required. 

TORESI101.0 

/11%* 

FEATURES 
Built-in omni-directional 
microphone 
*Direct stereo audio input 
*Wide input signal range 
*UHF or composite 
video output 
Large range of pattern 
selection, change rate 
and threshold levels 
*Compact and easy to use 

APPLICATI ONS 
*Discos 0 Parties • Raves 
*Advertising/promotions 
*General amusement 
*Educational project 
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THIS is not a new phenomenon, sound-
to-light systems have been used for 
years to create flashing coloured light 

in sympathy with the beat of the music. It 
is just that the new multi-coloured images 
and patterns can be so much more 
effective. The Video Kaleidoscope protect 
gives everyone the ability to create these 
fascinating kaleidoscopic mosaic patterns 
on their own colour television. 
It is effectively an improved and updated 
version of the popular TVFX Unit, utilising 
a PIC microcontroller-based circuit which 
offers a greater selection of patterns and 
effects. Using the built-in microphone, 
the patterns change in accordance with 
the beat of the music playing in the room 
or atternatively, the direct stereo audio 
input can be used to connect the Video 
Kaleidoscope to your Hi-FL CD or disco 
mixer. The Video Kaleidoscope accepts a 
wide range of sound and signal levels, due 
to the use of a sophisticated VOGAD IC. 
There is a UHF output for connection 

to a standard (PAL) colour TV, and a 750 
video output for connection to a video 
recorder, PAL colour monitor, video wall, 
or any SCART equipment via a suitable 
cable. The types of pattern and the way 
they change relcrttve to the music can 
be adjusted by 'THRESHOLD' and 'MODE' 
controls on the front of the unit. The 
threshold setting effects the amount of 
change caused by each beat. A low 
setting causes the most and fastest 
changes, a high setting causes the least 
and slowest changes. For quiet music, a 
threshold setting too high can stop the 
pattern changes all together. 

  (-sroa= 

Specification 
Supply voltage: 

Recommended power supply: 
Supply current: 
Input impedance: 
Input signal level: 
UHF output: 
Composite video output: 
Visual indicators: 
Size: 

10 tol 3V DC (13.2V absolute mcaimum), 
via 2.5mm socket 
12V 300mA regulated 
80mA @ 12V DC 
47ki2 
20mV to 2V ims, via 3.5mm stereo iack socket 
PAL colour TV, channel 36 
1V Pk-to-Pk, 7512 impedance 
Power on LED 
175 x 130 x 58mm 

The assembled Kaleidoscope 
PCB mounted in Optional Box. 

A selection 
of typical 
kaleidoscope 
patterns. 
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VCA 
preamp Electret 

microphone 

Audio input 
signal 

20mV-2V Impedence 
matching and 
attenuation 

Luminence 
deloy line 

Crystal 
controlled 
oscillator 

rtuadrature generator 

Phase 
inverter 

. -116 

Delay 

Video 
summer 

Video 
driver 

Bandwidth 
limited  Compressed 
amp  signal 

90mV nominal 

Luminence 
encoder 

AGC filter 

 66. 

Comp Sync 

Chebyshev 
low pass 

filter network 
107Hz 

(0.5db ripple) 

Romp timing 
components 

PAL 
clock 

generator 

Colour burst 
timing 

ramp gen' 

R—Y 
modulator 

B—Y 
modulator 

Chrominance 
filter 

4.43Mhz 

Composite 
video 

 66. 

R—Y 
encoder 

B—Y 
encoder 

Attenuator 

60-6 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the Video Kaleidoscope. 

Logic 
input 

6 bit 
colour 
data 

Blanking 

Pattern 
generator 

Symmetry/ 
kaleidoscopic 
generation 

6 bit 
colour 
output 

UHF modulator 
(channel 36) 

75 Ohm video drive 

UHF 

Amp 

Settable 
gain 

(1-50) 

Threshold 

Video sync 
generation 

Pattern 
progression 
and mutation 

control 

Mode selection 
and control 

+12V DC 
Input   

75 Ohm 
video 

Mode 

Amp  2V 
Bandwidth 
limit audio 

Crystal 
controlled 
clock 

generator 

Pulse analyser 

Manual pulse 
rate generator/ 
Auto pulse 
selection 

Auto/manual 
rate 

+5V  +12V 

Power 

supply 

The mode adjustment allows one 
of several pattern shapes, type and 
mutation law combincrtions to be 
selected shown in Table 1. The various 
modes are detailed later in the article. 
Aso, there is the 'SPEED control, which 

allows the unit to be wholly triggered by 
the beat of the music or to be triggered 
also at a manually set rate. This is useful 
to test the unit, and to provide a changing 
pattern when there is no music. If music 
is played into the Video Kaleidoscope 

Mode Description 

0 Limited pattern changes on break, pattern progression on beat 
1 Unlimited pattern changes on brealc pattern progression on beat 
2 Unlimited pattern changes on beat. Mutation laws A 
3 Unlimited pattern changes on beat. Mutation laws B 
4 Ghosted Diamond pattern progression on beat 
5 Inwards diamond, progression on beat 

6 Outwards diamond, progression on beat 
7 Cross, progression on beat 
8 Inwards circle, progression on beat 
9 Outwards circle, progression on beat 
10 Psychedelic Diamond, progression on beat 
11 Semi-fixed Type A pattern 1, progression on beat mutation on break 
12 Semi-Ned Type B pattern 2, progression on beat 
13 Cusp pattern, progression on beat 
14 Semi-fixed Type A pattern 3, progression on beat mutation on break 
15 Semi-fixed Type B pattern 4, progression on beat mutation on break 
16 Multiplex modes 1 tol 5, change mode each beat 
17 Multiplex modes 1 to 15, step by 2, change mode each beat 
18 Multiplex modes 1 to 15, step by 3, change mode each beat 
19 Multiplex modes 1 to 15, step by 4, change mode each beat 
20 Multiplex modes 1 to 15, variable step size, change mode each beat 

Table 1. Modes of Operation. 

18 

when it has been set to a manual rate, 
the rate will 'phase lock' to the beat of the 
music, and this can generate some very 
interesting effects. The project is powered 
by a standard 12V regulated battery 
eliminator power supply unit via a 2 5mm 
power socket (centre pin positive). 
The current mode is indicated by 

coloured blocks on far left of screen. 
Mode 0 is indicated by the block being 
vertically in the middle of the screen, 
higher modes are indicated by the block 
moving up the screen by one block per 
mode. Multiplexed modes are indicated 
by lashing blocks corresponding to each 
mode being multiplexed. 

Circuit Description 
If you look at Figure 1, the block diagram 
of the Video Kaleidoscope, you will see 
that the circuit consists of six major parts: 

(i) The audio signal input, microphone 
and automatic gain control (VOGAD) 

(ii) The low-pass active filter and threshold 
amplifier 

(iii) The PIC16C54 microcontroller (the 
heart of the project) 

(iv) The TEA2000 PAL colour modulator 
(v) The UHF and video output 
(vi)The power supply regulation 

Each of these parts will be discussed in 
turn. Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram 
of the project and should be read as 
referred to in the following description. 
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Audio Signal Input 
These are six main elements of this part of 
the cloud to be aPeeribed. The audio signcd 
input is based around the SL6270CDP 
VOGAD K. This chip is designed to 
produce a constant output signal for a 
wide range of input sound levels to a low 
impedance ctynamic microphone 
connected across its differential inputs. 
This standard mode of operation has two 
drawbacks h this application: 

(i) tt does not allow for direct electrical 
connection to a signal source such as 
a Hi-Fl. 

(ii) it does not allow for simple switching off 
of the microphone. 

In order to take advantage of the 
excellent automatic gain control provided 
by the SL6270 (ICI ), in this prciect it has to 
be used in its less well-known single-ended 
mode. To use it in this mode, the signal is 
AC coupled (via Cl and C2) to one input 
(pin 5) while the other input (pin 4) is AC 
coupled (via C8) to ground, to reduce 
noise pick-up. Pin 5 is also tied to ground 
via a 22kS2 resistor to provide the correct 
DC bias to ensure that the internal offsets 
are such that the chip doesn't oscillate 
when the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 
kicks in. 
The input impedance for single ended 

mode is 150S2, and this together with Cl 
or C2, forms a high-pass fitter. As we are 
interested in the beat of the music and 
hence low frequencies, we need to use 
reasonably large values for Cl and C2 

to help reduce the attenuation of these 
frequencies (100pF gives a 3db cut-off 
of about 10Hz). The AGC of the S16270 will 
provide an almost constant output signal 
of 90mV for input signals from 4 to 90mV. 
If we accept an output signal down to 
45mV, we can extend the input range 
down to around 150pV. These input 
levels give us the design criteria for the 
microphone and direct signal inputs. 
As dynamic microphones have a 

sensitivity of around -80dB and an 
impedance of about 600S2, we can 
calculate the signal level into the SL6270 
If it were used in its normal mode with an 
input impedance of 3000 as follows: 

Voltage at mic for OdBm sound 

= 11(600 x 10 8) = 2.4mV 

Voltage at SL6270 input 

= 2.4 x  = 1.2mV 
600 

If we used the same microphone in 
single-ended mode, we would only have: 

= 2.4 x 15°  - 600pV 
600 

Also, we would not have a simple means 
of disabling the microphone without 
switching the signal. (Switching the low 
level microphone signal can cause a lot 
of noise problems and is best avoided). 
By using an electret microphone and 
switching its DC off, we can disable it 
without any problems, also we regain the 
signal levels lost due to single-ended use 

of the SL6270. The sensitivity of an electret 
microphone is around -60dB and its 
impedance is around 11(12. This gives a 
voltage output at the microphone for a 
OdBm signal of: 

= 11(1000 x 10-6) = 31 6mV 

Voltage at SL6270 input 

= 3/-6 x —/50 = 4 74mV 
1000 

Vvhich is back to a good input level. The 
electret microphone contains an amplifier 
which requires a DC supply of between 
1.5 and W. This is supplied via R4, which 
is connected to ICI's fittered (via R17 and 
CI 2) 5V supply via a normally closed 
contact on the 3.5mm stereo audio input 
socket SKIT This convenientty disables 
the microphone when the lack plug is 
inserted into the socket. 
The direct audio signal fed into SKT1 

is divided down by RI, R2, R3 and the 
input impedance of ICI, to give an input 
signal level to ICI of 3 lmVN per channel 
(62mV/V) with an input impedance of 
approximately 47kS2. This gives an input 
sensitivity range of: 

Minimum (for 45mV IC1 output) 
SKr' input = 24mV 

Maximum (for 90mV Cl input) 
SKTI input = 14V 

As most line outputs are around IV rms, 
this dynamic range should be adequate. 
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Figure 2. Video Kaleidoscope circuit diagram. 
OV 
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The attack and decay rates of the AGC 
circuit within the SL6270 are controlled 
by C3 and R6, respectively. As we are 
interested in the beat of the music, we 
want the AGC to respond to the mean 
level of the music but not to squash the 
beat. The attack time is calculated by the 
equation: 

Attack Time = 0.4ms/pF (C3) 

Therefore, 47pF gives us 18.8ms, which 
would just let through the first half cycle of 
a 501-1z drum beat, which is fine. 
The decay time depends on R6 and 

03, a value of 1001d2 gives 30dB/s, or in 
more understandable terms; after 1 
second, it is 1,000 times more sensitive 
again. In fact, it doesn't quite happen like 
that, because as it is decaying, it will get 
to a point where the signal again fires 
the AGC to a greater or lesser amount 
restarting the AGC cycle. In effect the 
voltage on C3 settles down to a value 
proportional to the average signal level, 
occasionally peaking when there is an 
increase in signal level. 
Since the SL6270 can have its 

frequency response tailored, we might 
as well use it to our advantage. The low 
frequency cutoff is calculated as: 

1   
fL = 

2 xrtx680x C9 

This must be greater than the AGC cycle 
lime, or the C will oscillate. A value for 09 
of 4.7pF gives a cut-off of 50Hz, which is 
suitable. The high-frequency cut-off is 
calculated as: 

f H 
2 xrcx /0,000 x C/O 

1 

We could set this to be close to our 
150Hz frequency that we are interested 
in, but there is a danger in doing this. 
Since the output of ICI is the input to its 
AGC circuitry the AGC will adjust itself 
to the content of the output. If that output 
only contains frequencies that we are 
interested in, the effect will be to squash 
all those frequencies, hence losing any 
beat information. By allowing other 
frequencies through, the AGC adjusts 
itself to the average music level, hence 
allowing beat information to pass through. 
A 1 0:1 range seems to be a sensible 
factor. A value for 010 of 1 OnF gives 
1,590Hz. The output of this amplifier is 
then fed via 04 to the low-pass fitter and 
threshold amplifier. 

Low-pass Filter and 
Threshold Amplifier 
This part of the circuit is based around the 
dual op amp, LM358. Even though it is a 
single-rail supply op amp, we still have to 
provide a mid-rail reference. This is done 
using R16, R12 and Cll. The values are 
chosen to allow roughly ten times the 
current to flow through the potential 
dMder than the amount of current drawn 
by components using the reference. This, 
together with C11 acting as a reservoir-
cum-filter, gives a nice, stable mid-rail 
reference. 
The low-pass filter is a 2-pole voltage-

controlled voltage-source (VCVS) 
Chebyshev active fitter, with 0.5dB of 
passband ripple. It consists of IC2a, R8-11, 
05 and 06. As we are interested in the 

20 

beat of the music, and most of the beat 
information is contained in the lower 
frequencies, 150Hz would be a good 
choice for the cut-off frequency of the 
fitter. Also, we want a reasonably fast 
cut-off, to stop higher frequencies from 
triggering the Video Kaleidoscope. 
Choosing a 0.5dB 2-pole Chebyshev 

and using the closest preferred 
component values, we end up with a 
cut-off frequency of 107Hz. Note that for 
a Chebyshev filter, the cut-off frequency 
is defined as the frequency where the 
amplitude response falls out of the ripple 
band. The -3dB frequency is 1 39 times 
this value, equal in this circuit to 149Hz. 
As the input to the low-pass fitter is AC 

coupled in this circuit, we need to 
provided a DC bias by connecting the 
input to the mid-rail reference, via R7. 
This ensures that the output of IC2a sits 
at around the mid-rail value (2-5V) when 
there is no signal present. The output 
of the low-pass fitter is fed via 07 to the 
variable gain threshold amplifier. This 
consists of IC2b, RV1, R13-15. The gain 
of this amplifier is adjustable by RV1 from 
approximately 8 to 50. With no input 
signal. the output of the amplifier sits 
at around 2.5V, mid-way between the 
threshold levels of the Schmitt trigger 
RTCC input of the PIC16C54, to which 
it is connected. This Schmitt trigger input 
actually forms part of the threshold circuit, 
its threshold levels are: 

Low:  0.75V 
High: 4.25V 

Thus, the input signal would require an 
ampIttude of 4-25 -2.5 = 1-75V to trigger 
the RTCC circuit. 
Since the nominal signal level into the 

low-pass filter and hence, the threshold 
amplifier, is 90mV rms, the rms input signal 
to the RTCC can be adjusted (in theory) 
between 0-72 and 4.5V. This equates to 
signal amplitudes of 1 and 6-3V, but as 
the LM358 can only drive to within about 
0-1V of each rail, the maximum input 
amplitude to RTCC is 2.4V, i.e. 0.1 to 4W 
If there is a steady signal within the 

passband of the low-pass fitter (say 
100Hz), which is large enough to activate 
the AGC of ICI, then a 126mV amplitude 
(90mV rms) signal will be fed to the input 
of the threshold ampl er. With the gain 
of the amplifier set to about 15, there will 
be a 1.9V signal applied to the Schmitt 
trigger of the RTCC input. This will trigger 
the RTCC on each cycle of the signal, 
generating a 100Hz pulse train for the 
perttem generator to analyse. 
As music consists of beats of low-

frequency sound, this will generate a 
pulse train on each beat, allowing the 
pattern generator to distinguish between 
different tone beats. If the gain of the 
threshold ampltfier is set to less than 13, 
the RTCC will not be triggered by the 
steady signal, but will be triggered by 
abrupt changes in the signal amplitude 
(see the AGC attack time discussion 
earlier). This will tend to give only one 
or two pulses per beat, and will cause 
different pattern progression and mutation 
effects from those achieved with a gain 
setting of around 15. 
Higher gain settings are useful to 

compensate for quiet music or music 

which does not contain many bw-
frequency beats. In this way, the Video 
Kaleidoscope can be used for all types 
of music. The RTCC input forms part of 
the PIC16C54 microcontroller. 

Microcontroller 
The PIC16C54 microcontroller (103), 
together with its software, form the heart of 
the Video Kaleidoscope. Functionally, they 
can be split into 9 sub-blocks Each of 
these will be discussed in turn below. The 
PIC16C54 itself is an 8-bit microcontroller, 
with 512 words of PROM and 32 register 
bytes. Each program word is 12 bits 
long. Of the 32 registers, 8 of them are 
dedicated to specific functions within 
the PIC16C54, such as input/output ports, 
control registers, etc. 
There are two bidirectional input/output 

ports, one is 4 bits wide (Port A), the other 
8 bits wide (Port B). Each VO pin can 
source or sink 20mA maximum. In 
addition to the VO ports, there is a single 
real-time clock/counter (RTCC) input, 
which can be used to trigger the RTCC 
counter register. This counter register forms 
the basis of the pulse analyser block. 
As the PIC16C54 contains an internal 

power-up reset circuit, it is only necessary 
to tie the MCLR input to 5V via resistor 
R20. This power-up circuit disables the 
microprocessor within the chip from 
starting until the oscillator circuit has 
had time to establish steady running. 

Crystal-controlled Clock 
Generator 
This provides the 1MHz internal clock for 
all timing functions within 103, its timing 
components are XT1, 016 and CI 7. 
The capacitors help to ensure that the 
oscillator starts up reliably. Notice that 
the crystal frequency is 4MHz, as there 
is a divide-by-4 circuit within the clock 
generator. 

PAL Colour Modulator 
The PAL colour modulator is based around 
the TEA2000 colour encoder and video 
summer chip (104). This chip contains 
a crystal controlled oscillator, the timing 
components of which are XT2, 020. 021 
and VC1. The fixed value capacitors are 
to help ensure that the oscillator starts 
reliaby. The trimmer capacitor is required 
so that the oscillator can be tuned exactly 
to the correct frequency, to generate the 
PAL colour clock. 
A quadrature generator then produces 

the correctly phased signals for the R-Y 
and B-Y modulators. The phase of the 
R-Y signal is reversed every two lines by 
a phase inverter. The modulators are also 
fed from the R-Y and B-Y encoders, which 
convert the 6-bit binary colour input to the 
R-Y and B-Y analogue signals. The output 
from the modulators is combined with 
the colour burst signal, and is filtered by 
a 4.43MHz filter, consisting of components 
023, 024 and Li. 
The timing of the colour burst is 

controlled by the colour burst ramp 
generator, with timing components 
R22 and 018. This generates a ramp 
waveform at each sync pulse, and as this 
ramp passes a certain threshold voltage, 
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it triggers the generation of the colour 
burst signal. The filtered output of the 
modulators is mixed with the delayed 
luminance signal generated by the 
luminance encoder. The delay (270ns) is 
provided by the delay line, DL1, R23 and 
R28. The luminance encoder converts the 
6-bit colour signal to the corresponding 
grey level analogue signal. This is 
combined with the sync and blanking 
pulses to generate the composite 
luminance signal. Finaly, the signal 
is buffered, and outputs from C4 on 
pin 6 as a PAL composite video signal. 

NTSC Operation 
Should it be necessary to operate the 
Video Kaleidoscope with a television, 
or video equipment using the NTSC 
standard, this can be achieved by linking 
pin 14 of C4 to ground and changing 
various components, as indicated in 
Table 2. 

UHF and Video Output 
The final stage of the Video Kaleidoscope 
generates the UHF signal and buffers the 
video signal. The UHF signal is generated 
by the UHF Modulator, MOD1, which 
is a type UM1233. The output of IC4 is 
attenuated by resistors R21 and R26 
to scale it correctly for input to the 
modulator. The UHF signal produced 
is at around channel 36. 
TR1, TR2 and associated components 

form a high input impedance buffer. 
This buffer has an output impedance of 
around 100SI, and when connected to 
a 75S2 load provides a video signal of 
I V Pk-to-Pk. 

Video Sync Generator 
Using the 1MHz clock and various software 
delays, this block produces the composite 
video syric signal. [t also generates the 
blanking signals, to ensure that the 
kaleidoscope generated by the pattern 
generator and associated blocks is fairy 
central on the screen, The Video 
Kaleidoscope generates a fully interlaced 
picture. 

Pulse Analyser 
The block uses the data from RTCC 
counter register and/or an internally 
generated manual pulse rate to generate 
information for the pattern progression 
and mutation control blocks, about the 
beat repetition rate, beat tone and 
duration of breaks in the musk:. This 
information is updated once every 4 
video frames (every 80ms, or 12 5 times 
a second). This limits the maximum rate 
of change of the patterns 

Manual Pulse Rate 
Generator/Auto Pulse 
Selection 
This block generates the manual pulse 
rate. The pulse rate is selected using the 
SPEED control (RV3), which forms part of a 
single-slope analogue to digital converter 
tcgether with C15, R19 and port A bit 0 
of 03. This works as follows: at the end of 
each video frame, bit 0 of port A is made 
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Component PAL NTSC 

XT2 Crystal 8 867238MHz 7 159100MHz 

DL] Delay Line DL270 (27Ons) DL330 (330ns) 

LI Adjustable Coil 15pH 18pH 

023 Ceramic Disc 82pF 100pF 

R21 1% Metal Film 470S2 750S2 

R26 1% Metal Film 4700 5102 

MOD1 UHF Modulator UM1233 UM1622 

PAL/NTSC Select High (open circuit) Low (pin 14 of 104 to OV) 

Table 2. PAL/NTSC parts changes. 

into an output by setting the relevant bit in 
its 'PIS register to logic 0. A logic 1 is then 
written to bit 0, forcing the output high. This 
charges C15 via R19 to around 4 3V. At 
the start of the next frame, bit 0 is made 
into an input by setting the relevant bit in 
its IRIS register to logic 1. At the end of 
each scan line, bit 0 is tested to see when 
it has become a logic 0, incliccrting that 
015 has discharged via RV3 to below the 
low level of the input port (about 1V). The 
time constant of 015 and RV3 has been 
chosen so that it will take a maximum of 
around 32 scan lines (approdmately 2ms) 
to discharge to this level. The scan line 
number when bit 0 goes to logic 0 is 
then the digital value of the SPEED control 
setting. This value is averaged over 4 
video frames, to generate the final SPEED 
setting. 
This gives 32 rate settings. Rate 0 is 

the Automatic Pulse selection, Rate 1 is 
one pattern change every 100 frames 
(1 every 2 seconds), Rate 31 is one 
pattern change every 7 frames (7 every 
second), and the rates in between are in 
3 frame intervals, as outlined below: 

Variable manual rate: mcNimum 7 screens 
per second 
minimum 1 screen 
per 2 seconds 

Auto rate:  maximum 12.5 
screens per second 
minimum 0 (beat 
dependent) 

When music is played into the system 
while in manual rate mode, the manual 
rate will approximatey phase/frequency 
lock to the beat of the music. Also, for 
some types of pattern, the manual rate 
will cause the pattern to contract, while 
the music beat will cause the pattern 
to expand, which can create some 
interesting pulsating patterns. 

Mode Selection and 
Control 
This block controls which mode the 
pattern progression and mutation control 
is in. The mode is selected using the 
MODE control (RV2), which forms part 
of a single-slope analogue-to-digital (ND) 
converter, together with 014, R]8 and 
port A bit 2 of 103. This gives 32 possible 
mode settings. Modes 0 to 15 are 
individual modes, and modes 16 to 31 
are multiplexed modes. A visual indication 
of the selected mode is displayed on 
screen (see the Operating Guide). This 
block generates the multiplexed modes 
by cycling through modes 0 to 15 each 
video frame. 

Pattern Progression and 
Mutation Control 
The mode data and beat, tone and 
break data from the pulse analyser 
are used by this block to control the 
pattern generator. There are three 

main variables used to effect the type 
of patterns generated, these being: 

i. The initial pattern colour (FOOL) 
II. The colour differential per pixel (CDP) 
iii. The colour differential per line (CDDL) 

By setting these variables to various 
values and adjusting their values 
dependent on beat, tone and break 
data, the various patterns and pattern 
progressions and mutations are 
generated. 

Pattern Generator 
Using the FOOL CDP and CDDL variables, 
this block generates the pixels in sector 
1 of the pattern, ready for the symmetry/ 
kaleidoscopic generation block to copy 
to the remaining sectors. The formula 

2 3 4 5 6 

3 5 7 9 11 13 

8 11 14 17 20 

FCOL=0 
CD8= 1 
CDDL= 1 

15 19 23 27 

24 29 34 

35 41 

Figure 3. Sector 1 pixel values. 
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Figure 6. Front panel drilling diagram. 
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Figure 7. Rear panel drilling diagram. 
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used to calculate the value of each 
pixel of the sector is: 

Pij = FCOL + ]DP + iCDPj 
for: j = 1 -23 

i = j -23 
Where: 

COP] = CDP + jCCDL 

Figure 3 shows the pixel values generated 
for values of, FCOL = 0, CDB = 1, CDDL = 
1, for a small part of sector 1. 

Symmetry and 
Kaleidoscope Generation 
This block cop s sector 1 to the 
remaining 7 sectors, mirroring and rotating 
the sectors as necessary to produce the 
kaleidoscopic 4 axes of symmetry image. 
Figure 4 shows the relationship between 
each sector. 

6-bit Colour Output 
The pixel values generated by the 
previous blocks are mapped, 2 bits for 
each of red, green and blue, to produce 
a 6-bit colour value, which is sent via port 
B bits 2 to 7 to the PAL colour modulator, 

The Power Supply 
As mentioned above, the project requires 
a regulated 12V DC supply, such as that 
provided by the battery eliminator PSUs, 
Stock Codes CC1OL, BZ83E, YZ21X or 
YB23A, via a 2 5mm power socket with 

the centre pin positive. As life is often cruel 
and we all make mistakes, the circuit is 
protected from reverse power connection 
by diode D2, the cathode of which is 
connected to the reservoir capacitor C29. 
Note: the circuit is not protected against 

over-voltage, so make sure that you use 
a regulated supply. If you do accidentally 
expose the circuit to more than 13 .2V, 
you will probably destroy the PAL colour 
modulator (TEA2000), as it is the only IC 
connected to the 12V rail. (You would 
have to exceed 25V to damage the 
regulator or the transistors). 
At the other extreme, the prototype 

worked down to a supply voltage of 
7.5V. As this is below the lower limit of 
the TEA2000, it is not guaranteed. When 
supplied by 12V DC, the voltage on 
the 1 2V rail is actually 11 4V, due to 
the voltage drop through D2. This is 
acceptable, since the lower supply 
limit on the TEA2000 is 10 8V. 
The nominal 12V rail is connected 

to the 78L05 regulator, RG1, which is 
decoupled both on its input and output 
by C27 and C28. These capacitors 
decouple the voltage sensing circuitry 
within the 78L05 from high-frequency 
signals, noise and power pulses, and help 
prevent the regulator from busting into 
oscillation. C27 also acts as a reservoir 
capacitor for any short power spikes. The 
5V supply current is around 20mA, well 
within the capabilities of the 78L05. This 
means that it should run cool if all is well, 

as it will only be dissipating (12V - 5V) x 
20mA = 170mW The total current drawn 
from the 12V supply is around 80mA, 
50mA of which goes to supply the 
TEA2000, quite a greedy chip. 

PCB Assembly 
Refer to the PCB legend and track 
diagram shown in Figure 5. Start by fitting 
the single link wire, then progress in order 
of ascending component size, ensuring 
correct orientation of the polarized 
components such as diodes, LED, 
electrolytic capacitors, semiconductors, 
electret microphone, delay line and the 
UHF modulator. Fit the IC sockets so that 
the notches align with those printed on the 
PCB legend. Make sure that all parts are 
fitted as closely to the board as possible, 
so as to minimise problems of stray signal 
susceptibility iiVnich could otherwise result 
in video images rather more psychedelic 
than you bargained for! 
The three potentiometers RV1-3 should 

be prepared in accordance with Figure 9 
before soldering them to the board. This 
involves cutting their spindles to a length 
of 1 4mm, and removing the tag off the 
body of each potentiometer. The electret 
microphone should be fitted as shown 
also in Figure 9, at a height of 22mm 
from the top face of the PCB. 
Take care when soldering in the 

transistors, diodes, electret microphone 
Continued on page 29. 
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This article aims to explore the inner workings, features 
and developments of that ubiquitous, essential piece of 
precision electronic equipment, that is largely taken 
for granted, namely, the modern-day timepiece — 

where would we all be without it? 

by Maurice 
Hunt 

A Chronology 
of the Modem 
Timepiece 

Photo 4. FM radio watch (mono). 
with calculator and alarm. The 
radio circuitry runs from separate 
batteries to the watch section. and is 
switched on and off by insertion'removal 
of the earphones, the leads of which act as 
an aerial. 

24 

p
AgricuLARLY in wrist-watch form, some 
quite remarkable engineering is needed, 
to produce a unit that must be capable 

of maintaining an excellent standard of 
accuracy under what are quite harsh operat-
ing conditions - by wearing a watch every day, 
you subject it to occasional extremes of 
vibration and a wide temperature range 
(which can easily vary by about 20 - the 
moment you venture outdoors), and 
yet, a typical accuracy of ±05 second 
a day (at worst) is expected, whereas 
prior to the age of quartz-controlled 
timepieces, an accuracy of ±5 sec-
onds a day was considered very 
good-going for a clockwork mech-
anism; cheaper watches could lose 
or gain as much as a minute or so 
in 24 hours, and you had to remem-
ber to wind them up daily! 
In addition to these demands, 

people (in the main) want watches and 
clocks that are inexpensive to purchase, 
yet will last for several years of 
being able to withstand the rigours 

of daily use, whilst retaining an unblemished 
casing appearance, and along with extra 
functions, such as alarm, day/date, various 
up/down timers, etc., a long battery life is 
required, of at least a year from a miniature sil-
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ver-oxide, or lithium-type cell. Wrist-watches 
will usually also be required to be water-resis-
tant to at least the minimum of splashing dur-
ing hand-washing, or getting caught out in 
rainfall, etc., and possibly also to a specified 
depth of water to allow it to be worn during 
swimming or diving. To achieve these quali-
ties, much careful design goes into the pro-
duction of timepieces - the standard of the 
assembly process determines the ultimate 
accuracy and external appearance of the 
finished items, particularly those containing 
precision-machined, clockwork parts. 

Early Electronic 
Timepieces 
The first breakaway from the traditional, wind-
up clockwork, analogue timepiece, occurred 
in the 1960s, when developments in transis-

Photo 1. Early LCD display watch. from 
Texas Instruments — this version features a 
luminous display background. instead of the 
more usual backlight. 

Photo 2. Constituent parts of a typical 
LCD digital watch. The module itself 
does not much to it. in comparison to 

clockwork watch innards. The module 
usually contains a PCB (often gold-
plated) with single fiat-pack IC bonded 
to it. backlight. quartz crystal and 
alarm coil (if required). There is also 
the LCD with conductive rubber 
connector strip. plus 'hardware such 
as button and battery connectors. 

Photo 3. Inside view of the FM radio 
watch — the radio circuitry is contained 
In the back half of the watch, the 
remainder is housed in the front section. 

Trimmer 
capacitor 

0 to 6 

counter 

Day 

32.768kHz 
Crystal 
controlled 
oscillator 

tor technology allowed a time regulation cir-
cuit to be miniaturised enough to be installed 
into small (analogue) clocks and watches, 
energising a coil, which in turn attrac-
ted/repelled small magnets attached to 
a rotating 'flywheel' which drove the remain-
ing (conventional) movement of cogs and 
springs. Many clocks were built along similar 
lines, for mantelpieces and walls around the 
world. 

Quartz Crystals 
The demand for high and consistent stan-
dards of accuracy in electronic timepieces led 
to the development of quartz-crystal controlled 
oscillators as the basis for maintaining the 
overall timing of the circuitry used in watches 
and clocks, both analogue and digital, and 
they remain in use today, as they provide such 

r•-•••-

Divider chain 

a good level of accuracy over a fairly wide 
temperature range, and yet, are inexpensive, 
not overly upset by moderate vibration. 
The quartz crystal used in timepieces, is 

almost universally one which oscillates at a 
frequency of 32•768kHz, since this seemingly 
obscure figure is easily divided by half, fifteen 
times over (by means of a 25 divider chain), 
to produce an accurate I Hz (one beat per 
second) output, which the remaining time-
piece circuitry can make use of to regulate the 
time and alarm functions. By extracting the 
signal from further up the divider chain, the 
32Hz frequency used for the LCD backplane 
(which must be AC) is available, as are higher 
multiples of say, 4.096kHz for the alarm 
sound. Figure I shows the block diagram for 
a typical basic time, date and alarm function 
digital timepiece. 
At one time, most electronic watches had 

the word 'Quartz' emblazoned somewhere 
across the face, and there were plenty of folk 
who thought that Quartz was a manufacturer; 
witness this in some of the classified adverts 
that appear in local newspapers, etc., that 
state something along the lines of 'Watch 
for sale . . . made by Quartz'! 

Arrival of the 
Digital Age 
Digital watches first hit the market in 
the early 1970s, with the introduction 
by manufacturers such as Texas 
Instruments and Timex, of the infa-

Photo 5. Citizen quartz analogue 
watch. with 1/50 second chronograph, 
alarm and tachymeter. It contains four 
micro-miniature stepper motors to drive 
the four sets of hands. 

Figure 1. Block diagram of a basic digital 
timepiece circuit. 
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mous LED display watches, which soon 
became notorious for their battery-guzzling 
properties (at least two at a time, every 3 
months or so), which meant that you had to 
press a button before the time would appear, 
and read it before the display switched off after 
a couple of seconds - the high current con-
sumption of the (usually 4-digit) LED display 
meant that the time could not be permanently 
displayed, despite time-division multiplexing 
(TDM) being employed, whereby each digit is 
switched on for a fraction of a second in turn 
to offer reduced power dissipation. Day and 
date were obtained by pressing the button 
twice in rapid succession, whilst a flashing 
seconds display was given by holding the but-
ton in for a few seconds or more - hence. 
these watches were usually 5-function (hour, 
minute, seconds, day. and date), 6-function if 
you count the month accessible in 'set* mode. 

In addition to these drawbacks, the watches 
were not very accurate, probably due to the 
comparatively huge energy drain (of several 
mA), and corresponding voltage drop on the 
batteries when the display was activated, 
which left little to keep the crystal oscillator 
(which required only a few µA) running at a 
steady rate. Also, the displays were nigh-on 
impossible to read in even moderate sunlight 
(rather like some bank cash dispenser 
screens!), resulting in the wearer having to 
cup their hand around the watch whilst simul-
taneously peering at the digits to obtain the 
time. The LED-display watch soon died a 
death very shortly after the far superior LCD 
display watches were brought out a couple of 
years later (see Photo 1), although there was 
something of a 'fashion revival' of LED-display 
watches recently, at inflated cost (around £A0 
for a 5-function watch!), and these could cyn-
ically be thought of perhaps, as being opti-
mistically-sold, warehouse-stored left-overs 
from the first time round, fashion being a fickle 
thing after all! Photo 2 shows the constituent 
parts of a typical LCD digital watch. 
Lately, it seems that many people prefer to 

wear a conventional analogue dial watch, 
which has the benefits of rapid reading of the 
time (a quick glance of the relative position of 
the hands, rather than having to read three or 
four digits), and a more elegant appearance. 
However, quartz-controlled analogue move-
ments are now the norm, offering as they do, 
the same accuracy as digital watches, if not 
quite the same number of functions, and no 
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Photo 8. View inside the Rugby MSF clock 
module (Maplin RJ89W). Note ferrite coil 
antenna for receiving the 601d-lz MSF signal. 

need to wind it up each day, as was once the 
case. 'Proper' (and sophisticated, containing 
jewelled bearings. Incabloc shock protection, 
etc.) clockwork movements are now the 
reserve of very expensive, traditionally-made 
watches, or cheap. Eastern-Bloc imports 
(containing probably not-so sophisticated 
movements!). 

Photo 6. View 
of the inside of 

the Citizen watch, with 
conventional quartz analogue 

watch beside for comparison. Note 
piezo-electric transducer disc attached to the 
watch back - this is the alarm sounder. 

Photo 7. Seiko Memo Diary watch, with 
separate keyboard for data entry. This watch 
has a 4-row. 10-column dot-matrix LCD, and 

can store up to 100 lines of 10 characters 
each - these can be in English or Japanese 
alphabet (!) - in addition to schedule alarms 
and messages. Data is transmitted via sender 
and receiver coils in the keyboard and watch. 
respectively, which can be up to a few 
centimetres apart and still enable successful 
transmission. 

There are still many makes and types of digi-
tal watches on the market, however, and the 
perceived reduction in their popularity does 
not seem to have affected the development of 
new, and occasionally bizarre and astounding 
functions on newly-introduced models. You 
can, of course, have the best of both worlds, 
with a combined analogue and digital display 
watch or clock, which enables the functions 
possible with digital readouts, with the bene-
fits of a conventional time display. Some of 
these Ana-Digf hybrids use a single, large 
LCD to give a simulated hands analogue dis-
play along with the digital, whilst others have 
a 'proper' analogue face with real hands, and 
a separate, small LCD for the digital section - 
which, obviously adds to the complexity and 
cost of the product. 

Lighting-up Time 
The introduction of the LCD display in digital 
watches had a slight drawback over the old 
LED display ones, and indeed, over conven-
tional (luminous-dial) analogue watches, in 
that you could not see the time in darkness 
without shining a torch on the display, or 
standing under a streetlamp, unless the watch 
incorporated some form of backlighting, 
which most soon did, in the form of a micro-
miniature incandescent filament bulb posi-
tioned at one side of the LCD. Unfortunately, 
this had the similar relatively high current con-
sumption of the LED displays, but of course, 
was not switched on as often, or for as long, 
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so battery life did riot suffer too much if the 
backlight was used with discretion. However, 
some of these backlights were practically use-
less if badly positioned by the manufacturer, 
whereupon you would have to squint along 
the length of the screen to make out the num-
bers in darkness - difficult (and frustrating) 
whilst driving, for example. 
A recent development, derived from air-

craft instrumentation technology, is Electro-
luminescent (EL) backlighting of the LCD as 
a whole, with a uniform spread of light across 
its area - an example of this is Timex's *Indiglo. 
(Corporation) series of watches (both ana-
logue and digital), introduced in 1992, and 
numerous other manufacturers are now emu-
lating this very worthwhile feature, with an 
already large range of watches and clocks 
now available incorporating EL backlighting. 
It utilises a special material that glows at room 
temperature when energised by a low power, 
high voltage, derived from inverter circuity 
(similar to fluorescent lighting technology); 
with some of these EL-equipped units, you 
can hear a faint high-pitched noise being emit-
ted when the backlighting is activated! The EL 
technology is also finding many other appli-
cations, including safety garments for wearing 
at night, styling stripes for car bodywork, car 
dashboard instrumentation, and even a sad-
dle bag for bicycles - let's hope they don't all 
make a high-pitched noise! 
It seems strange that more manufacturers 

have not utilised a luminous coating (as used 
on many conventional, analogue timepieces) 
for the LCD background panel (which is 
usually a reflective/silvered panel, detachable 
from the LCD if the module is taken apart), 
which would not place any extra load on the 
battery, but this is possibly due to some lumi-
nous paints being radioactive; with a large 
area of the coating this would be quite concen-
trated, and, perhaps, hazardous to health. 
One other problem with this, is that the lumin-
osity fades after a few years (due to the rela-
tively short half-life of the radioactive element), 
until eventually, it no longer glows in the 
dark! However, at least one make (Texas 
Instruments) did use a luminous background 
on some of their early (c.1976) LCD watches 
- an example is shown in Photo 1. 

Keeping it Ticking 
The power source for most electronic time-
pieces is a battery, a miniature silver-oxide 
type is used for watches/very small clocks, 
and penlight or C-size batteries for regular-
sized clocks. Some manufacturers have made 
brave attempts (some successful) to eliminate 
the need for a battery altogether, particularly 
in wristwatches. To this end, solar cells have 
been used to charge internal capacitors in 
place of a battery, the charged capacitor keep-
ing the timepiece running in the dark, for a 
certain length of time (enough to last the 
night, plus a bit). The earlier solar-cell watches 
did contain a battery, the solar cell being 
intended to prolong its life, by trickle-charging 
it in daylight. 
Another alternative, from Seiko, is their 

*Kinetic' range of watches, ranging in price 
from £180 to £200, which incorporate a minia-
ture dynamo to generate power in response to 
movements of your wrist as you go about your 
daily activities. A semi-circular rotor is used, 
akin to the flywheel of the older automatic' 
clockwork watches (also made by Seiko, 
amongst others). Instead of the rotor winding 
up a mainspring, however, the Kinetic system 
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uses the energy of the rotor to drive, via small 
cogs, the generator which rotates at up to a 
claimed 100,00Orpm! This generates around 
2.5V in normal use, only small movements of 
the wrist are needed to get the rotor moving, 
and one days wearing of the watch generates 
enough stored energy to keep the watch run-
ning for a further three days of non-use. 

An Embarrassment of 
Features! 
Despite the impracticalities of the early LED 
displays, digital watches retained their popu-
larity, particularly the next generation of LCD 
display versions (which took over in the digi-
tal watch market, up to the present day), and 
makers such as Casio, Seiko, Timex and the 
myriad of less well-known, far-eastern makes, 
were soon bringing out new models practically 
each week, with a seemingly limitless pro-
gression in the number of functions offered, 
to the point where a ridiculous number of but-
tons were needed to access them all: this 
could total twenty or more, dotted around 
every spare millimetre of the casing, even 
extending onto the front face and wrist-straps 
of the watch - particularly applicable to cal-
culator and memo watches. 
In addition to the 'humdrum time, date, 

stopwatch and alarm functions that everyone 
expects, the modem-day digital watch can 
now offer such delights as countdown timers 
and multi-mode chronographs (fancy name 
for a sophisticated stopwatch), musicaV 
melody alarms, jogging rate/cadence bleeper, 
pedometer (measures how far you have 
walked/ran), 'reminder' messages, calculator, 
world time, full calender display, special 
graphic displays, altimeter (shows how high 
up from sea level your wrist is), heart-rate and 
blood pressure monitoring, temperature and 
barometric reading, relative humidity, memo-
randum telephone numbers/address storage, 
speech relaying of the time, TV and video 
infra-red remote-control, 'shoot 'em up' 
games, FM radio (see Photos 3 and 4 show-
ing such a watch), etc., and these are just a 
few of the functions that could possibly serve 
some valid purpose on rare occasions! 

Analogue Advances 
Analogue watches have not been totally left 
behind in the features stakes, however, with 
some modern quartz analogue models boast-
ing such functions as alarm, stopwatch (accu-
rate to 1/50 second), tachyrneter (used in 
conjunction with the stopwatch, to give a read-
out of speed in mph or kph), countdown 
timer, plus day/date. This has been possible by 
using micro-miniature stepper motors (as 
many as four or five), controlled by micro-
processors, and driving four or more sets of 
hands, one to show the normal and alarm 
times, and the others for the timer functions. 
Amazingly, the battery life of this type of watch 
is very acceptable - typically, at least a year. 
Photos 5 and 6 depict a Citizen version of a 
multi-function quartz analogue watch, with 
alarm, stopwatch and countdown facilities. 
Naturally, the number of functions a watch 

offers are in direct proportion to its purchase 
price, and usually, inverse proportion to its 
battery life, but even for the meagre price of 
around £10, it is possible to buy a watch with 
the admittedly useful alarm and stopwatch 
features, and for twice that price, you get a 
watch with quite a high specification. There 
used to be a rash of petrol stations with cheap 

'garage' watches on offer at about £1.99 or so, 
offering a basic 5-functions plus backlit LCD 
display, in resin or stainless-steel case/strap 
versions, but these have subdued lately except 
from street markets and car boot sales; 
perhaps no-one wants such an obviously 
'budget' watch any more, but they did rep-
resent very good value for money (it would 
cost far more than £2 to buy just the strap 
and battery separately) and some were even 
quite accurate into the bargain! 
Some watches now require additional plug-

in/on extras to make use of all the functions 
they offer, for example, a separate keyboard 
unit for entering in memos, the data being 
transmitted by means of transmitter and 
receiver coils in the keyboard unit and watch, 
respectively - Photo 7 shows an example of 
this type of 'mini-computer' watch, made by 
Seiko. There is also a watch available with a 
remote extension button (on a cable) for acti-
vation of the stopwatch, similar to that of an 
SLR camera remote shutter device; this is 
intended to give more accurate/convenient 
control over the stopwatch, worthwhile when 
it is capable of measuring down to the near-
est 1/100th or even, 1/1,000th of a second. 
A recent addition to the watch market, is the 

Timex/Microsoft Data Link Watch, costing 
around £100, which allows you to send infor-
mation such as lists, phone numbers, dates 
etc., from your PC to the watch, simply by 
pointing the watch face at the computer 
screen. In a matter of seconds, PIM data is 
transferred by light waves (by means of the 
software supplied) from the PC to the watch, 
which incidentally, also features Indiglo dis-
play backlighting. 

Radio-Controlled 
Timekeeping 
Despite a slow start in their sales, due to high 
initial cost, radio-controlled timepieces are 
now rapidly expanding onto the market, and 
their prices are becoming quite acceptable, 
with radio-controlled clock modules, for 
example, Maplin's MSF clock module 
(RJ89W) illustrated in Photo 8, costing about 
twice that of its equivalent conventional quartz 
module, but far more interesting! The radio-
controlled timepieces contain radio receiving 
and time-signal decoding circuity, and are 
tuned into dedicated frequencies on which 
the time signal services are broadcast, for 
example, the 60kHz MSF signal from Rugby, 
which is controlled by the National Physical 
Laboratory to ensure superb standards of 
accuracy, or the signal from the German 
Atomic Caesium Clock, based in Frankfurt. 
When a time (and/or date, if applicable) 

correction is needed, for example, during the 
changeover between GMT and BST, the 
hands of the clock or watch (or digits of its 
display) are automatically moved to the cor-
rect setting - quite a bizarre and impressive 
phenomenon when you see it for the first 
time! The modules incorporate the usual 
quartz regulator circuitry for overall time-
keeping, and for occasions when the 
time signal is not being transmitted, for 
example, when the transmitter goes down for 
maintenance. 
A company that has been offering radio-

controlled clocks and watches for many years 
now, is Junghans, although these are priced 
at the higher end of this market. Another 
maker, Eurochron, produces an LCD digital 
travel-alarm type version. 
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Collectors' Corner 
With the vast variety of different makes and 
types of watches and clocks that have been 
sold over the years, it is not surprising that 
there are many collectors of all types of time-
piece, and not just the antique ones! 
It is highly likely that the earliest forms of 

electronic watches will become collectable, 
and eventually, valuable, that is, if they aren't 
already. Timepieces that represented a break-
through in terms of technological advance-
ment, or ones which are rare or were, con-
versely for some reason, very popular, will 
naturally be the most highly-prized. Indeed, 
some fairly recent versions of the very popu-
lar Swatch range of offbeat-patterned, resin-
cased quartz analogue watches are already 
commanding prices of hundreds, or even 
thousands of pounds, amongst avid collec-
tors, despite their low cost of around £25 each. 
Ironically this Swiss manufacturer produced 

these easy and cheap-to-make watches (the 
production line chums them out at a rate of 
one every 20 seconds or so!), to avert a crisis 
in the Swiss watch industry, when everyone 
started buying cheap far-Eastem timepieces 
instead of their arguably superior quality, but 

far more costly watches - it was a marketing 
plan that worked brilliantly Of course, there 
will always be a market for the traditional, 
hugely expensive Swiss (and other countries') 
'craftsmen'-built, clockwork clocks and 
watches, more for their status symbol pres-
ence than for their accuracy compared to 
Quart ones - they need regular servicing of 
their movements to keep them anywhere near 
as accurate. 

Future Developments 
With the ever-ongoing miniaturisation in 
electronics, it will only be a matter of time 
before a self-contained 'TV watch emerges 
(there have already been examples of these, 
but they have not been totally self-contained, 
having separate power supplies, tuners. etc.). 
With voice-recording ICs already available, 
there will undoubtedly soon be watches 
capable of digitally recording your voice mes-
sages, for helping you remember sudden 
flashes of inspiration ideas wherever you may 
be - pens are already available with such a 
feature, but quite expensive, at around £80. 
Mobile telephones are constantly being 

made ever smaller, so to have one built into 
a wristwatch is a very likely possibility in the 
future, though it would not perhaps have 
quite the same 'pose factor', speaking into 
your watch, that mobiles currently entertain! 
This feature could perhaps, eventually be 
combined with the TV function, to provide a 
videophone system, a la Star Trek. Other 
possi- bilities might be an air-quality function, 
to help you decide whether or not to don 
your air filter mask before venturing out-
doors, radiation alert/Geiger counter (In fact, 
2,200 such watches are currently being con-
structed, for issue to the Indian army, in the 
event of nuclear warfare-an ominous sign?), 
additional, universal, coded remote controls 
on your watch, to activate the doors to your 
home/garage/gate, car alarm and stereo, 
multi-media home entertainment system, 
etc. And, how about a National Lottery num-
bers predictor function! 
It is highly likely that more timepieces. 

perhaps eventually, the majority, will be 
produced featuring automatic adjusting and 
correction of the time, by means of reception 
of the Rugby MSF signal, or its equivalent in 
other countries. 

A UDI O 
HA MMOND 126P/I2 PARTS. Power amp 
board and transformer, EOP/MO board, 
divider board, plugs, service manual, etc. 
£45 carnage paid. Tel: Sean (0141) 959 7466 

CO MPUTERS 
IMb ATARI STFM COMPUTER, with inter-
nal and external disk drives (720K) 
with clock cartridge and software. £120. 
Also MAPSAT system. £60. Tel: Anthony 
(01733) 311858 (after 7pm weekday evenings). 
CO MPAQ CONTURA AERO 4Mb memory 
modules (manufacturer's No. 190532-001), 
brand new, unopened. £90. TeL (01727) 760412. 
MICROSOFT SPACE SIM M. Used once. 
Very good condition £20 including postage. 
For details write to: Oliver laidley, 119 Oaklands 
Park. Bucldastleigh, Devon TQl1 OBW. 

V ARI OUS 
Al SECURITY AUTO-DIALLER 'The 
Communicator' (Maplin Stock Code GLO3D) 
with two rechargeable NI-Cad back-up 
batteries. Interfaces to any house security 
system with a 12V siren output and will 
relay up to four separate messages to up to 
four different telephone numbers when the 
alarm system has been triggered. As new 
and still in original packaging, £50. Tel: 
Tony Bncknell (01702) 554155 Ext. 244 (Day). 
(01702) 231427 (Evenings). 
AVO 8 Mk. 5, complete with leather case. 
Splendid condition, recent manufacturer's 
calibration. Current distributor's price for outfit 
£480 plus VAT. Only £260 collected (Reading), 
or carnage at cost. Tel: (01734) 415061. 
MANUALS, Ferrograph Series 4 and Series 7. 
flO each Also Practice/ Wireless, Valve Circuits 
by John Scott-Taggart, 1922. Offers. Tel: J. Rees 
(01670) 590406. 

W A NTED 
HEATH = HV/8, Quad stereo receiver 
and preamp. infornation on KB wire 

recorder/ gramaphone. Douglas G3KPO, 
Tel: (01983) 567665. 
VINTAGE FUZZ BOX circuit diagrams 
for guitar. Tel: Paul (0181) 581 4683. 

CLASSIFIED 
Placing an advertisement in this section 
of Electronics is your chance to tell 
the readers of Britain's Best Selling 
Electronics Magazine what you want to 
buy or sell. or tell them about your club's 
activities - Absolutely Free of Charge! We 
will publish as many advertisements as we 
have space for To give a fart share of the 
linuted space. we will print 30 words free, 
and thereafter the charge is 10p per word. 
Placing an advertisement is easy! 

Simply write your advertisement clearly 
in capital letters, on a postcard or sealed-

down envelope. Then send it, with any 
necessary payment, to. Classifieds 
Electronics- The Maplin Magazine. 
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh. Essex SS6 8LR. 
Advertisements will be published as soon 
as possible, space allowing. No responsibility 
is accepted for delayed publication or 
non-inclusion of advertisements. 
Readers who have reasonable grounds 

to believe they have been misled as to the 
nature of an advertisement are advised to 
contact the Publisher and their local 
Trading Standards Office 

C/RCUIT DIAGRAM/SERVICE MANUALS 
for Advance Pulse Generator PG55. 
Ferrograph Magnetac (rape) recorder 
YD 6 BL/CA/R or any Ferrograph data Ricoh 
Fax 20. Tel: (01869) 347504. 
CORRESPONDENT, retired. Interested in 
constructing shortwave receivers. Contact: 
John Noble, 1 Mierscourt Farm Cottages. 
Mierscourt Road. Rainham. Kent ME8 8PJ. 

BBS CORNER 
APPLE CRACKERS. FirstClass Client BBS. 
mainly for AppleMac and PC users. Baud rate 
24K-bit/s to 14.4K-bills, 8 data bits, no panty, 
1 stop bit. Tel: (01268) 781318/780724. 
MACTEL METRO/ICONDL FirstClass 
Client BBS, AppleMac and PC users. E-mail 
address on Internet for registered users. 
Baud rate 2.4K-bit/s to 14.4K-bills, 8 data bits, 
no panty, 1 stop bit. Tel: (0181) 543 8017 
(Metro) or (0115) 9455417 (lconex). 
SPIDER! AMIGA BBS. The lighter alternative. 
Mainly Amiga and some PC files. Fidonet. 
Mercurynet and Muforiet. Online games. 
Speeds up to 19200. Tel: (01568) 613520. 

CLUB CORNER 
EARS (Aberdeen Amateur Radio Society) 
meets on Friday evenings in the RC Hall, 
70 Cairngorm Crescent, Kincorth. For details 
contact: Martin. (CMOJCN), Tel (01569) 731177. 

CRYSTAL PALACE & DISTRICT RADIO 
CLUB. Meets on the third Saturday of each 
month at All Saints Church Parish Rooms, 
Beulah Hill, London SE19. Details from 
Will Taylor, (G3DSC), Tel: (0181) 699 5732 or 
Bob Burns, (G300U), Tel: (01737) 552170. 
E.U.G. User group for all 8-bit Acorn Micros, 
since 1991. Still going strong. Programming, 
news, information. sales. Contact: E.U.G., 
25 Berea Road, Southsea. Hants. PO4 8JX. 
TeL (01705) 781168. 
M ODEL RAILWAY ENTHUSIAST? How 
about joining 'MERG', the Model Electronic 
Railway Group. For more details contact: 
Paul King (Honorary Secretary), 25 Fir Tree 
Way, Hassocks. West Sussex BN6 8BU. 
SCIENCE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS, 
for 'hands-on' science experiences and 
experiments. Science at Your Fingertips 
Science Review. Membership £2.50. For 
further details, please contact Daniel and 
Caroline Gee, The S.A.Y.F., 37 South Road, 
Watchet, Somerset TA23 OHG. 
THE BRITISH AMATEUR ELECTRONICS 
CLUB (founded in 1966), for all interested in 
electronics. Four newsletters a year, help for 
members and more UK subscription LB a 
year (Junior members £4, overseas members 
£13.50). For further details send SAE. to: 
The Secretary. Mr. J. F. Davies. 70 Ash Road, 
Cuddington, Northwich, Cheshire CVV8 2PB. 

SEEMUG (South East Essex Mac User 
Group), meet in Southend. every second 
Monday of each month. For details 
Tel: Mic hael Foy (01702) 468062, or 
e-mail to mac@nuketoy.demon.co.uk. 
SOUTHEND & DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY 
meets at the Druid Venture Scout Centre, 
Southend. Essex every Thursday at 8pm. 
For further details, contact: P.O. Box 88, 
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8212. 
SUDBURY AND DISTRICT RADIO 
AMATEURS (SanDRA) meet in Cl. Cornard, 
Sudbury, Suffolk at 8.00pm. Visitors and new 
members are very welcome. Refreshments 
are available. For details please contact Tony. 
(GBLTY), Tel: (01787) 313212 before 10.00pm. 
TESUG (The European Satellite User Group) 
for all satellite 'IV enthusiasts! Totally 
independent. TESUG provides the most 
up-to-date news available (through its monthly 
'Footprint' newsletter, and a teletext service 
on the pan-European 'Super Charmer). 
It also provides a wide variety of help and 
information. Contact: Eric N. Wiltsher. TESUG. 
P.O. Box 576 Orpington. Kent BR6 9VVY. 
THANET ELECTRONICS CLUB. 
For school age Ham Radio and Electronics 
enthusiasts, enters its 16th Year. Meetings 
held every Monday evening from 7.30pm at 
The Quarterdeck, Zion Place, Margate. Kent. 
For further details contact: Dr. Ken L Smith. 
(G3JCC), Tel: (01304) 812723 
THE (WIGAN) DOUGLAS VALLEY 
AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY meets on the 
first and thud Thursdays of the month from 
8.00pm at The Hesketh Arms. Shevington 
Moor, Shevington, Wigan. For further details 
contact: D. Snape, (G4GWG), (OTHR), 
Tel: (01942) 211397. 
WINCHESTER AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 
meets on the third Friday of each month 
For full programme contact: G4AXO, 
Tel: (01962) 860807. 
WIRRAL AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY 
meets at the Ivy Farm, Arrowe Park Road. 
Birkenhead every Tuesday evening, and 
formally on the the I st and 3rd Wednesday 
of every month. Details: A. Seed. (G3F00), 
31 Withert Avenue. Bebington, Wirral 1.63 5NE 

RESERVE YOUR COPY OF ELECTRONICS  TODAY! 
*  Do you have difficulty in getting hold of your copy of Electronics The Map& Magazine? 
*  Does your Newsagent always sell out before you can get your copy? 

*  Are you fed up with braving the onslaught of wind, rain and keep fit fanatics In your 

ceaseless quest to find a copy of your favourite electronics magazine? 

*  Do you say to your family and friends. "I'm just going outside. I may be gone 

a little while ..."? 

*  Does your clog hide when you return empty handed? 

Why not ask your friendly local Newsagent to reserve or deliver every issue of Electronics 

The Maplin Magazine? Fill out the coupon (below), hand it to your Newsagent and you need 

never miss an issue of Electronics The Maplin Magazine. 

FLECTITONICS 17.• AeoP14.  '4" Pfr''  

Britain's Best Selling 
Electronics Magazine 

Dear Newsagent 
Please reserve/deliver (delete as applicable) each issue of 
Electronics - The Maplin Magazine for me. 

Name   

Address   

Signature   

Electronics -The Maplin Magazine is published monthly and is 
distributed through your wholesaler by: United Magazine Distribution Ltd., 
16-28 Tabernacle Street, London EC2A 4BN. Tel: (0171) 638 4666. 
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VIDEO KALEIDOSCOPE - Continued from page 23. 
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Figure 8. Video Kaleidoscope front and rear panel labels. 

and quartz crystals, so as not to overheat 
them, or else hidden damage may result 
Having completed the PCB assembly 
check your work carefully for solder 
whiskers, bridges and dry joints, and 
remove excess flua using a suitable solvent. 
The ICs should be inserted into their 

sockets last of all, taking antistatic 
precautions. 

Case Assembly 
Drill the slide-fit front and rear panels of 
the recommended (optional) enclosure 

in accordance with the drilling diagrams 
given in Figures 6 and 7, using the front 
and rear panel labels shown in Figure 8 
to assist you locate the holes, by using 
a pointed instrument poked through the 
hole positions marked on the labels as 
a guide, taking care not to damage the 
labels in the process. Affix the labels after 
having drilled, de-burred, and cleaned 
the panels. 
Assemble the completed PCB to the 

front and rear box panels as depicted in 
Figure 9, securing the potentiometers to 
the front panel using the washers and nuts 

supplied with them. Next, install this sub-
assembly into the lower half of the box 
by sliding the end panels along the guide 
slots, using spacers below the PCB, and 
the self-tapping screws supplied with 
the box to secure it in place. 
Having satisfied yourself that your 

assembly work is correct, and after 
having tested and calibrated the unit as 
described below, the lid of the box can 
be fitted, using the four screws supplied 
with the box to secure it. Finally fit the 
knobs onto the potentiometer spindles 
by means of the grub screws. 

N.B Negative pin 
on microphone is 
connected to case 

Mount mic 
22m m from 
top of PCB. 

Rear 
panel 

I
No.4 Self—tapping 
screws 3/8" 
(in 4 places) 

Spacer 1/8" 
(in 4 places) 

Box base 

Sectional side view — 

I/  //7/////////////77///////////////77///////  

Figure 9. Exploded assembly diagram. 

Washer Nut 

Front 
panel 

Knob 

1 
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Testing, Alignment and 
Operating Guide 
The front and rear panel labels, shown 
in Figures 8 and 9, show the controls 
and connection sockets of the Video 
Kaleidoscope, and Figure 10 shows the 
typical installation wiring, which will be 
of assistance when setting up the unit. 
Connect the UHF output of the Video 
Kaleidoscope to the aerial socket of a 
colour TV using a suitable phono-to-coax 
cable. Tune the TV to around channel 36, 
and turn the volume right down or mute 
the TV audio. Connect the power supply' 
to the Video Kaleidoscope and turn it on. 
You should see a kaleidoscopic pattern 
on the screen, if you do not try tuning the 
TV either side of channel 36 until you get 
a steady pattern. 
The trimmer capacitor VC1 and coil 

Li will most likely require some tuning in 
to obtain the best picture results Once 
a reasonable kaleidoscopic picture is 
displayed from adjustment of the TV, 
adjust VC I until the colour locks in 
property, concurrent with the crystal 
oscillating at 8.867238MHz. Li is used 
to adjust the chrominance filter and 
hence, the video response, which is done 
following adjustment of VC1. Its setting 
has a slight but noticeable effect on the 
overall picture sharpness and quality, and 
should be adjusted until the picture is as 
good as possible, with sharp pattern edges 
and minimal 'interference' lines on the 
screen. All adjustments should be made 
with a core trimmer tool, such as BR51F. 
To see the various patterns without 

playing any music, turn the SPEED control 
to about halfway and the MODE control 
fully anticlockwise. You should now see a 
MODE 0 pattern slowly progressing. Note 
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on the far left of the screen, there is a 
small block about hallway down the 
screen - this is the mode indicator. Turn 
the MODE control slowly clockwise, and 
note how the mode indicator moves up 
the screen (there are two blocks the lower 
block is simply a repeat of the first block 
and can be ignored). When you go past 
the 16th mode, notice how there are 
now several blocks flashing, these indicate 
which modes are being multiplexed in 
the multiplex modes. 
Select a pleasing pattern mode, and 

now adjust the SPEED control to effect 
the rate at which the pattern progresse& 
The full range of patterns and pattern 
mutations cannot be achieved by use 
of the manual rate. This is because the 
Video Kaleidoscope analyses the structure 
of the beat of music to control the 
patterns, and as music is a complex 
signal, it can produce a wider range 
of patterns than the manual rate alone. 
To use the Video Kaleidoscope with 

music, simply peace it near your Hi-Fi 
speaker (within 5 feet), and turn the 
SPEED control fully anticlockwise. Now 
play your favourite music, and adjust the 
THRESHOLD control until the pattern starts 
to change in time to the music. 
Atternatively, you can connect the Video 
Kaleidoscope directly to your Hi-Fi auxiliary 
output or headphone connector, using 
the stereo audb input connector via a 
suitable cable. 
Note that there are a wide range of 

settings of the THRESHOLD control which 
will produce pattern changes, and that 
the amount the pattern changes on 
each beat varies, depending on this 
setting. Also, different modes are affected 
differenIty by the THRESHOLD setting. The 
combination of these two controls can 

produce a wide range of pattern effects. 
Most music contains breaks or quiet 

passages, and some of the Video 
Kaleidoscope modes detect these breaks 
and use them to time pattern mutations 
(i.e., major automatic pattern changes, 
as opposed to the smaller pattern 
changes on each beat). Mode 0 is one 
of the modes which detects breaks - 
urn the THRESHOLD control clockwise until 
the pattern is making simple changes on 
each beat, then when there is a break 
in the music, you will see the pattern 
change to a new one automatically 
on the next beat. 
The manual rate control can also 

be used when playing music. To see 
the effect clearest, select the inward 
diamond mode (Mode 5), and set the 
THRESHOLD control so that diamond 
shrinks one or two steps with each beat 
of the music. Now turn the SPEED control 
clockwise until the diamond starts going 
the other way at about the same speed 
as the beat (when there is no beat). The 
diamond should now pulse in and out 
with the beat. Other modes 'phase lock' 
to the beat of the music when set to a 
manual rate. (Note that if the manual rate 
is set to above about 1 per second, then 
the break detection will not function, as 
there will effectively be no break in the 
signal to the pulse analyser within the 
Video Kaleidoscope.) 
By experimenting with various settings 

of the three controls and using different 
types of music, a large range of patterns 
and pattern effects can be created. As a 
guide, use low threshold settings for quiet 
or atmospheric music, and high settings 
for dance and heavy metal. The mode 
settings are equally effective with all types 
of music. 
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VIDEO KALEIDOSCOPE PARTS LIST 
Resistors: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film (Unless specified) 
RI ,2,7  47k 
R3 
R4,18,19,23,25 
R5,15 
R6,8,9,11 
RI 0 
R12,16,20 
R13 
R14 
R17,21,26,32 
R22 
R24 
R27 
R28 
R29 
R30 
R31 
RV1,2,3 

CAPACITORS 
C1,2 
C3,4,7,11 
C5,6,10,22,24 
C8 
C9 
C12,29 
C13,19,25 
C14,15 
C16,17 
C18 
C20,21 
C23 
C26 
C27,28 
VC I 

820SI 
1k 
22k 
100k 
120k 
4k7 
470k 
I Ok 
4700 
36k 
1502 
I OM 
9100 
6k8 
100S2 
Ik5 
47k Minicrlure Linear Potentiometer 

100pF 10V Radial Electrolytic 
47pF 16V Radial Electrolytic 
I OnF Mylar Film 
1nF Ceramic Disc 
4p7F 35V Radial Electrolytic 
10pF 50V Radial Electrolytic 
47nF 50V Ceramic Disc 
47nF Myer Film 
15pF Ceramic Disc 
330pF Ceramic Disc 
5p6F Ceramic Disc 
82pF Ceramic Disc 
220pF 16V Radial Electrolytic 
100nF 50V Ceramic Disc 
22pF Trimmer 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
DI  1N4148 
D2  1N4001 
LD1  PCB Mounting LED (Red) 
MI  8F244A 
TR2  BC179 
RGI  LM78L05ACZ 
IC I  SL6270CDP 
IC2  LM358N 
IC3  PIC16C54X MS08 

3  (M47K) 
1 (M820R) 
5  (M W) 
2  (M22K) 
4 (M100K) 
1 (M120K) 
3  (M4K7) 
1 (M470K) 
1  (M1 OK) 
4 (M470R) 
1  (M36K) 
1 (M150R) 
I (M10M) 
I (M9I OR) 
I  (M6K8) 
I (M100R) 
I  (M1K5) 
3 pm73Q) 

2  (RK50E) 
4  (YY37S) 
5 (WW18U) 
1 (WX68Y) 
1  (AUO5F) 
2  (YY35Q) 
3 (BX02C) 
2 (WW2OW 
2 (WD(46A) 
I (VVX62S) 
2 (V/X41U) 
I (VVX55K) 
I  (FF13P) 
2 (BX03D) 
1 (WL70M) 

1 (QL80B) 
I (QL73Q) 
I  (QY86T) 
1 (QF16S) 
1 (QB54J) 
1 (QL26D) 
1 (UM 73Q) 
1 (UJ34M) 
1 (GV12N) 

IC4 
XTI 
XT2 
Li 
DL I 
MOD] 

TEA2000-V1 
4MHz Crystal 
8.867238MHz Crystal 
15pH Adjustable Coil 
DL270 Delay Line 
UHF Modulator, Type UM1233 

MISCELLANEOUS 
MIC1  Subminiature Omnidirectional 

Microphone Insert 
SK1  1-pole 2-way PCB Mounting 

3 5mm Stereo Jack Socket 
SK2  PCB Mounting Phono Socket 
SK3  PCB 2 5mm DC Power Socket 

8-pin DIL Socket 
I8-pin DIL Socket 
PCB Pins lmm 
Front Panel Label 
PCB 
Instruction Leaflet 
Constructors' Guide 

OPTIONAL (Not in Kit) 
I 2V lA Regulated Power Supply  1 
Pt-ono Plug to Coax Plug Video Lead 1 
Plastic Instrument Case  1 
Matt Black Knob, Type K1 4C  3 

1 (UH66VV) 
I  (FY82D) 
I (UH85G) 
1  (UH86T) 
I  (UH84F) 
1  (FT3OH) 

1 (FS43VV) 

I pM22Y) 
1 (HF99H) 
1 (FKO6G) 
2  (BL17T) 
2 (HQ76H) 
1 Pkt (FL24B) 
1 (90081) 
1 (90074) 
1  V75S) 
I  (XH79L) 

(CC1OL) 
(FV90X) 
(KC61R) 
(FK40T) 

The Maplin 'Get-You-Working Service is available for this 
project, see Constructors' Guide or current Maplin 

Catalogue for details. 
The above items (excluding Optional) are available as a 

kit, which offers a saving over buying the parts 
separately. 

Order As 90073 (Video Kaleidoscope) Price 09.99A1 
Please Note: Where 'package quantities are stated in the 
Parts List (e.g., packet, strip, reel, etc.), the exact quantity 
required to build the project will be supplied in the kit. 

The follovOng new items (which are included in the kit) are 
also available separately but are not shown in the 1996 

Maplin Catalogue 
Video Kaleidoscope PCB Order As 90074 Price £5.49 

Video Kaleidoscope Front Panel Label 
Order As 90081 Price £2.29 

Obtaining 
components 
and kits for 
the projects 
featured in 
Electronics 
is now easier 
than ever in 
the following 
countries 
and regions: 

IN 
Channel Islands 
C.I. Components Ltd., 
Crossways Centre, 
Bray Road, 
krale, Guernsey 
Tel. 01481 44177 
Fax 01481 42291 

Middle Eastern Region 
Saudi Arabia 
(Aidiobar Region) 
Fadan Establishment, 
PG Box 848 
Alkhobar 31952 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
Tel: 3 898 2737 
Fax: 3 898 2737 

IMPORTANT NE WS 
FOR OVERSEAS READERS 

United Arab Emirates (U AE), 
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Gator 
Maplin Middle East Company 
PO Box 47019 
Hamden Street, 
Abv Dhabi, U.A.E 
Tel. (971) 02 760332 
Fax (971) 02 760317 

Lebanon 
N and Y Controls, 
P.O. Box 175414, 
Beirut. Lebanon 
Tel (01) 443091/397467 
UK Office 
Tel (44) 1702 347614 
Fax. (44) 1702 77161 

African Continent 
South Africa, Narnibia, Botswana, 
Lesotho, Swaziland, Mozambique, 
Angola, Zimbabwe 
Maplin South Africa (Ply Lic 
P 0 Box 1846 
Somerset West, 7129 
Republic of South Africa 
Tel: (024) 51 51 24 
Fax (024) 51 51 27 

Mediterranean 
Malta 
Cam Services,Cam Centre, 
Off Canon Road, Qormi. 
QRM 09, Malta, 
Tel 484650 
Fax 447174 

Gibraltar 
Moil Order International, 
c/a Medsun, 
P 0 Box 225, 
93-99 Irish Town, 
Gibraltar, 
Tel 79797 
Fax: 74664 

For Eastern Region 
Pakistan 
Link Pakistan, Suite Number 2, 
2nd Floor, 
I-R Plaza, Markaz F-10, 
Islamabad, Pakistan 
Tel 51 291406 
Fox 51 282319 

Countries and Regions 
Not Listed 
Export Deportment. 
Maplin Electronics plc 
P 0 Box 3, Rayleigh, 
Essex, SSA 8LR, England 
Tel +44 1702 554155 
xtn 326, 327 or 351 
Fax: +44 1702 553935 

Export catalogue and pricing 
details are available from the 
listed distributors. 

Y 
IN 
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by Douglas Clarkson 

INCREASING attention is being directed towards developing optical technology 
to cope with the problems of routing and 

handling very high data rates, and also pro-
cessing of large sets of data now required. for 
example. in image processing. There is also 
the goal of developing lightwave optics as an 
alternative to electronic gate logic process-
ing. It is unlikely, however, that optical tech-
nology will rival conventional 'electron' 
based systems in the area of routine data pro-
cessing applications - the Pentium processor 
is fast enough for use in word processing and 
spreadsheet analysis, and a lot more besides. 
Also. there is still significant scope to push sil-
icon switching technology even further, as 
regards density and switch speeds. It is cer-
tainly the parallelism and connectivity of 
light which is driving the technology 

Optical Signal 
Modulation 
The Richness of Light 
There is no doubt that data in the form of 
modulated optical signals will form the future 
of all high capacity global data networks. 
A brief review of the 'richness of light' for 
carrying information and data will reveal 
why this is so. 
In optical computing and photonic switch-

ing, a key aspect relates to the modulation of 
light signals. It is relevant to compare aspects 
of switching a range of types of signal. If a sig-
nal is modulated with the ON time for a mini-

Wave 
Type 

Electronic 

Microwave 

Light 

Just as computers are beginning to handle and manipulate images 
with greater confidence and speed, so the general problems of 
handling large amounts of image data, both within a computer 
and across data networks and telecommunications infrastructure, 
are becoming apparent. While it is possible to send video phone 
images between a pair of callers, the world's data networks are 
not able to cope with switching the vastly increased data rates 
which would be required to be attained. 

PTICAL 
COMPUTING 
mum of 100 wave cycles and an OFF time for 
a minimum of 100 cycles. Table 1 shows data 
rates corresponding to specific wave types. 
This is why lightwave technology can 

deliver such high data rates. It is the basic 
property of the high frequency of oscillation 
of the light wave, therefore, that provided it 
can be appropriately modulated, allows it to 
support ultra-high data rate transmissions. 
Once data becomes modulated into light-

wave format. then it is logical and sensible for 
it to be routed and switched through circuits 
which can interact directly with the light-
wave modulation of the signal. There is 
intense development activity within the 
telecommunications Industry to develop the 
technology to be able to switch telecommu-
nications channels carrying high data rates. 

The Electronic History 
Book 
Developments with electronic technology 
have almost without fail, risen to the chal-
lenge of coping with demands of increased 
processing power. The number of transistors 
on silicon chips has been doubling every 18 
months for the past 30 years. It is likely that 
by the year 2000, a billion transistors will be 
able to be fabricated on a single silicon wafer 
Circuit designs using chips of this complexity 
will increasingly tend to 'partition' function-
ality - so that in a circuit or group of circuits, 
signals are only required in local environ-
ments and long path lengths are avoided. 

Frequency 

i 00MHz 

IOGHz 

500THz 

Time ON/OFF 
(100 wavelengths) 

Modulation 
Frequency 

i MHz 

100MHz 

5THz 

(Note: 1THz = .0006Hz) 

Table i. Relative data carrying capacity of different signal carrying radiations. 

While this increases the complexity of the 
computational engine, the bottleneck of 
such systems lies in organising data in and 
out of these computational elements and 
using computer instructions to process lim-
ited sets of memory. It is principally the much 
greater opportunities for parallel processing 
and connectivity with optical technology 
where the greatest advantages are seen. 
Today's most powerful electronic com-

puters can perform in excess of 10,000 mil-
lion floating point operations per second 
(flops). Such systems are used, for example, 
in processing satellite data and in weather 
forecasting. Since the first computational sys-
tem, ENIAC, using triode valves, performed 
at a magical 5,000 additions per second in 
1946, there has been an improvement of a 
factor in excess of 10 million in processing 
power. By comparison, the speed at which 
individual logic gates now operate has 
increased by a factor of at least 1,000. The 
achievement of increased data processing 
power has, therefore, largely been achieved 
more by introducing parallelism into com-
puting processes than by increasing the 
speed of electronic logic. 
The ultimate limit to the speed of elec-

tronic computers arises from two considera-
tions - that of the speed of individual logic 
gates, and the degree of parallelism which 
can be implemented. In relation to the speed 
of electronic logic gates, one limitation is the 
time taken to charge and discharge their 
electronic structures. The so-called 'brick 
wall' effect of conventional electronics arises 
from the fact that although the value of 
capacitance, C. of gates in very large scale 
integration (VLSI) systems decreases with 
increasing scale of integration as areas are 
made smaller, the resistance, R, of connect-
ing links increases as the conducting chan-
nels along which charge flows become 
smaller The propagation delays through such 
circuits are proportional to the product of 12 
and C. which tends, therefore, to remain con-
stant with increased miniaturisation. The 
speed of propagation of signals in VLSI chips 
is typically of the order of i/iooth of the speed 
of light. It is the possibility of using separate 
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optical technology to break through this 
timing barrier which makes such alterna-
tive technology potentially attractive. 
As silicon circuits are operated at higher 

frequencies, then the circuit paths can 
approach significant fractions of the wave-
length of electromagnetic radiation. Thus, at 
100MHz, the wavelength is around 3m. 
Problems occur as signals interact at imped-
ance terminations and set up standing waves 
- resulting in the garbling of signal data. 
Termination of signal lines by low impedance 
values - around 5012. significantly increases 
rates of power dissipation. 
At low frequencies, the current in wires is 

uniformly distributed across the cross-section 
of the wire. At high frequencies. however. the 
'skin effect' begins to manifest, where cur-
rent only begins to be conducted at the sur-
face of the wire. This in turn, increases the 
resistance of the wire and introduces signal 
distortion. At i MHz, the skin depth in alu-
minium is 85µm, and at 3GHz, is 1.6µm This 
is a fundamental limitation of electronic con-
nectivity. 

Massive Parallelism 
It is important, however. to appreciate the 
fundamental difference between 'electron' 
based information switching and 'optical' 
information switching. In the use of electrons 
as message carriers, currents have to be car-
ried along insulated channels or wires. 
Essentially, electrons are 'fermions' - strongly 
interacting particles. There are very real lim-
its as to the packing density of independent 
current-carrying channels, brought about by 
their strong mutual electric field interactions. 
By contrast, beams of light made up of 

photons which are boson particles, can be 
made to pass through each other with no 
crosstalk. Also, within an array of points of 
light, individual channels can be placed very 
much closer together - allowing vastly 
increased channel densities. A 10 x I 0µm cell 
size is already utilised in optical technology 
devices. On a die of side lcm, with a cell size 
of 10µm, this allows connectivity to an array 
of approximately 512 x 512 elements. In con-
trast, the electron-based architecture goes to 
great lengths to keep data components sep-
arated from each other. 
Such a set of pixels in the format of a 

512 x 512 array, could be simultaneously sub-
jected to a series of logical processes as part 
of an image processing algorithm. This gives 
the possibility of achieving image processing 
speeds significantly greater than are obtain-
able using conventional serial processors. 

Promise of Optical 
Switching 
An early goal of optical computing research. 
was to develop the technology of fast optical 
switching using light as the trigger for propa-
gating logic data. This work continues in 
various centres, and may in time produce 
radical new switching technologies. Demon-
stration computers using such logic systems 
have already been built and successfully 
operated. Although present demonstration 
systems of optical switching can be slower 
than silicon gates, the theoretical switching 
times of optical systems hold considerable 
promise for the future. 
It is relevant to review some of the early 

work in this field - principally undertaken at 
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Figure 1 a 

Signal in 

Laser power 
input 

Out 

Hold and switch 

Figure 1 b. 

IOutput change greater than 
'switch signal' 

Figure ia. Design of an OR logic optical switch where the transmitted beam is being 
switched by the input signal. Figure lb. Switch cycle of the device. 

Material 

InSb* 

ZnSeNLIF" 

Liquid Crystal* 
(K15) 

GaAs (AT&T) 

Area per 
device 
(p.m2) 

700 

20 

500 

75 

Switch and 
recovery time 

(ils) 

0.25 

10 

1.000 

0.02 

Power per 
device 
(mW) 

„ t, 

4 

0 02 

4 

Potential bit 
rate 

(gate Hz/cm9) 

10" 

109 

10° 

10" 

Table 2. Characteristics of a range of early optically bistable materials (*denotes investigated 
at Heriot-Watt University). 

Heriot-Watt University near Edinburgh. At its 
most fundamental level in optical comput-
ing, beams of light can be used as the means 
to switch optical elements between specific 
states. A major part of the research initiative 
at Heriot-Watt and other establishments has 
been to develop materials which develop so 
called 'optical bistability' - the property of a 
material to be switched from being a low to 
a high (and vice-versa) transmitter of light. 
This property was unexpectedly observed 

during work in basic material research in the 
late 1970s, with the material InSb at liquid 
nitrogen temperatures and using 10,600nm 
infra-red CO2 laser radiation. 
Subsequently, materials such as ZnSe have 

been developed to exhibit such properties at 
room temperature. Such optical switch ele-
ments are in fact, narrow band interference 
filters, whose structure may be expressed as: 
[m(HL)lin(HH)][m(LH)] where m and n are 
integers and H and L are quarter-wavelength 
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thicknesses of high and low refractive 
indexes. respectively, for the wavelength of 
light used. 
Such filters are designed to operate on a 

specific wavelength of laser radiation, such as 
the 5 t 4nrn line of argon. With the switch 
inactivated (low transmission state), uptake 
of energy by the filter produced. for example. 
by absorption of laser radiation, shifts the 
absorption edge from below 514nm upwards, 
allowing the device to transmit higher levels 
of incident radiation. While the mechanisms 
of such switching are therefore thermal, they 
result in a change in the optical properties of 
the device. The significance, however, is that 
the switching of elements can be undertaken 
with free space propagating light beams with 
significant opportunities for massive paral-
lelism of function. 
Extensive investigation has been under-

taken at Heriot-Watt, of logic transitions of 
discrete optical switch elements. In early 
development work, a typical OR gate struc-
ture implemented using such technology 
would have a main input channel (whose 
transmitted beam would represent the out-
put of the device) and a separate switching 
signal input, which would act to switch the 
device from an 'off' state (low transmission) 
to an 'on' state (high transmission). Such 
transmission switches fabricated using ZnSe 
as the high refractive index material in the 
NLIF sandwich typically have a contrast ratio 
of 2:1 between high and low transmission 
states. Devices could also be driven in reflec-
tion for NOR and NAND gate action. Figure 
I a shows the design of an OR logic optical 
switch where the transmitted beam is being 
switched by the smaller input signal. Figure 
b shows the switch cycle of the device. 
Development has been directed to reduc-

ing device switching times and power con-
sumption. while increasing fabrication 
density While the concept of optical com-
puting conveys the impression of light inter-
acting with light at the speed of light, the 
quasi thermal interaction at device level is 
limited by factors such as heat capacity of 
substrate, thermal conductivity and power 
density of incident radiation. Most imple-
mentations of optical devices are in fact, a 
compromise between speed. power require-
ments and fabrication density. Switching 
speeds can be improved using higher switch-
ing levels or smaller device areas. 

Photo 2. uenerai structure ot a smart pixel. 
with cells typically comprising of two optical 
inputs which can act as logic or data input. 
and two optical outputs which can act as 
modulators or lasers. (Courtesy of AT&T Bell 
Laboratories.) 

In the design of systems of optical logic. it 
is necessary to implement so called restoring 
logic Thus, the high state transition of one 
switch should be sufficient to act as the switch 
signal for the following gate. In practice. the 
signal levels are usually set at around 90% of 
threshold, and the output level rises about 
20% above that necessary to switch the fol-
lowing gate. The systems of interconnection 
must also ensure that losses do not reduce 
signal levels below those at which successful 
transitions would occur. 
In early phases of such work at Heriot-Watt 

University in the late 1980s, conventional 
AND, OR, NAND and NOR logic gates were 
also demonstrated using optical logic gates. 
The team at Heriot-Watt in the late 1980s 
designed more advanced devices, including 
memory units, clocks, a full adder and a pro-
grammable processing stage. These units are 
clearly the essential building blocks for a self-
contained optical computer 
Table 2 illustrates characteristics of some 

optically bistable materials. 
The potential bit rate (Hz/cm') factor 

assumes a maximum power dissipation of 
OW/cm2. Sapphire. with its high value of 
thermal conductivity, is an ideal material to 
use as a heatsink substrate. Developments in 
optical switching will naturally be very much 
linked to fundamental developments in 
materials science. 
This stage in optical switch technology was 

perhaps analogous to the state of semicon-
ductor electronics with the discovery of the 
transistor in 1947. Since then, electronic 
component fabrication has developed con-
siderably and no doubt, considerable 
advancements lie in wait also for optical sys-
tems. The improvements sought will be to 
reduce the power consumption of each 
switch, reduce the time for switch/recovery 
mode and also maximise fabrication density 
It should be noted that the initial approach 
at Heriot-Watt to optical computing was 'all 
optical' — logic switching involved interacting 
light beams. 

Optical Engines 
While optical switching provides for alterna-
tive logic switching mechanisms, it offers 
new possibilities for computer architecture. 
The conventional mode of operation of elec-
tronic computers is via the modified Von 

Neuman finite state machine. Logic controls 
the manipulation of data which is accessed 
through an address bus mechanism. This 
conventionally allows only 8, 16 or 32-bit 
wide extents of data to be accessed and 
manipulated by specific processor instruc-
tions. Using the greater interconnect possi-
bilities of optical computers, logic functions 
can be made to simultaneously access exten-
sive tracts of memory in the so-called classi-
cal finite state machine, with parallel access 
to all memory elements. The optical solution 
of a bus structure via lens matrices, however, 
overcomes this basic processing limitation, 
making possible alternative logic/memory 
designs. It is these emerging concepts of 
signal interconnections and high levels of 
parallelism which could lead to the devel-
opment of considerably faster computing 
engines, of radically different designs. 

Smart Pixels 
The AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Approach 
At AT&T Bell Laboratories in the USA, the 
focus of attention in optical computing tech-
nology was on developing self-electro-optic-
effect (FET-SEED) devices. One configuration, 
for example. contains 400 transistors and 96 
optical inputs or outputs. Acting as a switch 
controlled by light beams landing on the chip 
surface, input beams are switched to output 
beams in accordance with logic of input 
beams of light. 
The FET-SEED effect rises out of the ability 

of an electrical voltage to change the optical 
transmission properties of quantum-well 
structures formed from ultra-thin layered 
semiconductor structures. The physical effect 
utilised is termed the Stark effect. The ultra-
thin layers can be a mere 40 atoms thick. The 
atomic structure of a FET-SEED device is 
shown in Photo I. 
AT&T has generally pursued the approach 

of the smart pixel in optical computing and 
switching applications. Photo 2 indicates the 
general structure of a smart pixel, with cells 
which typically comprise of two optical 
inputs which can act as logic or data input, 
and two optical outputs which can act as 
modulators or lasers. 
In connective optical structures, an array 

of 'smart pixels' could be used as the plane 
of termination for a complex sequence of 
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'Photo 3. Component of an experimental photonic switching system developed by AT&T Bell 
Laboratories, which handles 2.048 parallel channels of information. All data in and out is 
communicated by light beams, and internally more than 60,000 light beams replicate the 
switching functions. (Courtesy of AT&T Bell Laboratories.) 

Photo 4. Indicates an experimental optical digital computer developed at AT&T Bell 
Laboratories around 1990 The unit comprises essentially arrays of optoelectronic logic gates. 
(Courtesy of AT&T Bel laboratories.) 

parallel optical data processing units. The 
design of such devices allows parallel image 
processing, where information about 'local' 
conditions can be used to determine how 
image data is processed. This allows for 
increased speed of processing. 
Using such FET-SEED technology a large 

free space optical system was built in early 
1994 at AT&T Bell Laboratories, which used 
more than 60,000 light beams to switch more 
than 1,000 channels of information. While 
the system was in fact, slower than conven-
tional telecommunications 'systems, it 
demonstrated the potential of the technol-
ogy Subsequently data rates per channel 
have increased to 155M-bit/s in field tests to 
more than 650M-bit/s in laboratory experi-
ments. It is anticipated that such technology 
will attain total switch rates of between 100 
billion to one trillion bits per second (bps) of 
data, distributed over as many as 1,000 high-
speed data channels. 
Such high data throughput rates will be 

required to cope with the rapidly increasing 
capacity of communications lines. Where a 
conventional large telephone exchange may 
switch 100.000 phone calls and process a 
total capacity of 5 billion bps, standard tele-
vision signals require between 100 to 1,000 
times as much information as normal tele-
phone calls. It is in this role of switching high 
capacity lines that photonic switching will 
find its first application. 
Photo 3 shows a component of an experi-

mental photonic switching system developed 
by AT&T Bell Laboratories around 1994, 
which handles 2.048 parallel channels of 
information. All data in and out is commu-
nicated by light beams and internally, more 
than 60,000 light beams replicate the switch-
ing functions. Photo 4 indicates an experi-
mental optical digital computer, developed 
at AT&T Bell Laboratories around i 990. The 
unit es.sentially comprises of arrays of opto-
electronic logic gates. 

Spatial Light Modulators 
In the processing of optical data, another key 
component is a spatial light modulator 
(SLM). Light in the form of plane wavefronts 
is passed through an array of optical ele-
ments. which can either change the relative 
amplitude or phase of the transmitted wave-
front. One form of SLM consists of effectively 
two sheets of glass, between which is held an 
array of liquid crystal elements which are in 
turn, switched by electronic signals. In this 
configuration. shown in Figure 2. electrical 
connections to control the liquid crystal ele-
ments are transparent. There is, however. 

Figure 2. Basic design of a glass 
plate technology Spatial Light 
Modulator (SLM) Transparent 
electrical connections switch the 
ferroelectric liquid crystal cells to 
either alter the phase or amplitude 
of transmitted light 
(Courtesy of CRL Smectic 
Technology Ltd.) 
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Left: Photo 5. Family shot of CRL Spatial Light Modulators with 
associated drive circuitry. 2DX320 (upper left): Bistable Optically 
Addressed SLM (right): SBS 256 (lower left). The Silicon backplane 
device is. therefore, significantly more compact than the other 
devices. (Courtesy of CRL Smectic Technology Ltd.) 
Below: Photo 6. View of a familiar face, to indicate grey scale tones 
with the SBS 256 silicon backplane device (Courtesy of University 
of Edinburgh) 

advantage in moving the electronic logic ele-
ments controlling each pixel closer to the site 
of the pixel. This is achieved in the Silicon 
Backplane spatial light modulator. where ele-
ments can be switched at faster data rates 
Such systems have been extensively devel-
oped at the University of Edinburgh 
In the selection of liquid crystal substances. 

the fastest switching speeds are achieved 
using ferroelectric liquid crystals. These have 
the advantage that they can be 'toggled' by 
electrical drive signals to remain in one of 
two states, even after the switch pulse has 
been applied and removed. A range of such 
SLMs have been developed by CRL Smectic 
Technology. a Division of Thorn EMI. The 
2DX320 SLM, with 320 x 320 pixel array, was 
launched in February 1994 and later that 
year. the SB5256, a 256 x 256 silicon back-
plane device was announced Such SLMs are 
being used extensively in optical computing 
and switching applications. Photo 5 indicates 
the range of CRL spatial light modulators 
The Silicon backplane device has the advan-
tage of being the most compact. 
Photo 6 indicates the view of a familiar 

face, as modulated by the Silicon backplane 
device. The rapid switch rate of the liquid 
crystal pixels allows finer definition of grey 
scales in the processed image. Photo 7 shows 
a CRL Bistable Optically Addressed Spatial 
Light Modulator in laboratory use. Such a 
device can be used to convert a non-coher-
ent image source into a coherent image 

Photo 7. CRL Bistable Optically Addressed Spatial Light Modulator in laboratory use. Such a 
device can be used to convert a non-coherent image source into a coherent image source. 
(Courtesy of CRL Smectic Technology Ltd.) 

source as a stage in optical processing of data. 
One of the principle applications of an 

SLM is for switching elements in an input 
array to elements in an output array. after the 
general principle indicated in ngure 3, which 
shows an input array with N sources being 
expanded into an SLM with Nx N pixels. and 
then recombined in an output array with N 
elements. In the example of a 16x 16 array of 

input signals. these are expanded by optical 
elements such as a Dammann grating, so that 
the data is expanded 16 times onto a 256x 
256 array on an SLM. The SLM can be con-
figured by suitable switching of its individual 
elements and recombination of the image to 
an output 16x 16 array. The SLM is therefore, 
a mapping device. As an example of the 
possible modes. Figure 4 indicates possible 

Figure 4. A selection of 
possible mappings of input 
field (0 to F) channels to 
output channels. 
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output states for a 4 x 4 input matrix. Four 
specific data translations (input channel to 
output channel) are shown. 

Optical Plumbing 
In optical technology new building blocks 
are being developed to exploit the capabili-
ties of such complex and sophisticated 
devices as spatial light modulators. It is often 
required to implement a 'one-to-many con-
nectivity in optics, where the output of a 
single optical fibre is replicated a significant 
number of times. This can be undertaken if 
the output of the fibre is coupled into a 
Graded Index (GRIN) lens to provide a 
Gaussian beam profile, and this beam profile 
is in turn, passed through a Dammann grat-
ing. Figure 5 shows a typical Dammann grat-
ing on the left, and right of it is the output 
pattern of a 8 x 8 ray generator. The refractive 
index of such minute GRIN cylindrical lenses 
decreases with radius according to a specific 
mathematical formula. 

no (1 -,41--) 
n - 

2 

Where n is the refractive index, r is the dis-
tance from the centre of the lens and A is a 
constant of the lens material. 
This conveys on the lens the property of a 

Fourier transform lens, enabling a 
monomode fibre output to be transformed 
by the GRIN lens to create a collimated 
Gaussian beam for fan-out by a hologram 
device or Dammann grating. Arrays at least 
as high as 128 x 128 have been demonstrated 
using these techniques - i.e. from one 
Gaussian input, an array of 128x 128 output 
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Figure 5 Typical Dammann grating (top) 
which replicates a single Gaussian beam 
to an array of 8 x 8 outputs (above). 
(Courtesy of CRL Smectic Technology 
Ltd.) 

points has been established. Acting in reverse. 
a second GRIN lens can create a fan-out of 
replicated Gaussian beams for coupling to 
output fibres. Problems of fabrication, how-
ever. introduces variability of resulting out-
puts from element to element, and invariably, 
the central 'straight through' has a higher 
output value than the other elements. 

Summary 
Optical computing has now made available 
a rapidly expanding range of building blocks 
available commercially, and this is allowing 
significant growth in associated applications. 
The 1990s will see new developments in this 
field, both in the refining of existing technol-
ogy and discovery of wholly new ways of 
harnessing the great potential of light to 
transmit data and undertake rapid com-
putational tasks. At the same time, this is cre-
ating a demand for technicians, engineers 
and scientists with skills in optical technologi 
to meet the challenges ahead. 

Contacts 
CRL Smectic Technology. 
Dawley Road. 
Hayes, Middlesex UB3 iHil. 
Tel. (0181) 848 6428 
Fax. (0181) 848 6565 

Public Information Department. 
AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
Holmdel, NJ 07733. USA. 

Department of Physics. 
Heriot-Watt University, 
Riccarton. Edinburgh EHI4 4AS. 
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........CO ME ALIVE ATININININ 

11-11/1116 
THE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHO W 

Vis! Live '95 - The Con-
sumer Electronics Show 
moved back into Earls 

Court in London, for one week 
in September, the Earls Court 
Exhibition Halls were alive with 
the sound of Hi-Fi, games and 
computers, musical instruments, 
and in-car entertainment. The 
halls were also vibrating with 
film and video projections, multi-
media and Internet, camcorders 
and cameras. 
Naturally, Maplin Electronics 

was there, adding to the general 
ambience with a stunning array 
of NEW products, components 
and projects, many of which are 
highlighted in the equally stun-
ning new Maplin Catalogue, 
and being shown in public for 
the first time. In particular, a 
new range of protection prod-

ucts, including tracking and 
child-watch systems. This year, 
it was possible to purchase for 
immediate take-away, a wide 
range of Maplin products from 
the stand, including cables, 
connectors and components, 
or to order any item from the 
new Maplin Catalogue for 
same-day dispatch. 

Maplin/Live Keep 
on the Move 
Contest 
New products apart, the Maplin 
stand was pulling in the pun-
ters, thanks to the exciting 
Maplin LIVE '95 contests. Under 
the banner, 'Maplin Keeps You 
On The Move', there was the 
chance to win a Magellan GPS 
2000 Satellite Navigator. The 

Magellan System puts satellite 
technology into the hands of 
everybody. Whether you are 
walking, climbing, fishing, 
cycling or simply lost, the Global 
Positioning System receiver will 
give your precise position, 
direct you to a predetermined 
landmark, or showyou the way 
home. Great fun for all the 
family, the Magellan GPS 2000 
can be used anywhere in the 
world, by entering the land-
mark for places you want to 
reach, you receive all the infor-
mation needed for your route. It 
will show the speed you are 
travelling, the distance to your 
destination, and how long it will 
take to get there. Just imagine - 
the weather closes in and you 
don't know the way back to the 
car, track or ski lift. Because the 

GPS 2000 has automatically 
stored your position every 10 
minutes, you can simply select 
the backtrack facility and it will 
guide you safely back the way 
you came. About the size of a 
mobile phone, the Magellan 
utilises a constellation of 21 
satellites orbiting at 11,000 miles 
above the earth to locate its 
position. Now this star-wars 
technolo gy is available from 
Maplin at £199.99. 
Somewhat closer to home in 

navigation terms, Maplin had 
three Trafficmaster YQ units, 
plus a seven month air time 
card as the second prize for 
their LIVE '95 contest. The 
YQ comes in a pack which 
includes everything a user 
requires to install in their car. 
The Trafficmaster gives live pic-

The new low-cost Magellan GPS 2000 puts 
satellite teclutology into the hands of everyone. 
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tures of holdups and problems 
on all UK motorways and over 
400 miles of trunk roads. The 
system uses infra-red sensors 
mounted on motorway bridges 
about every two miles. When 
the traffic speed under a bridge 
drops below 30mph, the sensor 
transmits a signal to the 
Trafficmaster National Traffic 
Data Centre. The data is then 
transmitted to each YQ using a 
radio signal, and gives details of 
holdups (caused by accidents, 
breakdowns, roadworks and so 
on) including traffic speed and 
direction. 
The YQ also gives useful 

information, including the 
latest weather reports, news 
headlines, plus details of long-
term roadworks and other 
potential delays throughout the 
motorway network In addition, 
the YQ can be used as a 
personal messaging system - 
an extremely valuable service, 
at no extra cost (the incoming 
callers pay a small charge). 
The cost of the basic unit is 
£149.99 (including one months 
subscription), and the fee for 
six months is £60. 
lb help ensure thatyou didn't 

get lost on your way out of the 
Earls Court Car Park or local 
station, there were also six run-
ner-up prizes of the famous 
Silva 26S compass. Priced at 
£17.96 each, the compasses 
come with full instructions. 
Note: All prizes are featured in 
the new Maplin Catalogue. 
And talking of contest prizes, 

a highlight of LIVE '95 was the 
stunning ELECTRONICS - The 
Maplin Magazine contest, which 
featured a first class return trip 
from London to Paris for two 
aboard the sensational Eurostar 
train, plus two return car tickets 
for Le Shuttle and numerous 
tickets to visit the Eurotunnel 
Exhibition Centre at the UK 
Channel Terminal. Not surpris-
ingly, the entry response has 
been stunning. 
In addition, Sir Clive Sinclair 

was on the Maplin stand, 
demonstrating his latest high-
tech invention, the Zeta, which 
transforms any bike from pedal 
power to electric power, to pro-
vide effortless, enjoyable cycling. 

Beyond Reality 
But what of the over 200 
exhibitors at LIVE '95? A must 
for auto freaks was a visit to the 
Automobile Association stand, 
where a 'concept car of the 
future', a Lotus for the 21st 
Century, was lined up. For 
photography buffs, BPIA ran 
a special 'Photo Live' session, 
featuring the 1V Gladiators. In 
fact, the Gladiators popped up 
all over the place, with a bevy of 
curvaceous team members 

demonstrating their charms 
on the Motorola stand. Here, 
for those still thinking about 
joining the mobile phone club, 
a visit to the Motorola stand 
was highly worthwhile. The 
company introduced a high-
performance lithium battery, 
which provides a remarkable 
amount of power - up to 190 
minutes talk-lime or 39 hours of 
standby time. The new Motorola 
mobile phone 'Flare' was on 
show, as well as the 'Benetton' 
pager, which incidentally, 
will be an ELECTRONICS 
contest prize in a future edition. 
Motorola also had a high-
performance personality on 
their stand, Frank Bruno, who 
was well able to keep the 
crowds at bay. 
Meanwhile, Leica showed 

The TrafficntasterT" VQ can 
be mounted anywhere in 
your car that is safe and 
convenient to use. 

what they claimed to be the 
smallest camera in the world, 
plus the most exotic - a gold-
plated mini job. KEF Audio 
demonstrated their newly de-
veloped home theatre speakers 
system, a revolutionary loud-
speaker technology with an 
ultra-wide listening window. 

Interactivity - 
the Theme of 
the Show 
There was no shortage of 
Internet and interactive net-
works on show. BT launched an 
interactive games network, 
using standard phone lines and 
a home computer and modem. 
Called 'Wireplay', BT were 
recruiting visitors to beta-test 
the system early next year. 

Wireplay will allow users with a 
compatible game on their PC to 
access the system via a modem. 
Once logged on, the user will 
enter the Wireplay open forum, 
and be able to challenge and 
play other players, or even join 
a league and play in teams. 

I Saw it on the 
Internet 
3D displays were being staged 
by such companies as Sharp 
and Sanyo, while on the practical 
front, Envision from Olivetti 
converts a TV into a PC. While 
on the Internet front, Demon 
Internet (whose bevy of show-
girls were, unsurprisingly, 
dressed as demons) made the 
startling announcement that it 
can offer local call access for 
100% of the UK population. 
Yamaha also revealed some 
major surprises, including 
a desktop system which 
combines with multi-media 
technology to give home 
enthusiasts the ability to 
compose music videos and 
record them onto their own CD. 
Sony were also making a song 
and dance about its super-cool, 
technologically stunning Play 
Station. A visit to the Nokia stand 
could have been rewarding - 
a trip to the Metropolitan 
Museum of Modern Art in New 
York Nokia is using white noise 
to build invisible partitions, 
so each product can be 
appreciated in its own right. 
For those who demand 

noise and hands-on action, 
Optimusic, based in the 
Capital Entertain ment Zone, 
created sound by means of 
reflecting lightbeams and 
computers. How do they do it? 
Well, the components are 
supplied by Maplin - enough 
said. In terms of size and 
quality, the Sony stand took a lot 
of beating. In fact, it was very 
much an exhibition within an 
exhibition. The stand covered 
over 3,000m2, 700 TVs, 16 miles 
of AV leads, 36 tonnes of steel, 
over 2,000 electrical outlets, and 
over 1MW of light. The Sony 
stand also contained the biggest 
TV wall in the world, with 640 
monitors, and the stand was so 
large, that a 9m high Michael 
Jackson statue fitted comfort-
ably inside. 
New products apart, there 

was no shortage of baseball 
caps, badges, CDs, key-rings, 
lighters, and much, much more 
for the keen collector. Best coffee 
on stand? At Mitsubishi, who 
were launching their new GSM 
mobile phone. Alternatively, you 
could have surfed the net at 
BT's Internet Cafe. Without 
doubt, the place to chill out and 
surf out was LIVE '95. 
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PROJECT 
RATING 

Right: The 
assembled PCB 
and supplied 
software disk. 
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Text by Maurice Hunt 
Technical support 

by Nigel Skeels 

FEATURES 
Black and white (monochrome) 
or colour digitising 

Easy to construct and operate 

APPLICATIONS 
*Home video storage/processing 
*Close-circuit TV (CCTV) security 
camera systems * Presentations 

KIT 
AVAILABLE 
(95010) 
Price 
£.139.99 

G1 

This superb project is a real-time Video Digitiser card 
intended for use with IBM compatible PCs fitted with a 
VGA or higher grade monitor The system converts video 
signals into digital data that can be processed by the 
PC, and therefore enables you to view and store pictures 
sourced from either a video camera, composite black 
and white (monochrome) video, or a colour RGB signal, 
on a PC. This then allows you to use or modify the stored 
images as you require. Software is included in the kit, 
which operates under Windows 3.1 or higher operating 
systems. The software incorporates operating and 
construction details for the kit, are in a choice of 
four languages - English, Dutch, French, and German, 
and in addition, conventional written instructions are 
provided. Pictures may be digitised in black and white 
or RGB colour from either TV camera, or tape sources. 
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signal to the level adjusted by preset 
R15. Table 1 shows connection details 
for the 9-way 0-type input connector. 

Specification 

System requirements: 

Black and white images 
Resolution: 
Grey levels: 
Sampling rate: 
Input signal: 
Video input level: 
Output file format: 

Colour images 
Resolution: 
Colour input signal: 
Number of colours: 
Output file format: 

IBM-compatible PC with 286 or higher processor 
VGA or higher video card 
Spare expansion slot 
Windows 3.1'-' or higher 

512 x 512 pixels 
256 
10MHz 
Composite PAL video (15.625kHz line frequency) 
1V Pk-to-Pk 
TIFF (8-bit) 

512 x 512 pixels 
RGB (1V Pk-to-Pk) 
16.7 million 
TIFF (24-bit) 

T
HE Video Digitiser card is capable 
of capturing frames from live 
composite video signals with 

256 grey levels, and 24-bit full colour 
pictures from still image RGB signals. 
The card digitises both even and odd 
fields of the incoming signal, and the 
interlacing is managed by the software 
program. The output file is in the form 
of TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) files. 
The output files may be processed 
further by almost any graphics 
program that runs under MS-DOS' or 
Windows', the recommended graphics 
program being •Paint Shop Pro', which 
is shareware. This then enables you 
to enlarge images, distort them, and 
recolour them as you desire. You 
can then obtain a hardcopy of your 
handiwork if you wish, by printing the 
stored, digitised images onto paper, 
assuming you have a suitable printer 
connected to your PC. The project thus 
provides the scope for many hours of 
amusement, as well as having more 
serious uses, such as in security 
monitoring systems: the project will 
work with the Maplin range of charge-
coupled device (CCD) sub-miniature 
video cameras, in the case of the 
monochrome version (AY16S/DN480, 
this allows images to be seen in the 
dark, thanks to the camera being infra-
red sensitive and incorporating built-in 
infra-red illumination of the scene. 

Circuit Description 
Refer to the block diagram shown in 
Figure 1, and the circuit diagram given 
in Figure 2. The composite video signal 
is applied to the digitiser card via the 
input connector J1-1. The video signal 
follows two paths - one leads to the 
NO converter IC3 (a TDA8703) via a 
colour trap (formed by R13, L2, and 
C37), and the black level restoration 
circuit (C10 and V1). The other path 
leads to the synchronization separator, 
IC1, an LM1881, which extracts the 
horizontal and vertical sync from the 
composite input signal. In addition, it 
supplies an odd/even frame indication 
signal and burst-gate/black level timing 
information on pin 5. The burst-gate 
signal is fed to the base of transistor 
V1, that switches on during the pulse 
and restores the black level of the video 

A/D Converter 
The video signal brought into IC13, an 
8-bit flash A/D converter, is converted 
on receipt of the clocking pulse from 
the 10MHz oscillator formed around 
IC5f, into an equivalent digital output 
on pins DO to D7. These lines are 
connected to the data inputs of two 
128K-byte memory chips, 1014 and 1015. 

Memory 
The memory address at which each 
sample is stored is determined by the 
counters IC16 to 1020 These are 
connected in series, and are clocked 
at the same rate (10MHz) as the 

Ca mera 

I/face 
K8100 
Video 
Digitiser 

PC 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the K8100 Video Digitiser system. 
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PIN SIGNAL 

1 Composite video input, 
1V Pk-to-Pk 

2 R (red), 1V Pk-to-Pk 

3 G (green), 1V Pk-to-Pk 

4 B (blue), 1V Pk-to-Pk 

5 +12V (or +5V) output 

6-9 GND 

Table 1. 9-way 13-type connector pinout. 

ND converter The selection of which 
memory is active is controlled by the 
state of the output pin 13 of IC20. 
When low, 1014 is forced active by 
taking its CE1 pin low, and IC15 is 
forced inactive by taking its CE2 pin 
low. When high, 1014 is forced inactive 
and IC15 active. Sampling takes place 
on the low-to-high transition of the 
clock signal, and the conversion is 
completed in about lOns. When the 
clock goes low, the data is transferred 
to the selected capture memory. 
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Capture 
To initiate the capture, the software 
first resets the address counters IC16 
to IC20, and the START 0-type flip-flop 
1C7a, by writing to the I/O address of 
the card. The START 0-type flip-flop is 
set, and the clock signal is allowed to 
pass through NAND gate IC4b to the 
memories' write enable pins and to the 
address counters. The capturing starts 
when the output 11 of the line counter 
IC11 goes high, and allows the PE pins 
of the address counters IC16 and IC17 
to go high. This takes place 32 lines 
after the rising edge of the ODD/EVEN 
signal from 1C1. The vertical sync pulse 
from IC1 resets the line counter IC11 
at the beginning of each frame. The 
period of one horizontal line is 64ps. 
The whole line is not digitised because 

of the limited memory available, hence, 
512 samples are digitised per line. This 
is achieved by the STOP flip-flop, IC7b, 
that generates a reset pulse to 1017 
on every 512th sample. IC16 needs no 
reset, because all of its outputs are at 
logic 0 at that time. 

Reading the Memory 
During the first 131,072 (128K) 
counts, memory IC14 records the 
data. When pin 13 of 1020 goes high, 
IC15 records the next 131,072 data 
samples. On count 262,144 (256K), 
the output pin 12 of IC20 goes 
high, and will remain so for the next 
262,144 counter steps. This time, 
the A/D converter is disabled (outputs 
are in a high impedance state), and 
the START flip-flop IC7a is reset. The 

clocking signal is no longer routed to 
the counter chain via IC4b and 106. 
Instead, the clocking can now come 
from the PC, via 106. Every low state 
of the I/O read (10R) pulse from the PC 
enables the I/O buffers IC3a and IC3b, 
and the data outputs of the memory 
(1014 or IC15 via the OF line): the 
memory content can then be read by 
the software. The address counters 
are incremented on the rising edge 
of the IOR pulse. The PC can step 
the counters through all 262,144 
addresses, and read the memory 
contents at each address. 
When the contents of the memory 

is read, the output 12 of 1020 goes 
low, which enables the A/D converter, 
and allows a new start of the digitising 
at the next rising edge of an ODD/EVEN 
signal from 101. The highest bits of the 

Figure 3a. Connecting a normal 
signal for black and white 
reproduction. 

Figure 3b. Connecting a SCART 
connector. 

Figure 3c. Connecting a colour 
RGB signal. 

Figure 3d. Connecting to the 
K4600 RGB Splitter. 
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address counter (pin 11 of IC20 and pin 
9 of IC21b) are used in colour mode, to 
select the input colour by the 
multiplexer, IC2. 

I/O Address 
The PC address bus interface is formed 
by 106. To avoid conflict with other 
boards, the I/O address is configurable 
via selection jumpers J3 to J5. 

Line Sync 
To eliminate the double line sync pulses 
during the vertical sync period, the line 
sync pulses are fed via a monostable 
flip-flop (IC21a) to the phase-locked 
loop, IC12. 

Phase-lock 
The phase-locked frequency is 
generated by the 10MHz voltage-
controlled crystal oscillator IC5f, and is 
divided to 15-625kHz by means of the 
dividers, IC8 to IC10. IC11 acts as a 
line counter, to prevent the digitising 
during the first 32 lines of the frame. 

Basic Program Use 
On starting up the program, by clicking 
on the 'KB100 VIDEO DIGMZER' 
icon in Windows, a sub-menu of icons 
is displayed, of the various program 
options. If you require information, 
click on the 'Manual' icon, from which 
you may select instructions in either 
English, Dutch, German or French. 
The screen manual provides details 

(additional to the booklet supplied) 

on general items, technical data, 
circuit diagram, PCB component 
side, assembly instructions, jumpers 
setting-up, connections to the system, 
adjustment and installation, a user 
manual, and Wingrab menu commands, 
plus a digitised colour picture of the 
card itself, captured by an example 
of a previously-built system. There 
are numerous other digitised images 
relating to the project to be found 
within the on-screen manual. 
It is advisable to go through all of 

these various sections before building 

up the project. To run the software, 
it must first be installed onto your PC, 
from the disk provided in the kit. Enter 
the Windows  1"" 3.1 or higher operating 
environment, and from the file 
manager, with the supplied software 
disk placed in the appropriate drive 
on the machine, install the program 
by selecting the 'Run' command. 
Installation should be completed within 
a couple of minutes, depending on the 
type of computer being used - the 
program will confirm when it is ready 
for use. 
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Figure 5a. Jumper positions. 
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the correct polarity of the diodes, 
tantalum bead capacitors and LED. 
Note that there are two types of 24-pin 
OIL sockets used, one narrow (for ICE, 
and one wide (for IC13). The ICs should 
be plugged into their sockets last of all, 
observing anti-static precautions. 
Having completed the assembly 

process, check your work carefully for 
solder whiskers, bridges and dry joints, 
and for misplaced components. Finally, 
clean excess flux off the board using a 
suitable solvent. 
A suitable cable, (or cables) will have to 

be made up (or bought ready-made) to 
interconnect the video source with the 

PCB Construction 
A low-power (40W maximum), fine-
tipped soldering iron should be used, 
along with fine solder, of no more than 
lmm diameter Assemble the PCB in 
order of ascending component size, 
smallest to largest, and ensure that 
all parts are fitted as close as possible 
to the board. Progress through from 
resistors, diodes, capacitors, RF 
chokes, LED (04), transistor, trimmer 
capacitors and potentiometer, quartz 
crystal, the jumper connectors, IC 
sockets (observing correct orientation of 
the notches) and fl-type socket. Ensure 

Figure 5c. Video termination jumper selection. 

Figure 5d. Output voltages for RGB converter card K4600 jumper selection. 

Figure 5e. Jumper positions for achieving horizontal shift of the picture. 

9-pin 0-type socket on the digitiser card. 
Figures 3a to 3d provide details showing 
how the various options are wired up. 

Testing and Adjustment 
Fit the end plate bracket onto the 
finished PCB, as shown in Figure 4, 
then the various combinations of jumper 
positions will have to be set up to suit 
the type of input signal source, see 
Figures 5a to 5g. With the jumpers 
set correctly, place the assembly into a 
spare expansion slot in your PC, allowing 
sufficient space for access to the 
trimmer capacitors CV1 and CV2. 
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a Black & White digitalization (default) 

allRGB (colour) digitalization 

Figure 5g. Jumper positions for selection of input signal. 

Use a securing screw on the end plate 
to secure the board. Start up the 
computer, and make sure that the 
PC fires up as usual, and that nothing 
starts getting suspiciously warm on the 
digitiser card; if there are any problems, 
switch off immediately, and recheck your 
assembly work. If all is well, proceed to 
set up the card variables as described. 

Choosing the Correct 
Address 
Start the program 'Address setup' in 
the K8100 program group, and from 

there, you can choose the selected 
address, appropriate to the jumper 
positions used. When using the 
Wingrab program, selection must 
be made with the 'Preferences' menu 
command. 

Synchronization 
Adjustment 
If you chose internal synchronization 
(jumpers J9-11=1), then the card 
must be adjusted to the incoming 
signal, as follows: 
• Connect the card to a video source 

•Turn on the composite video source 
• Adjust trimmer capacitor CV1 until 
LED 04 lights constantly, indicating 
that the video signal is synchronized 
with the internal clock of the 
digitiser. 

Adjusting the Colour 
Trap Filter 
To eliminate interference patterns caused 
by the 4.43MHz colour subcarrier, the 
card contains circuitry to filter out the 
subcarrier from the video signal. To adjust 
the filter, proceed as follows: 

Selection of screen shots from the supplied software: A. The icons. B. The main menu. C. Resistor colour-code display. D. User manual text. 
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• Apply a video signal to the card, and 
adjust trimmer CV2 for minimum 
moire (picture interference) 

• Alternatively, select the program 
option Adjust colortrap', and adjust 
the display number and pointer 
position to a minimum. 

Black Level Adjustment 
The black level of the picture is 
adjusted by altering RV1, whilst in 
the Wingrab option of the program, 
and with a video camera (with lens 
cap on) connected to the card via a 

VI Itf 111•,0141 
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suitable cable. Select the Adjust 
blacklevel' menu command, and set 
RV1 until a screen value of between 
20 and 30 is obtained. Alternatively, 
click directly on the 'Adjust blacklevel' 
icon (i.e.. without the Wingrab option 
being selected), and adjust the black 
level to the value stated on the screen. 

Using the Video 
Digitiser 
Having adjusted the parameters, the 
Video Digitiser card is ready for use. 

By clicking on the appropriate icon(s), 
and applying the required composite 
video input signal from a camera, 
VCR, etc.. you should see the images 
appearing on the screen, confirming 
that digitisation is taking place. It 
is possible that you may need to 
adjust various other parameters 
to achieve a good picture. e.g., the 
camera focus, ambient lighting levels, 
etc. To save an image, select the 
appropriate icon, ie. 'Colour TV' and 
type 'S' (save), and enter <filename> 
.tif. e.g. image.tif. 

VIDEO DIGITISER PARTS LIST 
RESISTORS 
R1 
R2 
R3,6,11 
R4 
R5 
R7 
R8 
R9 
R10 
R12 
R13 
R14 
RV1 

CAPACITORS 
Cl 
C2 
03,10,11. 
13-18,24-34, 
36.39 
04 
C5-7 
C8,35 
C9 
019,21 
C22 
C23 
CV1,2 

1M 
680f2 
1k 
470f2 
4k7 
680k 
82f2 
15k 
100k 
33k 
330f2 
2k2 
1k Multiturn Preset 
Potentiometer 

10pF Ceramic Disc 
100pF Ceramic Disc 

100nF Resin-dipped Ceramic 
470pF Ceramic Disc 
4:7F 16V Tantalum Bead 
47pF Ceramic Disc 
22nF Ceramic Disc 
4n7F Ceramic Disc 
1pF 25V Tantalum Bead 
3n3F Ceramic Disc 
22pF Trimmer 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
D1,3,5,6  1N4148 
D2  BB405B Varicap 
D4  3mm Red LED 
Ti 
101 
102 
103 
104 
IC5 

2N2907 
LM1881 
74HC4052 
74HC244 
74HCOO 
74HCO4 

1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

IC6 
IC7 
IC8 
IC9-11,16-20 
IC12 
1013 
IC14,15 

IC21 

VK8100  1 
74HC74  1 
74HC162  1 
74HC161 
CD4046BE  1 
TDA8703  1 
621024 128K x 8-bit 
70 to 100ns S-RAM  2 
74HC112  1 

MISCELLANEOUS 
L1  10pH RF Choke 
L2,3  100pH RF Choke 
X1  10MHz Crystal 
J1  9-way Right-angled 

Sub-0-type Connector 
J3-11  3-pin Straight Connector 
J2  3-pin Right-angled Connector 

8-pin DIL Socket 
14-pin DIL Socket 
16-pin DIL Socket 

22  20-pin DIL Socket 
1  24-pin DIL Socket 
3  (Narrow spacing) 
2  24-pin DIL Socket 
1  (Wide spacing) 
2  32-pin DIL Socket 
1  End Plate Bracket 
1  Software Disk 
2  PCB 

Leaflet 

4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
1 

1 
9 
1 
1 
3 
12 
1 

1 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

The Maplin 'Get-You-Working' Service is available for 
this project, see Constructors' Guide or current 

Maphn Catalogue for details. 
The above items are available in kit form only. 

Order As 95010 (Video Digitiser) Price E139.99G1 
Please Note: Some parts, which are specific to this 
project (e.g., PCB), are not available separately. 
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OVERED! 

The Maplin magazine binder holds twelve issues of Electronics-The Maplin 
Magazine. If you have not got the world of electronics covered, now's your 

chance! This great quality binder comes in hard-wearing laminated art board, 
that not only looks good on your bookshelf or workshop desk, but is also 

a great way to build up an electronics reference library of your own. 

Now you can keep all of your copies of Electronics- The Maplin Magazine, 
together and on hand, for when you need that extra piece of information. 

To order your binder simply fill in the order coupon provided in this issue, 
or call the Credit Card Hotline on 01702 554161, or visit your local Maplin 

Store. Only £6.99. (Mail Order, please add £1.55 Handling charge.) 
Order code: 50913. 
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you GiA6? 
Electronic Digl-Dice 
At last! A die that doesn't keep rolling off the table 
and 'hiding under the furniture and discarded 
Christmas wrapping paper This easy-to-build die 
uses an oscillator, counter and a latch to produce 
a pseudo-random selection, ideal for those after-
Christmas-dinner board games with Granny. 
Details in Electronics No. 34 (XA34M). 

Electronic 
Die Kit 

J 

Order Code 
51081 

PROJECT 
RATING 

PROJECT 
RATING 

Four fun projects for 
Christmas, Fetes and Fairs, 
Parties, clubs and rubs, 
and family gatherings 

Live Wire Game 

Super Electronic Roulette 
Recreate the classic Las Vegas casino game in your living 
room with this superb electronic kit. A ring of LEDs flashing 
in succession replace the spinning ball which eventually slow 
down and stop on a randomly selected number. No need for 
high stakes with this home version of the game, why not 
gamble for who washes up after Christmas dinner? 
Details in Electronics No. 29. (XA29G). 

See who's got the steadiest hand after the sherry trifle and 
a glass or two of the Christmas spirit, with this traditional 
game of manual dexterity! This advanced design detects even 
a momentary contact and incorporates a counter allowing a 
preset number of touches to be permitted before each person's 
'life' is terminated. 
Details in Electronics No. 78 (XA78K). 

Live Wire 
me Kit 

J., 
Order Code 
51084 

PROJECT 
RATING 

er Code 
51086 

Priority Quiz Buzzer 
No more arguments over who answered first! 
The fastest finger on the button lights up that 
contestant's lamp and locks out all the others. 
Ideal for Christmas games. quiz nights. trivia 
competitions. etc Up to 8 contestants can 
be catered for, and the unit can be expanded 
to 16 or 24 by adding a second or third PCB. 
Details in Electronics No. 72. (XA72P). 

All items subject 

to availability. 

Prices include VAT. E&OE. 

Priority 
Quiz Buzzer. 

I 
Order Code 
51087 
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aegis. 

One of the most important events in the history of digital electronics was the 
development, in 1969, of the new IC technology known as CMOS. CMOS 
(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) digital IC elements have major 
advantages over TTL types. They are simple and inexpensive, consume near-zero 
quiescent current, have a very high input impedance, can operate over a wide range 
of supply voltages, have excellent noise immunity and are very easy to use. In 1972, 
practical CMOS arrived on the commercial scene in the form of a brand-new 
medium-speed family of digital ICs known as the '4000-series'. This new family 
was not as fast as the TTL technology then in use in the rival '74-series' of digital 
ICs, but in the mid-1980s, a new high-speed type of CMOS was developed and 
introduced as a new member of the '74' family of devices. The advantages of this 
new 'fast' CMOS were so great, that in 1994, it overtook TTL in popularity within 
the '74-series', finally making CMOS the most popular of all modern digital 
IC technologies. This month the operating principles of the '4000' and 
'74-series' devices are explained, and also CMOS basic usage rules. 

CMOS Basics 
The most basic element in any digital IC fam-
ily is the digital inverter. Figure 1 shows a basic 
CMOS inverter. It is a 'totem-pole' type of 
amplifier (see Part 1 of this series), and consists 
of a complementary pair of enhancement-
mode MOSFETs wired in series between the 
two supply lines, with p-channel MOSFET, Q1, 
at the top, and n-channel MOSFET, Q2, below. 
The MOSFET gates (which have a near-infinite 
DC input impedance) are tied together at the 
input terminal, and the output is taken from 
the junction of the two devices. The pair can 
be powered from any supply in the 3 to 15V 
range. The basic digital action of the n-channel 
device is such that its drain-to-source path acts 
like an open-circuit switch when the input is 
at logic-0, or as a closed switch in series with 
a 4000 resistor when the input is at logic-1. 
The p-channel MOSFET has the inverse of 
these characteristics, and acts like a closed 
switch plus a 400S2 resistance with a logic-0 
input, and an open switch with a logic-1 input. 
The basic action of the CMOS inverter can be 
understood with the help of Figure 2. 
Figure 2(a) shows the digital equivalent of 

the CMOS inverter circuit with a logic-0 input. 
Under this condition, Q1 (the p-channel 
MOSFET) acts like a closed switch in series 
with 4000, and Q2 acts like an open switch. 
The circuit thus draws zero quiescent current, 

IN 

+3 to +15V 

(p—ch0a1nnel) 

j 9(n—c911a2nnel)  OUT 

 OV 

IN 01 02 OUT 

0 ON OFF 1 

1 OFF ON 0 

Figure 1. Circuit and Truth Table of a 
basic CMOS inverter. 

but can 'source' fairly large drive currents into 
an external output-to-ground load via the 
4000 output resistance (R1) of the inverter. 
Figure 2(b) shows the inverter's equivalent cir-
cuit with a logic-1 input. In this case, Q1 acts 
like an open switch, but Q2 (the n-channel 
MOSFET) acts like a closed switch in series 
with 4000; the inverter thus draws zero 
quiescent current under this condition, but 
can 'sink' fairly large currents from an external 
supply-to-output load via its internal 40012 
output resistance (R2). 
Thus, the basic CMOS digital inverter can 

be used with any supply in the 3 to 15V range, 
has a near-infinite input impedance, draws 
near-zero supply current (typically 0.01pA) 
with a logic-0 or logic-1 input, can source or 
sink substantial output currents, and has an 
output impedance of about 400C1. Note that, 
unlike the TTL inverter, its output can swing 
all the way from zero to the full positive supply 
rail value, since no potentials are lost via 
saturation or forward-biased junction voltages, 
etc. Typically, a basic (mid-1970s style) CMOS 
stage has a propagation delay ranging from 
12ns when using a 12V supply, to 6Ons at 3V. 

The '4000A-series' of ICs 
The initial 1972 range of digital ICs was known 
as the '4000A-series'. It used the basic type of 

Figure 2. Equivalent circuits of 
the CMOS digital inverter with 
(a) logic-0 and (b) logic-1 inputs. 
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Figure 5. Typical drain-current transfer characteristics of the simple 
CMOS inverter. 

CMOS inverter shown in Figure 1, but incor-
porated extensive diode-resistor 'damping' net-
works to protect its MOSFETs against 
damage from static charges, etc. Thus, a 
complete A'-series inverter stage took the 
basic form shown in Figure 3. 
Commercial testing of the early A'-series 

range of CMOS devices quickly revealed a 
number of design problems. Their on-off resis-
tance values were, for example, very sensitive 
to gamma radiation effects, thus limiting their 
value in outer-space projects, and they gave 
uneven 'high' and 'low' output impedances 
and propagation delays, etc., i.e. they had 
poor output symmetry However, the most 
important problem was that their output 
switching levels were overly-sensitive to the 
magnitudes of their input switching signals; 
the root cause of this problem can be under-
stood with the aid of Figure 4, which shows 
the linear characteristics of the CMOS 
inverter's two MOSFETs when they are 
operated from a 15V supply. 
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15 

The p-channel MOSFET has the reverse of 
these characteristics. Thus, when the two 
MOSFETs are wired in series and used as a 
15V basic CMOS inverter, they produce the 
typical drain-current transfer graph shown in 
Figure 5, and the voltage transfer graph of 
Figure 6; these graphs can be explained as 
follows: 
Suppose in Figures 5 and 6, that the CMOS 

inverter's input voltage is slowly increased 
upwards from zero. The inverter current is 
near-zero until the input exceeds the n-channel 
MOSFET's threshold voltage, at which point, 
its resistance starts to fall and that of the 
p-channel MOSFET starts to increase. Under 
this condition, the inverter current is dictated 
by the larger of the two resistances; when the 
input is far less than half-supply volts, the 
n-channel MOSFET resistance is far greater 
than that of the p-channel device, so the 
output is high (at logic-1). When the input is 
at a transition value somewhere between 30 
and 70% of the supply voltage, the two 
MOSFETs have similar resistance values and 
the inverter acts as a linear amplifier, with a 
voltage gain of about 30dB, and draws several 
mA of supply current. Under this condition, 

10 
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= 15V 

VOUT  

DV 

5  VIN (V) 10  

Figure 6. Typical voltage transfer characteristics of the simple 
CMOS inverter. 

15 

Note in Figure 4, that each MOSFET acts 
like a voltage-controlled resistance. The 
n-channel device has a near-infinite drain-to-
source resistance at zero input voltage: the 
resistance remains high until the input rises to 
a 'threshold' value of about 1.5 to 2V, but 
then decreases as the input voltage is 
increased, eventually falling to about 4000 
when the input equals the supply line voltage. 

IN 

IN  OUT 

>  A>  
> 0  0 

OUT 

Figure 7. A 'B-series' CMOS inverter can 
be made by wiring three 'A-series' types 
in series. 

small changes of input voltage cause large 
changes of output voltage. When the input is 
further increased, well above half-supply volts, 
the resistance of the n-channel MOSFET falls 
below that of the p-channel device, and the 
output goes low (to logic-0). Finally, when the 
input rises above the threshold value of the 
p-channel MOSFET, it acts like an open 
switch, and the inverter current again falls to 
near-zero. 
Thus, the A series type of inverter gives an 

output that switches fully between the supply 
rail values only if its input voltage swings well 
above and below its two internal 'threshold' 
voltage values. Note (from Figure 5) that 
CMOS draws a brief pulse of supply current 
each time it goes through a switching tran-
sition; the more often CMOS changes state in 
a given time, the greater are the number of 
current pulses that it takes from the supply, 
and the greater is its mean current consump-
tion. Thus, CMOS current consumption is 
directly proportional to switching frequency. 
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The '4000B-series' of ICs 
The defects of the '4000A-series' were so 
severe, that an improved CMOS series, 
known as the '4000B' or 'buffered' series, 
was introduced in about 1975, and the old 
'4000A-series' was slowly phased out of 
production. The major feature of this new 
series is that each of its 'inverters' consists of 
three basic inverters wired in series, as shown 
in Figure 7, so that each 'buffered' inverter has 
a typical linear voltage gain of 70 to 90dB and 
has the typical voltage transfer graph of figure 8, 
in which any input below VDD/3 is recognised 
as a logic-0 input, and any input above 2VD0 /3 
is recognised as a logic-1 input. Other changes 
in the new series, include greatly improved 
output-drive symmetry and immunity to 
gamma-radiation effects, new and better input 
and output protection networks (see Figure 9), 
and improved voltage ratings (to 15V maximum 
in most manufacturer's versions, compared to 
12V maximum in the original 'A-series'). 
One disadvantage of the 'B-series' is that its 

propagation delays are larger than those of 
the old 'A-series'. To counter this problem, a 
few new-generation devices are produced in 

an 'unbuffered' format (denoted by a 'UB' 
suffix), but incorporate all the other improve-
ments of the 'B-series'. Typically, 'UB' in-
verters have an AC gain of 23dB at by, and 
are useful in several analogue applications (see 
next month's part of this series). Note that the 
bandwidth and propagation delays of a 
CMOS device vary with supply voltage and 
with capacitive output loading; Table 1 lists the 
typical propagation delays of both 'UB' and 
'B-series' inverters when used with supply 
values of 5V, 10V, and 15V, when driving a 
50pF load. 

The '4500B-series' of ICs 
The '4000B-series' range of ICs consists mainly 
of fairly simple SSI or MSI devices, such as 
logic gates and simple counters, etc. In the late 
1970s and early 1980s, a number of more 
complex MSI and LSI 'B' type CMOS ICs 
such as encoders, decoders, and presettable 
counters, etc., were introduced; these 
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Figure 11. Bask drcuit of a 3-state CMOS non-inverting buffer. 

advanced devices carry '45XX' or '47XX' 
numbers, and are generally known as the 
'4500-series' of CMOS ICs. 

'Fast' CMOS ICs 
In the early 1980s, engineers strove to design 
a really fast type of CMOS that could outclass 
'LS' TTL when operated from a 5V supply, 

VDD 
(V) 

Typical Propagation 
Delays (ns) 

'UB-series' B-series' 

5 40 120 
10 25 50 
15 20 35 

Table 1. Typical propagation delays of '4000B-
series' inverters when driving a 50pF load. 

and could thus become the dominant tech-
nology within the '74-series' of ICs. Normal 
CMOS is based on MOSFET (Metal-Oxide 
Silicon FET) technology, and this is simply a 
variation of IGFET (Insulated-Gate FET) tech-
nology. Specifically, a MOSFET device is an 
IGFET device that uses Metal-Oxide gate 
insulation, and the first big step in developing 
'fast' CMOS was to use Silicon-Oxide rather 
than Metal-Oxide gate insulation in the basic 
IGFETs. This simple measure resulted in a 
dramatic reduction in the IGFET's internal 
input capacitance, and an equally dramatic 
increase in operating speed. The next step 
was to apply these new IGFETs to the basic 
CMOS configuration, and when this was done 
and significant changes were made in the 
element's geometry, the resulting device acted 
like normal CMOS but was as fast as 'LS' TTL 
when operated from a 5V supply, and (unlike 
some other versions of CMOS) had excellent 
output drive capability. Strictly, this new device 
should have been given a special name, 
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such as CSOS (Complementary Silicon-
Oxide Silicon FET), but instead, was simply 
christened 'fast' CMOS. 
'Fast' CMOS has many similarities with 

conventional '4000B-series' CMOS. It is 
available in both buffered (triple-inverter) and 
unbuffered (single inverter) basic versions, 
and has all inputs and outputs protected via 
internal diode-resistor networks. It can (in 
most cases) use any supply in the 2 to 6V range, 
and when first introduced, was intended to 
replace many existing devices in the '74' series 
of ICs. Since then, however, it has also been 
used to make 'fast' versions of many popular 
devices within the '4000B' and '4500B-series' 
of ICs. 

CMOS '74-series' 
Sub-families 
When the '74-series' of IC first appeared in 
1972, it was based entirely on TTL technology, 
which inherently consumes a fairly high 
quiescent current. In the late 1970s, a slightly 
modified version of standard CMOS (opti-
mised for 5V operation) was introduced as a 
new 'C' sub-family within the '74-series' range 
of devices, and offered the advantage of near-
zero quiescent current consumption. This 'C' 
sub-family was too slow and had too weak an 
output-drive capability to obtain great popu-
larity, but in later years, the 'fast' type of 
CMOS was developed specifically for use in 
the '74-series', as already described, and so 
far, a total of five CMOS sub-families have 
been introduced in the '74-series', as follows: 
Standard (C) CMOS (now obsolete). This was 
virtually normal MOSFET-type CMOS, in a 
'74-series' format. Typically, a single 74C00 
2-input NAND gate consumed about 15mW 
at 10MHz, and had a propagation delay of 
6Ons at 5V. 
High-speed (HC) CMOS. Introduced in the 
early 1980s, this is the basic 'fast' silicon-
oxide version of CMOS, and gives speed 
performances similar to LS TTL, but with 
CMOS levels of power consumption. HC '74-
series' devices using this technology have 
CMOS-compatible inputs; typically, a single 
74HCOO 2-input NAND gate consumes less 
than 1pA of quiescent current, and has a 
propagation delay of 8ns at 5V. 
High-speed (HCT) CMOS. These are fast 
HC-type devices, but have TTL-compatible 
inputs and are meant to be driven directly 
from TTL outputs. Typically, a 74HCTOO 
2-input NAND gate consumes less than 1pA 
of quiescent current and has a propagation 
delay of 18ns. 
Advanced High-speed (AC) CMOS. In the 
late 1980s, further advances in high-speed 
CMOS design and fabrication techniques 
yielded even-better speed performances. AC 
'74-series' devices using this technology have 
CMOS-compatible inputs; typically, a 74ACOO 
2-input NAND gate has a propagation delay 
of 5ns. 
Advanced High-speed (ACT) CMOS. These 
are AC-type devices, but have TTL-compatible 
inputs and are meant to be driven from TTL 
outputs. Typically, a 74ACTOO 2-input NAND 
gate has a propagation delay of 7ns. 

Basic CMOS Circuit 
Variations 
There are three important variations of the 
basic CMOS circuit that are often used in ICs 
in the medium-speed '4000B-series' and fast 
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'74-series' ranges of devices. The first of these 
is the 'open drain' configuration, which is used 
in some inverters and buffers, etc. Figure 10 
shows a typical open-drain inverter, which is 
configured like a normal high-gain 3-stage 
CMOS inverter, except that the final stage 
consists of a single n-channel enhancement-
mode IGFET (Q1) that has its drain connected 
directly to the circuit's output terminal. The 
circuit's action is such that Q1 is cut off when 
the input is at logic-0, and is driven on when 
the input is at logic-1. The circuit can be used 
to directly drive an external load that is 
connected between 'OUTPUT' and the +ve 
supply rail, in which case, the load activates 
when a logic-1 input is applied. 
The second variation concerns the use of a 

'Tri-State' or '3-state' type of output, that in 
normal use, gives a conventional logic-0 or 
logic-1 low-impedance output, but can also 
be set to a third state, in which the output is 

effectively open-circuit. This facility is useful in 
allowing several outputs or inputs to be wired 
to a common bus, and to communicate along 
that bus by ENABLING only one output and 
one input device at a time. Figure 11 shows 
the typical circuit of a non-inverting buffer of 
this type, together with its Truth Table. Thus, 
when the DISABLE INPUT control is at logic-
0, the circuit gives normal 'buffer' operation; 
under this condition, Q1 is driven OFF and 
Q2 is driven ON when IN is at logic-0, thus 
driving OUT to logic-0; the reverse of this 
action is obtained when the input is at logic-
1. When the DISABLE INPUT control is set to 
logic-1, both Q1 and Q2 are driven OFF, 
irrespective of the state of the IN input, and 
under this condition, OUT is effectively 
disabled, and acts as an open circuit. Figure 
12 shows the simplified equivalent circuit of 
this buffer when it is in its high-impedance 
output state. 
The third CMOS circuit variation is that of 

the 'bilateral switch' or transmission gate. The 
basic action of any enhancement-mode IGFET 
is such that its drain-to-source path acts like a 
near-perfect unidirectional switch; when 
the IGFET is OFF, the path acts like an open 
circuit, and when it is ON, it acts like a low-
value resistor and (unlike a bipolar transistor) 
does not suffer from saturation-voltage 
problems, etc. When turned on, an n-channel 
IGFET passes current from drain-to-source, 
and a p-channel IGFET passes current from 
source-to-drain. Thus, a near-perfect bidirec-
tional or 'bilateral' electronic switch can be 
made by wiring an n-channel and a p-channel 
IGFET in parallel (source-to-source and drain-
to-drain) and driving their gates in antiphase, 
as shown in Figure 13. Here, both IGFET paths 
are effectively open when the CONTROL 

Si R1  
0 -1  1=1--
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High—Voltage 
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7100pF 

Device 
Under 
Test 

Figure 14. (a) Simple 
equivalent of a CMOS 
digital IC element, and 
(b) Typical 'electrostatic 
discharge test circuit'. 
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input is at logic-0, and closed when the 
CONTROL input is at logic-1. Under the 
'closed' condition, current can flow from X to 
Y via Ql, or from Y to X via Q2; current can 
thus flow in either direction between these 
points, and the circuit thus simulates a simple 
electro-mechanical switch. 

CMOS Basic Usage Rules 
CMOS ICs are very easy to use. They are very 
tolerant of supply voltage variations, and 
unlike TTL types, present very few input-
drive/output-drive matching problems. There 
are, in fact, only seven 'basic usage' themes 
to consider when dealing with CMOS, and 
these will now be dealt with below. 

Type Selection 
The question "which CMOS family should I 
use?" can easily be answered with the help of 
Table 1, which lists the major characteristics of 
the six readily-available modern CMOS sub-
families and compares them with those of LS 
TTL. Of these types, the 400OUB sub-family 
is only available in the form of a few simple 
buffer and inverter ICs, and should be 
regarded as a simple variant of the main 
4000B sub-family, and the 74HCT and 74ACT 
types are meant to be directly driven from 
TTL outputs, and are of use only in a few 
specialised applications. 

Of the remaining three CMOS sub-families 
(4000B, 74HC, and 74AC), the 4000B sub-
family can be used in any application that 
requires the use of a supply in the range 3 
to 15V and in which maximum operating 
frequencies do not exceed 2MHz at 5V, or 
6MHz at 15V. Alternatively, if supply voltages 
are restricted to the 2 to 6V range, the 74HC 
sub-family can be used to operate at 
frequencies up to 40MHz at 5V, or the 74AC 
sub-family at frequencies up to 100MHz 
at 5V. 
Note that all TTL ICs have special input-

drive requirements, and the 'Fan-out' num-
bers in Table 2 show how many parallel-
connected standard LS TTL inputs can be 
directly driven from the output of each listed 
sub-family member. Thus, 4000B CMOS can 
only drive one such input, but 74HC and HCT 
CMOS can each drive 10 such inputs, and 
74AC and ACT can each drive up to 60 LS 
TTL inputs. 

Handling CMOS 
CMOS is based on high-impedance IGFET 
technology, which (when being handled) 
is easily damaged by high-voltage static 
charges of the type that can build up on the 
body of the person handling them. All CMOS 
digital ICs incorporate extensive internal 
diode-clamping circuitry that is designed to 
protect them against damage from 'reason-

IS 
TTL 

4000B 
CMOS 

400OUB 
CMOS 

74HC 
CMOS 

74HCT 
CMOS 

74AC 
CMOS 

74ACT 
CMOS 

Supply Voltage 

Range 

4-75 to 
5-25V 

3 to 15V 3 to 15V 2 to 6V 4-5 to 
5.5V 

2 to 6V 4.5 to 
5-25V 

Quiescent 
Current 
(per gate) 

0.5mA 0-01pA 0.01pA 0.02pA 0-02pA 0-02pA 0-02,uA 

Propagation 
Delay 
(Per gate) 

9ns 
125nsg5V 
5Ons@10V 
4Ons@l 5V 

9Ons@5V 
5Ons@10V 
4Ons@15V 

8rtsg5V 1Ons@5V 5nsg5V 7nsg5V 

Maximum 
Operating 
Frequency 

40MHz 

@ 5V  

2MHz@5V 
5MHz@l0V 
6MHz@15V 

- 40MHz 
@5V 

100MHz 
@5V 

Fan-out 
@5V, to LS TTL 

Inputs 
20 1 1 10 10 60 60 

Table 2. General characteristics of IS TTL and the six major CMOS digital IC types. 
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able' values of static discharge when the IC is 
being handled. Figure 14(a) shows the basic 
form of this internal protection circuitry; here, 
D1 or D2 conduct if IN tries to go above 
V+ or below OV, D3 or 04 conduct if OUT 
tries to go above V+ or below OV, and 05 
conducts if OV tries to go above V+; D5 also 
conducts in the Zener mode if V+ goes more 
than about 20V above OV. 
Figure 14(b) shows the basic laboratory cir-

cuit that is used to simulate 'reasonable' val-
ues of static charge from a human body when 
testing CMOS ICs; Cl has a value of 100pF 
and simulates the typical body capacitance of 
a charged human adult, and R1 has a value 
of 1k5 and simulates the body's typical 
discharge resistance. When a CMOS element 
is being given evaluation tests, Cl is charged 
to a high-value test voltage via Si, and is then 
applied to two of the IC's test points via Si and 
R1. A 4-pin element of the type shown in 
Figure 14(a) has a total of twelve possible 
2-pin test permutations, and the test circuit is 
applied to each of these 2-pin permutations 
during the full test sequence. Typically, 
CMOS digital ICs are expected to survive a test 
voltage of 2.5kV in all of these test modes. 
It is important to understand the meaning 

of these tests. Suppose that a 3kV test voltage 
is applied between the IC's reverse-connected 
OV and V+ pins. Under this condition, 05 is 
forward biased, and Cl discharges via 05 and 
R1; R1 limits C1's peak discharge current to 
2A and gives it a basic time constant of 150ns. 
Thus, 05 passes only a very brief spike of for-
ward current as Cl discharges; if Dl's thermal 
time constant is very long compared to the 
period of the spike, it may not suffer damage 
from this test, even though it can only handle 
normal DC currents of (say) 25mA maximum. 
Note that the peak voltage appearing across 
05 in this test is roughly 1V, most of C1's 3kV 
discharge voltage being lost across R1. 
The protection networks used in CMOS ICs 

are not designed to be effective against 
massive values of static discharge, such as the 
several thousand volts that may be generated 
by a person vigorously prancing about on a 
nylon carpet, etc. Consequently, when handling 
'naked' CMOS ICs, always take sensible 
precautions against the build-up of large 
static charges; do not wear nylon clothing or 
use nylon mats/carpets in the workshop, and 
make sure that soldering irons, etc., are 
correctly grounded. To be really safe, wear a 
grounded metal wrist strap when working with 
CMOS, particularly when soldering. Note, 
however, that in reality, it is very unlikely that 
you will ever damage a CMOS IC in normal 
handling, even if you don't bother to wear a 
grounded wrist strap. 

Power Supplies 
cmos ICs of the 4000B and 74HC and 74AC 
types are designed to operate over a wide 
range of supply voltages, and can thus be 
powered from batteries or from regulated or 
unregulated power supplies. 74HCT and 
74ACT types, however, are designed to 
operate from supplies in the 4.5 to 5.5V range, 
and must be powered from low-impedance 
well-regulated supplies. 
All CMOS ICs generate fast pulse-switching 

edges. Consequently, most CMOS circuits 
should be used with a PCB that is designed to 
give excellent high-frequency supply decou-
pling to each IC. In general, the PCB's supply 
and ground-rail tracks must be as wide as 
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Figure 17. Typical '4000B-series' short-circuit output currents (at 25°C). 

possible (ideally, the 'ON/' track should take 
the form of a ground plane), all connections 
and inter-connections should be as short and 
direct as possible, the PCB's supply rails should 
be liberally sprinkled with 4p7F Tantalum 
electrolytic capacitors (at least one per 10 ICs) 
to enhance LF decoupling, and with 1 OnF 
disc ceramics (at least one per 4 ICs, fitted as 
close as possible between an IC's supply pins) 
to enhance HF decoupling. 
When experimenting with CMOS ICs, 

always take great care to ensure that the 
power supply can never be connected in the 
wrong polarity, since this will cause heavy 
supply currents to flow through the IC's pro-
tective diode networks (specifically, through 
D5 in Figure 14(a) and cause instant damage 
to the IC's substrate. 

Input Signals 
When using CMOS, all IC input signals must 
(unless the IC is fitted with a Schmitt-type 
input) have very sharp rising and falling edges. 
If rise or fall times are too long, they may allow 
the input terminal to hover in the CMOS 
element's linear zone long enough for the 
element to burst into wild oscillations and 
generate spasmodic output signals that may 
disrupt associated circuitry (such as counters 
and registers, etc). If necessary, 'slow' input 
signals can be converted into 'fast' ones by 
feeding them to the IC's input terminal via 
CMOS Schmitt elements. 
One possible way of damaging CMOS is via 

a very low impedance input or output 'signal' 
that is either connected to the CMOS when 
its power supply is switched off, or is of such 
large amplitude that it forces the input termi-
nal well above the positive supply line or 
below the zero-volts rail. In either case, a 
heavy current will flow through one or more 
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Figure 18. Typical '74HC-series' short-circuit output currents (at 25°C). 

of the IC's protection diodes (specifically, 
through input diodes D1 or 02, or output 
diodes D3 or D4 in Figure 14(a), and the sub-
strate may be damaged. The possibility of such 
damage can be eliminated by wiring a 1161 
resistor in series with each input/output 
terminal, so that any current that does flow is 
limited to a safe value of a few mA. 

Unused Inputs 
Unused CMOS input terminals must never 
be allowed to simply 'float', but must always 
be tied to definite logic levels by either 
connecting them directly to the supply or 
ground rails (depending on the IC's logic 
requirements), or to some other point with 
well-defined logic levels. Figure 15 shows 
some of the available options. If the unwanted 
input is on a multi-input gate, it can be dis-
abled by shorting it to one of the gate's used 
inputs, as in Agure 15(c), where a 3-input AND 
gate is shown used as a 2-input type. If the IC 
is a multiple gate type in which an entire gate 
is unwanted, the gate should be disabled by 
tying all of its inputs to a common high or low 
point, as in Figures 15(d) and 15(e). 
All 'used' CMOS input terminals must also 

be tied to definite logic levels, and must never 
be allowed to 'float'. Figure 16 shows three 
commonly-used options that may be used. 
In Figure 16(a), the input is normally tied low 
by R1, and in Figure 16(b) it is normally tied 
high by R1. In Figure 16(c), the input is direct-
coupled to the output of a driving stage, which 
determines the input logic level. 

Output Signals 
CMOS totem-pole output stages are designed 
to source or sink fairly high peak values of out-
put current. Consequently, if the output is 
shorted directly to the IC's zero-volts or posi-
tive supply rail, the resulting DC output currents 
can in some cases be so high that the IC may 
be damaged. Thus, when a CMOS IC is used 
to drive a DC load, its load current must always 
be limited to a safe value. Figure 17 shows the 
typical short-circuit output currents of two dif-
ferent manufacturer's '4000B-series' CMOS 
output stages over the 5 to 15V operating volt-
age range; in practice, the maximum DC 
values of these output loads must be limited 
to 10mA of current or 100mW of power dissi-
pation, whichever is the lower of these values. 

Continued on page 61. 
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Two Card Trick 
In what is claimed to be a UK first, 
Portable Add-ons has launched the 
Trumpcard. Occupying a single Type II 
PC Card slot. the Trumpcard combines 
two popular functions - a high-perfor-
mance 16-bit Ethernet card and a fast 
v.34 fax/modem. Both sections are func-
tionally independent, and either or both 
can be used at any one time. Simul-
taneous modem and Ethernet operation 
is now possible, permitting information to 
be transferred between a LAN and a 
remote site. 
For a growing number of portable 

users, there are never enough PC Card 
slots. Different applications require dif-
ferent cards, and swapping may be 
needed. Some machines (particularly 

the sub-notebook variety) are only 
equipped with a single type II slot, mak-
ing Trumpcard an ideal device. 
Contact: Portable Add-ons. Tel: (01483) 

452304. 

Interactive Game Play from ST 
Computer games have received a fourth 
dimension, with the announcement from 
BT that they are to launch a computer 
games network which will allow players 
to compete with each other over the tele-
phone network. Called Wireplay, the 
system will be piloted in January next 
year, with a full nationwide launch 
scheduled for the second half of 1996. 
Wireplay will allow customers with 

compatible games on their PC to access 
the system via modem Once logged on, 
the customer will enter the Wireplay 

open forum and be able to challenge 
and play other players. or even join a 
league and play in teams. The system is 
designed to work with PCs with a capac-
ity of a 386 or above, and with modems 
with a speed of 9.600bit/s and above. 
BT is currently working with games pub-

lishers and associations,  including 
Acclaim. Activision, Argonaut, Electronic 
Arts. Gremlin Interactive, Interplay, Micro-
prose, Myelin, SC, Virgin Interactive Enter-
tainment. and the English Bndge Union. 
Contact: BT, Tel: (0171) 356 5369. 

Windows '95 Red 
Herring 
"All the hype about Windows '95 is 
detracting from the key issue in the oper-
ating systems market. All eyes should 
really be on Microsoft's Windows NT 
Server  The increasing power of 
Windows NT Server is making the work-
group server market the most strongly 
contested segment of the European 
operating system market", said Heather 
Clark. author of Operating Systems: 
Markets and Futures, a new report from 
Ovum. 
Ovum claims that between now and 

the year 2000, Windows NT Server will 
be the fastest-growing server operating 
system in the European operating sys-
tems market. Ovum forecasts a growth 
rate of 52°. for Windows NT Server, to 
reach over 1 million units in Europe by 
the year 2000. 
Contact: Ovum. Tel: (0171) 255 2670. 

FIFO Memory Gives 5V 
Performance at 3-3V 
Power 
A low-power 3.3V family of First In First 
Out (FIFO) memories from Texas 
Instruments (TI) allows high-perfor-
mance workstations and desktop multi-
media systems to consume less power, 
yet maintain the performance of their 5V 
counterparts. Unlike some 3.3V devices, 
which are scaled back or re-charac-
tensed 5V CMOS FIFOs to run at 3.3V. 
TI has put additional effort into redesign-
ing 5V FIFOs to give optimum perfor-
mance at 3.3V. 
Simply scaling back or recharactensing 

a FIFO is easier than developing a new 
design, however, recharacterised devices 
often achieve 40°. less performance in 
terms of operating frequencies. propa-
gation delays and dhve capability. 
Contact: Texas Instruments, Tel: 
(01403) 211048. 

Intel P6 to Power Trillion-Operations Per Second 
The United States Department of  operations per second. "President 

Clinton is committed to ending all 
underground nuclear testing. and com-
puter simulation will be a principal means 
for ensuring the safety, reliability and 
effectiveness of the US nuclear deterrent. 
We are embarking on a ten-year program 
to advance the state of high-performance 
computing to meet national security 
objectives". said Victor Reis, assistant 
secretary for energy programmes at 
DOE. 
Contact: Intel, Tel: (01793) 403000. 

Energy (DOE) has selected Intel's new 
microprocessor, which will deliver 
more than ten times the performance 
of today's fastest supercomputers. 
More than 6,000 of Intel's next-gener-
ation P6 microprocessor will power the 
new system. to be located at the 
Sandia National Laboratories. 
The computer will be used primarily 
for computer simulation, and will be 
the first in the world to achieve the 
goal of calculating more than a trillion 

'AI' Allow More Space 
Applications for a full Amateur Radio 
Licence will receive a new 'M' call sign 
from the beginning of April next year. 
Full licensees are currently issued with 
a 'G' call sign, while novices, who will be 
unaffected by this change. are issued 
with call signs commencing with a '2'. 

According to the Radio Communi-
cations Agency, the 'G' series is close 
to exhaustion, and the change needs 
to made to accommodate new regis-
trations. 
Contact:  Radio  Communications 
Agency Amateur Radio Unit, Tel: (0171) 
215 2171. 

Radio Amateur of the Year 
Leroy Kirby picked up a cheque for £300 
from the Radio Communications Agency 
at the RSGB International HF Con-
vention in Windsor, last month. He also 
received a Sony general coverage 
receiver from the RGSB and a number 
of other prizes. 16-year old Leroy from 
Cardigan, Dyfed is actively involved with 

his local amateur radio emergency ser-
vice, and has managed to reactivate his 
local YMCA amateur radio club which he 
helps to run as vice-chairman. His main 
interest is packet radio, and he has 
helped establish a local Bulletin Board 
System. 
Contact: RGSB. Tel: (01707) 659015. 

Daewoo Installs 
Silicon Graphics 
Supercomputer 
Daewoo Motor has installed a Silicon 
Graphics Power Challenge XL super-
computer at its Technical Centre in 
Worthing, Sussex. Engineers are using 
the new supercomputer in the Engin-
eering Analysis Group. to support 
Daewoo's advanced predictive en-
gineering techniques. These allow en-
gineers to assess the effects of a 
crash before physical models of cars 
are used in tests. 
Daewoo claims that by creating a 

sophisticated computer model of the car 
and its components, the effects of an 
impact can be studied. 
Contact: Silicon Graphics. Tel: (01734) 

257500. 

Memory Doubler 
Everyone needs more memory. With 

the release of an increasing number of 
memory-hogging applications, not to 
mention Windows '95, It is no longer 
good enough to have a mere 4M-bytes. 
At least, that was until Roderick 
Manhattan Group launched SoftRAM. 
This novel software package takes hold 
of the PC at the physical addressing 
level, and using a memory compression 
technique, that effectively doubles mem-
ory capacity. In addition, the package 
reallocates the physical RAM and opti-
mises memory in terms of both space 
and speed. SoftRAM costs £69, and 
requires a 386 or higher PC, Windows 
95 or 3.x. and 4M-bytes of memory. 
Contact: Roderick Manhattan Group, 
Tel: (0181) 875 4400. 

Racal-Datacom Helps 
Auto glass 
Autoglass, a national automotive glass 
replacement company in the UK. has 
installed a corporate network, imple-
mented by Racal-Datacom, to run a 
complete range of business applica-
tions. The network links the head office 
in Bedford,  distribution centre in 
Leicester, and branch offices from 
Inverness to Truro. It gives some 800 
users fast, easy access to the informa-
tion necessary to offer the best service 
possible. including customer orders, 
stock control, automatic stock replenish-
ment, installation details and billing with 
direct links to insurance companies. 

Contact: Racal-Datacom, Tel: (01734) 
669969 

Digital Printing 
Sony pnnters have gone digital. with the 
launch of a digital colour dye sublimation 
A4 printer, which gives near-photographic 
quality colour prints. A newly developed 
thermal head, with a resolution of 300 
dots per inch, gives an effective pixel area 

of 2,550 by 3.508, with over 16 million 
colour variations per pixel. With appro-
priate software options. the printer can 
provide both bit-map and Postscript print-
ing, ensuring compatibility with Mac-
intosh. Windows and Sun environments. 
Contact: Sony, Tel: (01932) 816000. 
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IC Eases Power-Supply Design 
A surface-mount power regulator inte-  power dissipation of 0.75W. The switch-
grated circuit from Allegro Microsystems  ing regulator uses a built-in reference 
enables switch-mode power supplies to  oscillator with a frequency of 60kHz, with 
be designed using only four external  phase correction and output voltage 
components. The SAI01 provides an  adjusted internally. Over-current and 
output current of 0.5A at 5V from an  over-temperature  protection  are 
input voltage range of 7 to 33V, with typ-  built-in. 
ical line regulation of 80mV. The device  Contact: Allegro MicroSystems, Tel: 
has an efficiency of 80%, with typical  (01932) 253355. 

Wafer Fab Pilots on 
Teesside 
Pilot production has started at the 
Samsung Electronics industrial complex 
at Wynyard Park, Teesside. Samsung 
Electronics will eventually manufacture 
one million devices a year at the new 
plant, once all production lines have 
reached full capacity. The new 200 acre 
industrial complex will be completed by 
the year 2000. 
Contact: Samsung Electronics, Tel: 
(0181) 391 0333. 

Recovery Service for 
Victims of Chip Theft 
Theft of computer components is one of 
the fastest-growing and most lucrative 
forms of crime in the UK today. Every 
week, hundreds of offices up and down 
the country are broken into, and PCs 
stripped of their high-value components 
- usually easily-removable processors 
and memory chips (SIMMs), which are 
now more valuable weight-for-weight 
than diamonds. Such thefts usually 
leave computer equipment relatively 
undamaged, but unusable. 
Organisations hit by component theft 
will often go several days without access 
to computer-based information and 
applications, while they wait for their 
PC dealer or manufacturer to supply 
replacement parts. The effect on day-to-
day business can be devastating. Now, 
Response Computer Maintenance has 
launched a new service to help organ-
isations recover more rapidly from 
the theft of computer components. 
Response's new pcRECOVERY service 
provides on-site engineers to replace 
standard memory SIMMs and Intel 
processors within one working day of 
call-out, anywhere on the UK mainland. 
Victims of component theft do not 
need to have taken out a maintenance 
contract with Response to benefit from 
the pcRECOVERY service - it is avail-
able to anyone calling the com-
pany's information hotline. All eight 
of Response's UK branches have 
pcRECOVERY engineers on call. The 
company makes a fixed charge for the 
cost of parts and labour, and if PCs can-
not be made to work simply by replacing 
their components, Response's work-
shop service can repair most makes of 
machine within a few days. 
Contact:  Response  Computer 
Maintenance, Tel: (0345) 686686. 

Young European 
Scientists of 1995 
Five exceptional students from the 
United Kingdom, Germany and Ireland, 
beat over 80 top-notch finalists for the 
title of the 7th European Union Young 
Scientist. The Europe-wide final has 
been held in the UK for the first time. 
hosted by the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science (BAAS). Ian 
Taylor, minister for science and technol-
ogy. awarded prizes to Christopher 
Mead and Matthew Taylor (UK). Sven 
Siegle (Germany), Brian Fitzpatrick and 
Shane Markey (Ireland), at the British 
Association Festival of Science, held 
in Newcastle at the beginning of 
September. 
Contact: European Community, Tel: 
(0171) 215 5000. 

Millions Wasted on 
Printing in Corporate UK 
A recent report has revealed that run-
ning page printers cost corporate UK 
over £294million in 1994 and is antici-
pated to reach £393million by the end 
of 1995. The independent report. entitled 
'European Page Pnnter Market 1994 to 
1999', was carried out by BIS Strategic 
Decisions. In calculating the total cost of 
toner, the photoconductor or drum and 
cartridge case, all items that have to be 
regularly replaced dunng most printers' 
lifetimes, the report was able to reveal 
that running page printers is resulting 
in corporates unnecessarily wasting 
millions of pounds. 
The £294million figure does not even 
include the cost of purchasing printers, 
but is simply the baseline costs of run-
ning them. The report finds that the 
reason running costs are escalating 
significantly, is that with most low-end (0 
to 25 page per minute) printers, such as 
those from Hewlett-Packard, Lexmark 
and Canon, every time the toner runs 
out, the whole 'all-in-one cartridges' 
have to be replaced at considerable 
cost. In the UK, in 1994 alone, 2-6 
million cartridges were replaced and 
700.000 were recycled, costing British 
business £19.5million. In addition to this, 
toner and photo conductors for printers 
which do not use all-in-one cartridges 
must be included, which adds another 
£95.5million to the total, bringing it to 
£294million. 
Contact: BIS Strategic Decisions, Tel: 
(01582) 405678. 

PCB Service for 
Hobbyists 
Thanks to a growing number of low-cost 
PCB software packages, any PC user 
can now design high-quality PCBs. 
However, the cost of equipment to pro-
duce one-off PCB designs remains pro-
hibitively expensive for the hobbyist 
wanting to produce the occasional 
design. 
Fledgling PCB manufacturer, Etch-

Tech Boards, is looking to plug this gap 
in the market, with a new service for the 
hobbyist. Its hobbyist service otters sin-
gle- and double-sided conventional 
PCBs at a cost of 12p/cm single-sided 
and 18p/cm' double-sided. The largest 
board size available through this ser-
vice is 15 X 25cm. For an information 
pack, write to Etch-Tech Boards, PO 
Box 1566, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP1 
3XX. 

Resistive Touch Screens 

Lucas has launched a range of resistive 
touch screens for prototype develop-
ment. Available in six sizes to fit most 
LGDs, the touch screens provide greater 
light transmission over comparative 
touch screen systems. 
Contact: Lucas. Tel: (01535) 661144. 

Tolling Trials 
EasyToll, compnsing RAM Mobile Data, 
Centre-file and Green Flag, has been 
selected by the Department of Transport 
as one of the eight consortia to take part 
in a research programme to test motor-
way tolling technology. The EasyToll 
solution is based on the ROBIN (Road 

Billing Net) system. It uses the Global 
Positioning System and the RAM 
Network to meet the Department's 
requirements for a system which will be 
both environmentally friendly and not 
disrupt traffic flow on the UK's busy 
motorways. Contact: RAM Mobile Data, 
Tel: (0181) 990 9090. 

ARM Builds Embedded RISC Momentum 

Cambridge-based Advanced  RISC 
Machines Limited (ARM) has added 
NEC to its growing list of global semi-
conductor partners. The NEC partner-
ship is part of an on-going 'open busi-
ness model' strategy, that has helped 
ARM to evolve its semiconductor licens-
ees to include ten of the world's leading 
semiconductor manufacturers. Each 
partner licensee uses the same base 
ARM technology, but differentiates its 
offerings with value added technology, 
applications, product, market, design 
and customer focus, so that the breadth 

of ARM applications is second-to-none. 
This overwhelming show of support 

for the ARM architecture is unheralded. 
Now, more than ever, embedded de-
signers have the tools they need to 
quickly develop applications that require 
a small, high-performance, low-power, 
low-cost, 32-bit RISC processor. The 
addition of NEC further assists ARM with 
becoming the standard to dominate the 
embedded RISC market place", said 
Robin Saxby, ARM president and CEO. 
Contact: Advanced RISC Machines, 
Tel: (01223) 400400. 

Divides In British Society Roinforcod by if 
Information Technology (IT) is reinforc-
ing the divides in British society, rather 
than breaking them down, as was in-
itially expected when the IT revolution 
began, according to a MORI report con-
ducted on behalf of Motorola. The report 
goes on to state that familiarity with, and 
positive attitudes towards IT are notice-

ably higher in those groups that enjoyed 
advantaged status before the IT revolu-
tion began, including men. Southerners, 
younger age groups, the employed, 
higher socioeconomic groups, and the 
better educated. 
Contact:  Motorola, Tel:  (01753) 
575555. 

Personal Single-chip Audio Processing 
The new TDA1548T audio processor 
from Philips Semiconductors incorp-
orates Bitstream filters for digital de-
emphasis, volume and tone control, 
together with high-performance Bit-
stream DACs and headphone amplifiers. 
The device provides a single-chip solu-

tion to all the sound functions required in 
CD and DCC stereo players. The device 
is compatible with I'S or LSB-justified for-
mat serial data, and outputs a 1.7V 
Pk-to-Pk audio signal into 32. 
Contact: Philips Semiconductors, Tel: 
(+31) 40 72 20 91. 
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A TECHNICAL LOOK Al NINE MANAGEMENT 
by Frank Booty 

0
NE  of the most emotive topics in the 
networking area today, is the subject 
of network management, not least, 

because of the difficulties of defining what 
network management means. For many, 
management conjures up everything from 
the ability to control the infrastructure 
equipment itself, through to the provision 
of detailed data decoding and analysis, 
and physical cable management. Add to 
this, the dimension of local area network 
(LAN), wide area network (WAN) and 
telecommunications technologies, and 
the issue becomes complex and open 
to misinterpretation. 
This article will attempt to provide 

an overview of network management 
definitions, protocols and products, and 
give guidance to help the user define what 
is required for his network and business 
needs from a network management system. 
Key questions will be provided to assist 
in specifying and choosing a network 
management platform. 
There is an unquestionable need for 

network management. Gone are the days 
of simple, single vendor networks, where 
management was straightforward and 
proprietary lbday, the norm is for large 
corporate networks to span national and 
international boundaries, and to typically 
comprise a wealth of different vendors' 
equipment. Management systems are 
required to be more efficient, enabling the 
manager to be proactive rather than reactive 
(few organisations can afford to dedicate a 
large team to the day-to-day running of their 
network). Simultaneously, a network failure 
has a greater impact on users who have 
come to rely on high levels of serviceability 
The future is no less contentious, with the 

role of network management becoming 
ever more demanding. The market 
researcher, Datapro, recently estimated 
that the spending on management between 
the beginning of 1994 and end of 1995 is 
likely to double, with the UK accounting for 
over 30% of the total (the largest percentage 
of the European market). 
So, the article will look at network 

management today, considering the market 
in terms of the key players and the key 
products on offer. There is also a focus on 
the primary management environments, 
and a look ahead to some of the trends 
likely to emerge. 

Today's Management 
Arena 
Within the LAN environment, it is the 
Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) that continues to dominate the 
available products. Its foothold stems from 
the aciLeptance of TCP/IP (Transmission 

Control Protocol/Intemet Protocol) as a de 
facto standard. As the name states, the S in 
SNMP stands for 'simple', reflecting the ease 
of implementation which has contributed 
to its widespread take-up by management 
vendors. It is this simplicity however, that 
now threatens its downfall. 
SNMP's four base commands (GET, 

GET NE)CT, SET and TRAP) are seen 
as both inadequate and inefficient, 
primarily because they do not address the 
increasingly important area of data security 
and because of the unnecessary loading of 
network bandwidth caused by centralised 
polling for individual requests for 
information. The result has been a number 
of developments involving enhancements 
to SNMP and hybrid SNMP/OSI protocols. 
Firstly SNMP II, which was developed by 

the Internet Engineering Tisk Force Ohl V). 
This deals with the area of security and 
incorporates encryption standards - hence 
SNMP 11 is also referred to as Secure SNMP 
Additionally, it incorporates a bulk retrieval 
command which as implied, enables polling 
for information in volume and ensures 
maximum efficiency of bandwidth usage. 
Simultaneously with the conception of 

SNMP II, four of the original developers 

of SNMP were working on further 
enhancements to the SNMP protocol. The 
Simple Management Protocol (SMP) builds 
on SNMP II, and encompasses application 
management, peer-to-peer management 
and systems management, in addition to 
network management. 
SNMP II has been widely demonstrated, 

and is now being implemented. Although 
there is still a certain amount of confusion, 
the situation is beginning to dear. The 
efforts of the Working Groups for SNMP 
Version II and SMP have been combined 
and defined as SNMPv2. It is expected 
within the industry that SNMPv2 will 
ultimately supersede SNMP although there 
will be a time lag. This is because the two 
are incompatible (isn't the computer and 
networking industry wonderful), and will 
require upgrades to be undertaken by both 
management and infrastructure vendors. 
Co-existence is possible in one of two 

ways: through a Proxy Manager, whereby a 
remote device acting as a gateway translates 
between SNMP and SNMPv2 or vice-versa; 
or users could implement a bilingual 
Network Management Station. This means 
that the central management platform 
supports both SNMP and SNMPv2, and will 

Figure 1. ISVs 
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ISVs = Independent Software Vendors, 
a group concerned with selling software products to bring 
additional network management and application management 
functions and tools to the management frameworks listed. 
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use the correct protocol stack depending 
on what device is being managed. 
Further management protocol 

developments have concentrated on using 
the OSI Common Management Information 
Protocol (CMIP) over both a TCP/IP and 
LLC (Logical Link Control, OS! data link 
layer protocols defined for LANs) transport 
mechanism. Known as CMO and CMOL 
respectively, neither of these has yet been 
implemented to any significant degree, 
although a small increase is expected up 
to the end of 1995. 
Management in the WAN environment 

has not reflected the same trends as that 
of the younger LAN counterpart, and has 
traditionally been dominated by proprietary 
systems supplied by specific equipment 
vendors. Although proprietary systems still 
proliferate, WAN suppliers are increasingly 
looking to incorporate SNMP agents or 
develop proxy management stations which 
enable integration with central management 
systems. This does not, however, include 
the router market, where the majority of 
suppliers have implemented SNMP 
The network management marketplace 

can be viewed from the two perspectives 
of key players and key products: 

Key Players 
Key players in the market can be further 
categorised into three groups. The first 
group comprises those vendors who 
have a management system really just to 
complement an existing product range. 
These systems will typically be home-grown, 
such as those from Retix or Newbridge, 
while others may be sold on an OEM 
basis as a base platform on which to build 
further applications. These suppliers include 
Chipcom and Cisco, who have adopted 
SunNet Manager (more on this later). Also, 
the existing equipment vendor systems will 
typically utilise SNMP, although they tend 
to be element managers which only provide 
full management of their own products with 
limited support for third party products. 
The second category are those suppliers 

who are independent, having no existing 
networking of their own and therefore, 
no axe to grind with any particular supplier. 
Examples here, include companies such as 
Network Managers Ltd. and Lexcel (formerly 
Micro Technology). 
The third group covers the corporates 

who already have well-defined 
communications architectures which cover 
network management. Specifically, this 
includes IBM (SNA), Digital (EMA), BT and 

AT&T Here, management products tend 
to be heavily oriented to their proprietary 
users, with a standards-based interface 
(SNMP or in some cases CMIP) into the 
outside world, see Figure 1. 

Key Products 
This category is subdivided into two groups: 
The first group are specific management 
products, either PC or workstation based, 
which include systems such as Spectrum 
from C,abletron and Network Managers 
NMC applications. Fssentially, these are 
packages which although customisable, 
can be supplied (as far as management 
can be) off the shelf 
This is distinct from the second group, 

which are management environments. 
These are what can be regarded as 
development platforms or toolkits, 
which are either sold on an OEM basis to 
equipment vendors, or where appropriate, 
supplied to end users for development 
of their own applications. The two main 
players within this group are SunNet 
Manager and HP OpenView, both of which 
are covered in more detail below. It should 
be noted that IBM's NetView/6000, which 
is based on HP OpenView, is another key 
contender. 

Key Management 
Environments 
SunNet Manager 

Essentially, SunNet Manager is a 
management environment providing a 
platform on which to build management 
applications. Developed by Sun Connect 
(as opposed to Sun Microsystems), SunNet 
Manager is resold through distribution 
channels, some offer the added benefit 
of full support and integration services. 
The core SunNet Manager software 

is delivered with a set of user tools, 
management services and agents for TCP/IP 
and Ether net networks. This can then be 
extended to incorporate DECnet, FDDI and 
NetView. The user tools include: discover 
tool, request builder, event reporting, and 
grapher. Overall, the software is recognised 
as being a mature and increasingly widely 
adopted platform. There is no doubt 
though, that this is in part due to the 
software being given away at a greatly 
reduced price (if not free in some cases) 
with Sun hardware in certain market 
sectors, such as education. In these 
cases, the incentive to implement a SunNet 
Manager based management solution 

Figure 2. 
Applications management 
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is therefore that much greater. 
SunNet Manager has been adopted by 

a significant number of vendors who have 
written their own management applications. 
The number is in excess of 60 to date, 
including Cisco, Chipcom, Xyplex, 3Com, 
Cabletron, Isicad, Remedy and SAS. 
Although the software is used widely, 

there are some issues which should be 
highlighted. First, the fact that the 
implementation and subsequent upgrades 
to a management system depend on two 
suppliers. This inevitably creates difficulties 
in keeping both SunNet Manager and the - 
product application in step with each other. 
Already there has been the situation where 
applications still utilise Version 1.2 rather 
than Version 2.0 of SunNet Manager. This is 
expected to be further compounded when 
Sun migrates to the Solaris 2.0 operating 
system. However, Sun claims that this latter 
problem will be significantly diminished 
with Solaris 2.3, which should enable most 
Solaris 1.0 applications to run unchanged. 
It should also be noted that because 

SunNet Manager applications are developed 
by different suppliers, the look and feel 
of each user interface is different as users 
navigate through the system. There is not 
the same continuity, therefore, that is 
offered by products such as Network 
Managers' NMC 3000 and Cabletron's 
Spectrum, for example, see Figure 2. 
A third issue is wide variation in the 

price of product applications, which in part, 
reflects the complexity of the equipment 
involved (e.g., a router as opposed to a 
bridge), but could also indicate the level of 
functionality included within the application. 
There is a need to monitor and track 
standards, although they are in a state of flux. 
There has been a lot of confusion about Sun 
and its involvement in long term plans in the 
area of DME (more on this later). It has 
appeared that SunNet Manager lost 
momentum in this area because of the push 
for DME by Hewlett Packard, IBM and others. 
Further, Sun compounded its directions by 
not making any statements about its 
commitment to Onuapoint (also, see later). 
With reference to the Motif user interface 

technology, Sun was once part of UNIX 
International (UI) which is in direct 
competition with the Open Software 
Foundation (OSF) standards body. UI is 
also involved in getting technologies adopted 
as de facto standards. Sun's contribution to 
the UI has been OpenLook, a user interface 
which has not taken off in the same way as 
XWinclows and Motif. It may be indicative, 
therefore, that (as of Spring/Summer 1994) 
Sun has opted out of UI and dropped 
OpenLook in favour of Motif. 

HP OpenView 

The other key management environment 
that should be mentioned, is OpenView, 
which is Hewlett Packard's strategy for 
OSI based management. Like SunNet 
Manager, OpenView can be regarded as a 
development platform on which vendors 
and end users build their own applications. 
Unlike SunNet Manager, however, 
OpenView is available as either a DOS 
or UNIX application. 
Management solutions based on 

OpenView also include applications 
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developed by HP for their own product 
set. Specifically, these are: OV Hub Manager 
(DOS), OV Interconnect Manager (DOS, HP 
and Sun SPARC platform), and OV Resource 
Manager (DOS). HP also provides a variety 
of different packages which can be provided 
on an OEM basis to equipment suppliers 
and users, depending on the required 
functionality and the level of expertise 
available in-house. These include: 

• Developer products (HP and Sun SPARC 
platform) 

• Developer platforms (HP and Sun SPARC 
platform) 

• OV Extensible SNMP agent (HP and Sun 
SPARC platform), used for extending the 
Sun or HP management agents. 

• OV Management Station (HP Platform) 
bundled software and hardware end user 
package. Includes Network Node 
Manager. 

• OV Network Node Manager (HP and Sun 
SPARC platform), includes application 
builder for end user development without 
requiring detailed programming 
knowledge 

• TCP/IP agent (HP and Sun SPARC 
platform), enables SNMP management 
of HP or Sun SPARCs 

• OV Windows/DOS OEM development 
environment. 

Included in the list of suppliers who 
have adopted HP OpenView, are Wellfleet 
Xyplex, Spider, Isicad, Remedy, Hughes, 
Cabletron and IBM, which has based its 
NetView/6000 application on Network 
Node Manager. Also, Digital dropped its 
own management platform, DECmcc, 
for NetView/6000. 

Future of the 
Management Arena 
As has become evident, SNMP is here now, 
and is likely to remain for the foreseeable 
future. This can be attributed to a number 
of reasons, not least, the emergence of 
SNMPv2, which addresses some of the 
shortcomings and effectively stalls the need 
to migrate to the Common Management 
Information Protocol (CMIP). At the same 
time, CMIP by its very nature, is unlikely to 
exist in isolation, as it is both complex and 
bulky (and therefore costly) to implement. 
It is believed that CMIP may be reserved 

for critical devices in a network such as 
backbone routers, whilst woricgroup hubs, 
for example, will continue to support SNMP 
This will be reflected in the management 
stations themselves, which will have dual 
support for both CMIP and SNMP 
Another reason for the prolonged life 

of SNMP is the rise of the RMON (Remote 
Monitoring Management Information Base) 
and other standard MlBs (such as chassis, 
FDDI and serial port), which will alleviate 
the problem of bandwidth loading 
caused by the central collation of device 
information. But, as a standard MIB, 
RMON's only benefit is to ensure that 
equipment vendors implement a common 
base of features. The use of standard MlBs 
inevitably means that the cost of 
management applications and upgrade 
delays will be reduced, while user interfaces 
become more consistent. RMON is covered 
in more detail later. 
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It is interesting to note that in one 
Datapro survey, it has been projected 
that it is CMIP which (proportionately) will 
demonstrate the most significant growth, 
increasing from 4% in 1992 to 26% in 1995. 
In the same survey, a marked increase in 
integrated LAN/WAN and SNMP based 
internetwork management systems is also 
forecast. Willie many informed pundits 
concur with the latter view, it is felt that 
CMIP take up within the UK market will be 
significantly lower than the projected 26%, 
as SNMP is enhanced and the traditionally 
proprietary WAN marketplace moves 
towards the use of SNMP agents or 
proxy management applications. 
Outside the specific area of management 

protocols, there are a number of other 
pertinent developments taking place. 
Specifically, these include the Distributed 
Management Environment (DME), the draft 
framework for which was proposed by the 
Open Software Foundation (OSF) in 1991. 
It was established as a result of a Request 
For Technology, to which 41 organisations 
responded and a subsequent 27 were 
chosen contributors, including IBM, HP 
Tivoli and Groupe Bull. 
DME is designed to address 

the problems of managing large, 
interconnected, heterogeneous networks, 
by providing a consistent high-level 
interface to managed devices and networks. 
DME defines a framework to enable both 
systems and network management to 
benefit from the concepts of distributed 
computing. 
There are three basic goals of DME: 

interoperability of platforms and 
applications; consistency of user interface 
and application integration; and scalability, 
which means that the performance of 
management systems will not be affected 
by the number of managed elements on 
the network. As potentially the most 
significant step in the standardisation of 
management software, DME should 
simplify the initial choice of a management 
system, and ensure that the way is left open 
for future growth and integration. 
However, ratification of DME and draft 

standards have been somewhat elusive 
characteristics. Realistic benefits are unlikely 
to be apparent for some years. Certain 
organisations, such as HP are promoting 
their plans for migration to DME. However, 
HP is one of the original organisations 
chosen to contribute technology to the 
DME architecture. For a while, people 
could be forgiven for thinking that HP 
was DME. 
However, in mid-1994, enthusiasm for 

DME was on the wane, as a number of 
suppliers declared developments were 
too uncertain and futuristic. Another 
development which has become 
increasingly important, is the Remote 
Monitoring (RMON) Management 
Information Base (MIB), already referred to 
above. The RMON MIB is a standard which 
has emerged to address some of the 
shortcomings of the SNMP management 
protocol in both Ethernet and Token 
Ring environments. The focus is on data 
collection and analysis. Although some 
features exist already within certain vendor 
private MIB extensions, RMON standardises 
these and provides functional, and 
performance improvements. Essentially, 

RMON is implemented as a standard 
network remote monitoring device 
specifying nine functional management 
groups, of which all or only a selected 
subset need be implemented on 
equipment. They are: 

Segment  Host Table 
Statistics  Events 
Filters  History 
Host Top N  Packet Capture 
Alarms  Traffic Matrix 

To comply, implementations of RMON 
need not include all the groups listed above, 
but must indude all 'objects' within selected 
groups. 
Remote Monitoring devices typically 

provide configuration information for 
network tuning, and as such, do not replace 
protocol analysers, which focus more on 
the supply of diagnostic information for 
fault correction. RMON can be implemented 
either on standalone units (such as HP 
LANprobe or NAT Ethermeter) or integrated 
into other networking equipment such as 
hubs which support a management agent. 
An increasing number of equipment 
manufacturers are now providing integrated 
RMON support into their equipment. This, 
to a large degree, can be attributed to the 
use of high-performance chip sets. 
RMON was defined by the Internet 

Engineering Task Force (IETF) who are 
responsible for adding future capabilities. 
RMON addresses Ethernet and Token Ring 
networks, although extensions for FDDI are 
to follow. With Token Ring, a 10th group was 
specified to address beaconing. 
An additional group whose actions 

affect the marketplace, is the Network 
Management Forum (NMF) set up in 
1988 as a consortium of carriers and 
communications equipment suppliers. The 
original aim of the consortium was to act 
as a catalyst in the migration to open 
network management systems, using OSI 
management standards where appropriate. 
At the same time, the aim has been to 
disband the organisation when their goals 
have been achieved. 
As well as accelerating the progress 

of management standards development, 
implementation, testing and interoperability, 
the NMF has also established the 
OMIslIpoint partnership to ensure that all 
the relevant groups converge their efforts 
to a single management goal. To that end, 
they have released a publication, also 
called OMIsflpoint, which lays down sets 
of guidelines for vendors to adhere to in 
product development. OMNIpoint is likely 
to be backed by Government and major 
corporates alike. 
Interestingly, the NMF has always 

acknowledged the real world problems 
facing network managers, i.e. they see 
CMIP as just one of several protocols 
necessary to provide effective network 
management in a multivendor environment. 
The Telecommunications Management 

Network (TMN) is a set of CCITT defined 
standards that describe the architecture for 
the management of telecommunications 
networks. Increasingly, however, it is being 
positioned to address the management of 
both wide area network (WAN) and local 
area network (LAN). The TMN 
complements the work being done by the 
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NMF, but it is likely to be several years 
before a complete management system is 
available in product form. 

Making the Choice 
There is no easy answer when it comes to 
choosing a network management system, 
but as a guide, there are a number of key 
questions that need to be considered: 

• What aspects of the network are to be 
managed - LAN and/or WAN? 
• What specific equipment (type and 
model) require management? (e.g., 
if Cisco, is it a CGS, MGS, AGS+, etc.?) 
• How many devices (approximately) are 
to be managed? 
• Where are the devices located? 
• Is there a preference for a PC or UNIX 
platform? 
• Are any management applications already 
in use? 
• Are there staff already familiar with any 
management systems? 
• Are there any staff already in place to 
administer the system and if so, are their 
skill sets applicable? 
• Are there existing Help Desk pi  edures 
in place, and how will they interact with 
a network management system? 
• Is multiple user access required to the 
management system? 
• What functionality has to be achieved 
from a management system - 
configuration control, fault notification/ 
management, statistics collection/analysis, 
network monitoring, load analysis (i.e. 
'what if' scenarios), cable management, 
trouble ticketing? 
• What are the timescales and budget for 
the implementation of a management 
system? 

As well as the above, there are also a 
number of issues that should be addressed 
when looking at a potential supplier, 
including: supplier stability; experience 
pedigree in the networking arena and 

specifically, within network management; 
ability to provide ongoing support for the 
chosen system; commitment to continue 
with product enhancement/development; 
commitment to incorporate new standards 
and technologies; awareness of the 
competition in the network management 
marketplace; and neutrality - do they have a 
stronger allegiance to a particular product set? 

Choice of Standards 
Standards are a major concern. Currently, 
SNMP is regarded as the industry de facto 
management protocol, although a migration 
to OSI's CMIP is envisaged over the next 
few years. There are in addition, other 
management protocols outside the LAN 
arena which need to be handled by a 
management station (e.g. FDDI, frame 
relay). Any system selected should be 
capable of supporting such multiple 
protocols simultaneously. Standards also 
relate to system architecture. There is 
an increasing trend towards distributed 
management of both networks and systems, 
which has been reflected in the definition 
of Distributed Management Environment 
(DME). While this has not yet been ratified, 
a number of suppliers have been identified 
as being contributors to the DME 
architecture through the products that they 
offer. 
A further consideration is the significant 

number of suppliers providing management 
systems, many of which are promoted as 
offering full SNMP management control. 
However, caution is required, as all too 
many of these provide comprehensive 
SNMP management for a particular product 
range and only limited or generic support 
for third party devices. In choosing a 
network management system, users need 
to be aware of the differences between such 
element systems and those offering true 
enterprise management. 
Similarly, product scalability should 

be considered as key, both in terms 
of supporting an expanding network as 

well as any additional functionality which 
enhances the existing management features. 
In particular, this may include advanced 
reporting and analytical tools, or perhaps 
the ability to incorporate cable 
management. 
Much interest is being shown in 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) in network 
management, particularly in the area of 
fault-finding and troubleshooting. In many 
cases, management systems generate 
alarms for every fault on the network, 
which not only fills up the alarm log, but 
also hinders the task of fault location. In 
the future, the role of Al will become 
increasingly important, and it could one 
day be that Al not only provides fault 
finding tools, but also enables a 
management system to take subsequent 
corrective action. 

Summary 
The area of network management is a 
potential minefield, and it should not be 
assumed that an 'off the shelf' system will 
fulfil a user's needs without tailoring. But 
this is not to say that customers cannot 
meet the majority of their management 
requirements via pre-packaged products. 
Most systems have impressive graphical 
interfaces at a surface level, but for 
multi-vendor environments, a check needs 
to be made for the degree of support for 
'alien' devices and whether the interface 
remains consistent. 
Users need to consider what applications 

they wish to build on top of operational 
control, and to look for SNMP support, 
including the RMON MIB, while asking 
questions about DME and CMIP to gauge 
future commitments. The point needs to 
be made, that it is not the management 
system itself that manages networks, but the 
people who administer the system - the 
management system is there as a tool to 
facilitate this. In any case, users have to 
ensure their expectations of network 
management are realistic. 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO M ODERN 

Figure 18 shows the typical short-circuit 
output currents of 'standard' and 'bus driver' 
versions of '74HC-series' CMOS output stages 
over the 2 to 6V operating voltage range; in 
practice, the maximum DC values of these 
currents must be limited to 25mA in 'standard' 
HC types, and 35rnA in 'bus driver' HC types. 
The only time this 'current limiting' matter 

is likely to present any kind of problem, is 
when using CMOS to drive some type of LED 
load (induding those at the inputs of opto-
couplers, etc.). Figures 19 and 20 show basic 
ways of driving a LED via non-inverting or 

DIGITAL ICs - Continued from page 55. 

inverting CMOS elements. Note in these 
circuits, that R1 sets the LED's ON current, 
and has a value of RV+ - VA] - R., where V+ 
is the supply voltage, Vs is the LED's saturation 
voltage (typically 2-0 to 2-5V), I is the LED's 
ON current (in amps), and R‘ is the CMOS 
element's saturation resistance (which varies 
widely with voltage, current, and with indi-
vidual ICs). Typically, however, Vs equals 2-2V, 
and Rx has an approximate value of 1000 in 
a standard 74HC output, 70f1 in a bus driver 
output, or 5000 in a standard 4000B output. 
Thus, to set the LED current at 10mA, R1 

needs a value of about 1800 in a 5V standard 
74HC circuit, 2200 in a 5V bus driver 74HC 
circuit, 2700 in a 10V 4000B circuit, or 8200 
in a 15V 4000B circuit. 

Logic Family Interfacing 
It is generally bad practice to mix different 
logic families in any system, but on those 
occasions where it does occur, the mix is 
usually made between TTL and CMOS 
devices; Figures 18 to 21 in Part 3 of this series 
showed six basic ways of interfacing TTL and 
CMOS ICs. Note that 74HCT and 74ACT 
types of CMOS IC are designed to be directly 
driven from TTL outputs, without need for 
special interfacing methods. Also note that 
standard 4000B-series and 74CXX-series 
CMOS elements have very low fan-outs and 
can only drive a single Standard TTL or LS TTL 
element, but 74HCXX-series (and 74ACXX-
series) CMOS elements have excellent fan-
outs and can directly drive up to 2 Standard 
TTL inputs, 10 LS TTL inputs, or 20 ALS TTL 
inputs. Next month Part 5 describes the 
practical applications of the popular 4007UB 
CMOS IC - a complementary pair plus 
inverter, dual buffer chip. 
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A readers' forum for your views and comments. 
If you would like to contribute, please 
address your replies to: 

The Editor, Electronics — The Maplin Magazine 
PO. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR, or send 

an e-mail to: AYV@maplin.demon.co.uk 

Interfacing Update 1 
Dear Editor, 
In his letter in issue 95, Ken Hughes 
comments that the Amstrad 8256 does 
not have a Centronics interface, and 
hence, he has been unable to check out 
the IBM PC Centronics Input Port in this 
case. It is many years since I had an 
8256, but I am sure that there was 
at least one serial/RS232 interface 
available for it (from Silica City?) and I 
thought that there was also the parallel 
equivalent. But if not, then given a serial 
output, it should not be too difficult to 
convert to parallel. One obvious thought 
is to use one of the various serial-to-
parallel interfaces created for the Sinclair 
Spectrum and QL. I have two, one 
made by Miracle Systems, and the 
other by Technology Research. 
Alan D. Cox, St Clears, Dyfed. 

Interfacing Update 2 
Dear Sir. 
Further to my previous letter (see 
issue 95 - Ed.), I should be grateful if 
paragraph 6 could be amended to read 
as follows: 
6. Amstrad 8256 to IBM (e.g., 3in. to 
3.5in. disks data) - Cirtech make a 
small bolt-on Centronics interface, 
which works with CP/M software, 
version 1.12 onwards. I must apologise 
for this change, but I have now found 
the answer to my original queries. 
Ken Hughes, Woldngham, Berkshire. 

Thank you both for writing in to supply 
this information, which I'm sure will be 
of value to all the Amstrad 8256 owners 
out there! 

Two-in-one, But Can it be 
Done? 
Dear Sir. I just received the October 
1995 issue of Electronics, and found 
with interest, your article on the PC 
Teletext Decoder project. I was one of 
the first subscribers to build the NICAM 
television tuner. It is still giving sterling 
service today, and has been used 
continuously ever since. Do you have 
a Teletext decoder to fit inside the 
NICAM tuner? Although I continued 
my subscription, I have been working 
abroad these last few years, and so I 
have a lot of reading to catch up on, as 
the postage rates were excessive, so 
my wife kept all copies of your magazine 
intact until I returned home. Failing the 
above request, if I invest in the PC 
Teletext Decoder, I would want to 
interface it with the NICAM decoder. I 
would be grateful if you can advise the 
take-off points on the NICAM decoder, 
to interface it with the Teletext Decoder. 
I am not a technician, but have built 
many of your kits and enjoyed them all. 
Ken G. Dyer, Swansea. West 
Glamorgan, Wales. 

According to the project developer, 
Chris Barlow, who designed the NICAM 
television tuner module (part of which is 
similar to the PC Teletext Decoder 
Tuner Module, although there are many 
detail differences). it would be difficult 
to interface the NICAM tuner to the 
PC Teletext Decoder system, since the 
computer is used to generate, via the 
PC Teletext Decoder Interface Card, a 
tuning voltage to provide an automatic 
scan of the tuning scale. A PC interface 
and DC-DC converter are required 
to achieve this, which are built into 
the Interface Card and the PC 
Teletext Decoder Tuner Module has 
corresponding circuitry to accept this 
tuning voltage in order to set the 
channel. Unfortunately, attempting to 
add the Teletext Decoder circuitry could 
also have undesirable affects on the 
operation of the NICAM tuner, so we 
would not advise doing so: since the 
Tuner Module is a relatively inexpensive 
and easy-to-build part of the PC Teletext 
Decoder system, it would probably 

=  

=  

STAR L'ETTE'R 
In this issue, Malcolm Perry, from 
Kidderminster in Worcester, wins the Star 
Letter Award of a Maplin £.5 Gift Token, for 
his comments on the Mains Failure Alarm. 

Dear Sir, 
I was extremely interested in the circuit 
of the Mains Failure Alarm in the 
November issue of Electronics, 
especially the methods of obtaining the 
low-volta ge and charging the Ni-Cd 
battery. Recently, I have come across 
this method a number of times in 
commercial equipment, where the 
mains volta ge is reduced using a 
simple resistor or capacitor as a series 
voltage dropper, bridge rectifier and 
rechargeable battery. This low voltage 
then supplies the electronics. There has 
been the problem that these circuits rely 
upon the low internal resistance of the 
battery to give the correct operating 
conditions. However, with time, the 
battery resistance increases, and 
therefore, the voltage across it also 
increases, until it eventually exceeds 
safe levels, causing the units to fail in 
an expensive way as the ICs become 
damaged. I began to wonder why the 
circuit did not include a Zener diode to 
hold the voltage down in case of battery 

****************** 
failure. I see the Maplin circuit does 
include a Zener, hence the problems 
mentioned would not arise, as the 
output of the rectifier is held at the 
correct voltage, irrespective of battery 
condition. Let's hope that those 
manufacturers read Electronics and 
take note! Seems silly, risking expensive 
equipment for the sake of a few pence 
component. 

Congratulations on your observant 
reading of the circuit diagram published 
for this project! As you say, it seems 
folly to omit an inexpensive component 
in a design, when its inclusion will 
prevent damage to the rest of the circuit, 
but then, in order to be competitive. 
some manufacturers prefer to build a 
device down to a cost, rather than up 
to a good standard, particularly if they 
can still make the product outlast a 
reasonable guarantee period, such as 
the lifetime of a typical Ni-Cd cell. What 
happens to the unit after that period is 
none of their concem in most cases! 

****************** 
be a false economy not to build the 
separate, purpose-designed module 
to complement the Interface Card and 
sofMare 

What Source! 
Dear Sir, 
I was particularly interested in the PC 
Teletext Decoder project in the October 
1995 issue of Electronics. However, I 
would like to know whether the software 
supplied with the kit also includes 
source code (and if not, why not?), and 
whether the schematics for the internals 
of the XC3020 are also available. I think 
both of these things may be of interest 
to readers, and in particular, the 
Windows source code may be of some 
use to people trying to program for 
Windows (I've been reading about this 
recently, and I'm totally confused). The 
use of the Xilinx programmable FPGA is 

new to your project designs. and I am 
curious why you have adopted it (I think 
it's a very good idea though). I have had 
experience of using XC4024 devices 
in a group project at UMIST, where 
we were synthesising designs using 
VHDL and downloading them using a 
microcontroller (the idea being that we 
could change the operation of the Xilinx 
chip and gel it to do some 'useful' work, 
depending on the program). The board 
we used for the project utilised an 
MC68332 microcontroller, Flex logic 
devices (another type of FPGA), as well 
as the Xilinx chip. Practically everything 
could, therefore, be 'programmed', 
and changed in a variety of ways - 
for example. the 68332 contains a 
programmable timer module (TPU - 
Timer Processor Unit), which can not 
only carry out several timing related 
functions, but can also have these totally 

reprogrammed by downloading a new 
microcode ROM image. Overall, the 
system was extremely flexible, and none 
of the devices was hardcoded in any 
way - everything could be reconfigured 
at any time. I think that devices such 
as the 68332 and Xilinx chips could 
make excellent components for future 
projects - not only do they provide very 
powerful features, but they are totally 
reprogrammable and could be reused 
in different projects. They could also be 
useful in allowing hobbyists to produce 
fairly complicated projects without the 
need to resort to hardwired, special 
purpose VLSI/LSI chips (I don't like 
these, because you cannot take 
them apart' to find out how they 
work!) 
A. Bianchi, Insignia Solutions Plc, 
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire. 

Good to hear that you found the PC 
Teletext Decoder project of interest - 
a kit of work went into developing and 
producing it! The original design was 
by Tony Williams. who is an engineer 
at Xilinx, hence the use of the Xilinx 
XC3020 FPGA! Regrettably, we cannot 
disclose the source code programmed 
into this IC - rather like the PIC-based 
projects, disclosure of the program is 
up to the discretion of the designer. For 
schematics of the XC3020 internals, you 
will need to contact Xilinx direct, Tel: 
(01932)3494D/. 

Noise - Part 1 
Corrections 
My attention has been drawn by 
Mr. M. White of Malvern, Worcester, and 
Mr. R. Sharp of St. Austell, Comwall, to 
the need for some corrections to my 
article 'Noise - Part 1' (Issue 91 - Ed.), 
as follows: 
1. The odds against getting 5.000 heads 
in 10,000 tosses of a fair coin are close 
to 124:1. The 0.4 result given in the text 
for probability should be denormalized 
by dividing by 50, which is the value 
of the standard deviation in this case, 
giving 1/125. 
2. In the fourth column on page 37. 
there should not be an integral sign 
in the seventh equation (where I first 
appears). 
3. Near the foot of that column, the 
equation should read: F(n).- (n-1)1-(n-1). 
4. In the second column of page 38, the 
second term on the right-hand side of 
the first equation for VW should have 1 
in the numerator instead of R, so that R2 
in the following becomes just R. But the 
final result is correct. 
5. In column 3 on page 38, the equation 
forf_als has a p in the denominator, 
which should be it. 
6. At the foot of the second column on 
page 39, the denominator should read: 
Ft? + RI + 4n2f1,2. 

I thank the correspondents for their 
interest and diligence. 
John Woodgate, Rayleigh. Essex. 

Active Aerial Alterations 
Dear Sir, 
In the instructions for the Active Aerial 
kit, it has been suggested that the use of 
a conformal spray coating would reduce 
the risks of insect attack, corrosion and 
dirt from attacking the preamp board in 
the base aluminium tube. As good as 
the conformal coating is, it has been my 
experience that dirt and insects can still 
be a problem. I only became aware of 
this one day, when looking at the roof 
of my house through binoculars, and 
noticed wasps entering and leaving 
the base of the unit. They were feeding 
off of micro-sized flies that had infested 
the interior of the tubing. A cheap 
modification can be carried out to 
the unit, which will minimise attack by 
foreign bodies, and which will provide 
additional protection other than the 
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spray coating on the PCB. Firstly, take a 
piece of bubble-wrap packing from your 
last Maplin order, and cut out a 100 x 
20mm piece (see Figure 1). This acts as 
the tube plug protection. Bubble-wrap 
is best, as it is easily compressed and 
moulded into shape. On a visit to any 
decent model or hardware shop, buy a 
small length of 2mm internal diameter 
brass piping. Cut two 50mm lengths 
(see Figure 2), and clean off any burrs on 
each end. 2mm is an optimum size, as it 
allows air into the base of the tube, but 
keeps insects and water out. The tube 
also allows air pressure equalisation, 
and if the heat-shnnk cap springs a leak. 
allows water to escape through the base 

unit. Using Araldite or similar, fix one 
drain tube to the inside of the aluminium 
tube. A minimum of 25mm of drain tube 
must be inside the aluminium tube. 
The second drain tube is fitted directly 
opposite the first, but must be fitted 5mm 
deeper than the first drain tube. This 
allows air to enter on one side of the 
base unit as any collected water on 
the other drains out. Put aside to allow 
the adhesive to set. Next, take the cut 
bubble-wrap, and slowly wrap it around 
the coax lead in a tight circle (see Figure 
3). Make sure that you can slide the plug 
of bubble-wrap easily up and down the 
coax cable. If not, unwind and rewrap 
There should be enough friction to make 

a seal, but not so much that you cannot 
slide it into the base unit. Refernng to 
Figure 4, slide the bubblewrap up the 
coax cable, and using the end of a 
paintbrush or tablespoon handle, gently 
pose the bubble-wrap plug into the base 
of the aluminium tube, making sure 
that the two drainage tubes are not 
dislodged. When in place. the plug must 
be recessed into the base by 5mm. so 
that tube 1S outlet is flush with the 
inside of the plug. Finally, ensure that 
the plug will not escape, and install the 
unit back on the roof. Any collected 
water through leaks will be removed by 
the drainage tubes. Insects will not be 
able to enter the unit. and air will 

circulate via the two drainage tubes 
to keep intemal and external air 
pressures equalised. 
Mr. P. Hubbard, Heme Hill, London. 

Thank you for your suggestions. 
The article for the Active Aerial (issue 
89) did. in fact, mention using some 
form of packing matenal after having 
pushed the coax and connections into 
the body of the aerial. although the 
exact form of this was left to the 
constructor. It all depends really on 
where the aerial is to be fitted, and 
upon the likely weather conditions 
and insect population of the 
surroundings! 
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EEC:  Harding Way, St.lves. Cambs. UK. PE17 4WR 

Tel: 01480-461778  Fax: 01480-494042 
(International: +44 1480 461778) 

USA:  126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA95030 
Tel/Fax: (408) 395-0249 email:sales@numberone.com 

TEC H NIC AL 
INF O R M ATI O N 

SE RVICES 
76 Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarks, ML9 1HE 
Tel: (01698) 883334 Fax: (01698) 884825 
Technical Help Line (01698) 884585 

We have the World's Largest 
Selection of: 

SERVICE MANUALS 
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
We also have 100s of Titles on TVs, VCRs, 
Satellites, Midi Systems, Computers, Test 

Equipment, etc ... 
Please Phone or Send an SAE for FREE 
QUOTE & CATALOGUE of Publications 
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PROJECT 
RATING 

FEATURES 
* Excellent FM/AM coverage 

* Compact, robust design * Easy to install 

.APPLICATIONS 

This project is intended for 

discerning motorists who do 

not wish to da mage their car 
bodywork by drilling a hole 

to fit a conventional extendable 
rod-type antenna, or for those 
people who are fed up with their 
existing aerial being vandalised 
when it has been inadvertently 

left extended. There are also 

additional drawbacks to using 
a conventional aerial, including 

the formation of a known rust-
prone area (holes and fittings 
encourage corrosion), and the 

aesthetic appeal of the vehicle 
may be spoilt by having an 
unsightly rod aerial on view. 

64 

THE demister aerial is perfect for 
those painstakingly restored 
classic cars (which may not 

have had an aerial fitted originally, 
but whose owners wish to fit radio 
equipment), custom cars, or as a neat 
addition to any (negative-earthed) 
vehicle. This project is also suitable for 
vehicles of glassfibre body construction, 
or even Kevlar/carbon fibre. If you 
happen to be the owner of a 
McLaren Fl, the fastest and most 
expensive production car in the 
world, which incidentally, is not fitted 
with a radio as standard! Another 
bonus from a security point of view, 
is that by installing this aerial does 
not advertise the fact that you have 
a stereo fitted, since there would 
be no aerial visible! 

/AVAILABL 
(90065) 
PRICE 
£24.99 

Al 

The assembled PCB 
mounted in box. 

Design by 
Alan Williamson 
Text by Alan Williamson 
and Maurice Hunt 

* Ideal for cherished cars and vans 
* Ideal for Customised and Classic vehicles 

This is a useful and viable alternative 
to an automatic aerial when used for 
FM reception (in fact, the prototype 
unit could pick up distant FM stations 
that a conventional rod aerial 
couldn't!), and the rear window 
aerial amplifier will be just as effective 
even if the heater element doesn't 
work. The amplifier will also pick up 
the Medium and Long wave AM 
bands; however, cars are notoriously 
electrically noisy. The sharp rise time 
of the ignition and the alternator 
make rather good RF transmitters, 
whose bandwidth extends well above 
1MHz. Due to the nature of the close 
proximity of the rear window to 
the bodywork and its high (RF) 
impedance, the amplifier is also 
rather good at picking up this 
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Note: This project is suitable for 
negative-earthed vehicles only. 

Vehicle 

Rear window 
heater wiring 

AM 

Heater element 
power filter & 
R.F. isolation 

Source 
follower Diplexer 

-.=• •1 7k 

CCT 
PSU 
filter 

- OW 

si Rear window 
heating 
element 

R.F. 
amplifier 

To 
radio 

 F ._...  From accessory line 
or ignition switch or 
radio auto antenna/ 
remote switched 
output 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the Rear Window Demister Aerial. 

interference in the AM bands, unless 
the vehicle is suitably suppressed. 
If interference is a problem, consult 

a qualified car electrical systems 
engineer. Fading of distant or 
low power stations (especially in 
hilly areas) or passing high mass 
buildings (or ones with a high steel 
content) may be experienced, or 
when the heater element intersects at 
right angles to the propagation path. 

Circuit Description 
Refer to the block and circuit 
diagrams of the circuit, shown 
in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. 
Capacitors Cl and C2 in theory 
should not be necessary (because the 
car battery is effectively near short 

December 1995 Electronics - The Maplin Magazine 

Specification 
Supply voltage:  12V DC nominal 
Current 
consumption:  17.4mA nominal 

22-6mA @ 15V 
Overall gain:  19d8 
Spectral 
response:  All UK AM and FM 

radio waveband 
frequencies 

Heater element 
current: 15A mcodmum, 

50% duty cycle 
rated 
8A continuous, 
100% duty cycle 
rated Assembled PCB. 
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circuit to AC signals). However, due 
to the length of the rear window 
heater wiring, which has impedance, 
plus the added resistance of the 
connectors, the impedance (not 
resistance) may be several tens of 
Ohms, if not higher (due to corrosion 
of ageing connectors); the situation 
will be even worse if the vehicle's 
bodywork is used for the return path. 
The impedance and length of the 

wiring will act as an antenna, picking 
up any radiated stray electrical 
signals. Cl and C2 serve as a short 
circuit path to AC and reduce the 
Impedance. LI helps to reject the 
throughput of noise, while C3 and C4 
reduce the supply impedance even 
further. L2 is a bifilar wound choke; 
the bifilar winding helps to prevent 
saturation of the core material, as 
well as lifting the L4 end away from 
the chassis. 
Capacitor C5 provides a short 

circuit path for RF signals, while L4 
and L5 are the final output chokes to 
the heater; the function of the chokes 
is to increase the impedance at VHF 
frequencies, which prevents the 
loading of the FM signal path. 
TR1 is used for impedance 

matching between the rear window 
element/antenna and the MAR-6 
amplifier, ICI. RI biases the FET, 
which is configured as a source 
follower, providing a high input and 
a low output impedance match; the 
diodes 131 and D2 serve to protect the 
input of the FET from noise spikes. 
Capacitor C8 AC couples the buffed 

AM signals to ICI via L7; L7 prevents 
the FM signals being back-fed to TR1. 
The components C10, L8, C11, L5 and 
C9 form a transimpedance matching 
bandpass filter, allowing only the 
FM band through. ICI is a complete 
high-frequency (HF) amplifier, with a 
fixed gain (19dB maximum) and an 
input/output impedance of 500; 
resistor R3 biases and limits the 
maximum current flow into ICI, while 
R4, C15 and C16 form a decoupled 
supply. The main supply for the circuit 
consists of L9, C14, C15 and Zener 
diode ZD1; this latter component clips 
noise spikes above 18V. Should the 
supply be inadvertently applied with 
the wrong polarity ZD1 will clamp the 
supply to <1V, and the resulting large 
current flow will cause L9 to act as a 
fuse. 

PCB Construction 
Refer to Figure 3, showing the PCB 
legend and track. Construction is 
fairly straightforward; begin with the 
smallest components first, working 
up in size to the largest. The coils 
LI, L2, L3 and L4 will have to be 
manufactured, see Figure 4. To 
make the formers for coils L3 and 
L4, use two lengths of ferrite rod, 
approximately 17mm long, first score 
the rod with a file or similar, then 
place it into a vice or over a nail at 
the breaking point, and apply a 
reasonable force to snap the rod. A 
helpful tip, is to begin winding from 

Figure 4. Coil winding details. 01 .1111 - Ferrite rod 

-0—Cut 

Cut 

2 x 9 turns 

L3 viewed 
from side 

8 Turns 

61'0) 

k  J 
8 Turns 

L2 viewed 
from above 

19 Turns 

6/5111 

Li viewed 
from side 

the middle of the length of wire, 
working outward towards the ends. 
Glue the three torroids together with a 
few drops of cyanoacrylate adhesive 
('superglue'), to make the central core 
of L2, and also use the glue to secure 
the ferrite rod sections into coils L3 
and L4. 
Note, the direction and number 

of turns of each winding on L2 is 
important, to prevent saturation of 
the core. Take care not to scratch the 
enamel off the copper wire when 

Figure 5. MAR-6 
(1C1) mounting 
details. 

Ground/  

MAR-6 
IC 

Reference 
cut corner 

RF Input 

Ground 

RF Output 
and bias 
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Left hand end view Right hand end view 
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Figure 6. Box drilling details. 

Box top 

L  T 

I- , 

7-

Output 
wires    

PCB fixing screws 

f 
Metal base plate 

Base plate fixing screws 

Figure 7. Exploded assembly diagram. 

PCB 

winding the coils, and ensure that 
they are wound as tightly around the 
cores as possible, so as to minimise 
resonance effects. 
Be careful to correctly orientate 

the polarised devices, i.e. electrolytics, 
diodes, FET, and ICI - refer to 
Figure 5. Additionally, take antistatic 
precautions when dealing with the 
latter two components. Fit the full 
length of red and black wire to the 
PCB, the wiring can be trimmed to 
the correct length and have the 
connectors fitted prior to installation. 
Thoroughly check your work for 
misplaced components, solder 
whiskers, bridges and dry joints. 
Finally, clean all the excess flux off 
the PCB using a suitable solvent. The 
supplied matrix board with the box 
will not be required. To initially set 
up the aerial amplifier, the dust iron 
cores of L5 and L8 should be set flush 
with the tops of the formers (use a 
straight-edge to confirm this), then 
L5's core should be screwed in a 
quarter of a turn, and L8's core 
screwed in a half turn. Use a 
non-metallic core adjuster tool (e.g., 
BR48C) for this, since there is a risk 
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Figure 9. 

Front 

panel 

label 

Aerial Output to 
Radio Receiver 

Heater Wiring 

Power Supply Input 
+12V DC g <20mA 

nu = 

of cracking the dust iron cores if a 
metal implement is used. Fine tuning 
can be done to optimise the reception 
strength once the unit is wired into the 
car and the radio is turned on. 

Case Construction 
Refer to Figure 6 for the box drilling 
details, and Figure 7 for the assembly 
diagram. The PCB is placed into the 
box component side facing inwards. 
The PCB is secured in place using 
the four screws supplied with the box, 
and then the metal back-plate is put 
on and secured with four screws. 
There is a plastic protective film 
on this back-plate, which can be 
removed prior to vehicle installation. 

Installation 
Check the maximum rear window 
demister heating element current 
consumption for your vehicle, more 
than 15A is not recommended for 
periods longer than 30 minutes (50% 
rated at 15A, 30 minutes in each hour 
maximum); your vehicle will use more 
petrol to produce the power to run the 
heating element, so fit a timer - but 
that's another project for a future 
issue of Electronics! 
Refer to Figure 8 for the wiring 

details. First, find a suitable position 
for the amplifier, which would be 
underneath the rear parcel shelf 
in saloons, or somewhere within the 
tailgate cavity for hatchbacks and 

estates. Ensure that the unit is 
mounted out of the way of any 
possible moisture ingress, since the 
specified casing is not waterproof - 
make sure that the boot seals on the 
vehicle do not leak! The front panel 
label shown in Figure 9 should be 
applied (observe its orientation) 
having cleaned the box beforehand. 
Take note of the vehicle heater 

wiring, and identify the plus (+) and 
minus (-) terminals; check that the 
minus (-) terminal is not bonded 
down to the bodywork. It may be 
possible to pull back the heater 
supply wiring, to connect directly 
to the amplifiers PCB terminals; if not, 
extension leads will have to be made. 
Trim the red and black wires to the 
heater element to the correct length, 
and fit the terminals and insulators. 

Safety Warning 
Ensure that where wiring passes 
through holes in bulkheads, etc., 
rubber grommets are used to prevent 
the wires from chafing. Double-check 
all your wiring after installation to 
ensure the security and correctness 
of the connections. Remember that 
a car battery is capable of providing 
enormous short-circuit currents (300A 
or more!), so take the utmost care to 
avoid short circuits, which could lead 
to fires or damage to the vehicle's 
wiring. Remove all metal jewellery, 
particularly rings, watches and 
bracelets, that could come into 
contact with the vehicle electrics, and 
ensure that the vehicle's ignition is 
switched OFF before starting work.  n 

REAR WINDOW DEMISTER AERIAL PARTS LIST 
RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film (Unless specified) 
RI  47k  1  (M4710 
R2  100Q  1  (M100R) 
R3  220Q  1  (M220R) 
R4  390Q  I  (M390R) 

CAPACITORS 
C1,3,7,8, 
12,14,16  100nF 50V Ceramic Disc  7  (BX03D) 
C2,4  220pF 35V Radial Electrolytic  2  (JL22Y) 
C5,6  InF Ceramic Disc  2  (WX68Y) 
C9,11  10pF Ceramic Disc  2  (WX44X) 
CIO  1p8F Ceramic Disc  1  (WX3561) 
C13  47pF 25V Radial Electrolytic  1  (FHJ8J) 
C15  1pF 100V Radial Electrolytic  1  (1-1:01B) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
D1,2  1N4148  2  (Q.L80B) 
ZDI  BZY88C I8V Zener  1  (QH2OW) 
TR1  BF244A  I  (QF I 6S) 
ICI  MAR-6  1  (D1(24B) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
L1,2,3,4  (See Text) 
L5  0445H RF Coil  1  (UF69A) 
L6,9  1mH RF Choke  2  (WH47B) 
L7  47pH RF Choke  1  (WH39N) 
L8  Op114H RF Coil  1  (UF64U) 
T I -5  Horizontal PCB Mounting Blades 5  (GV13P) 
SK 1  PCB Mounting Phono Socket  1  (HF99H) 

Box with Base and Matrix Board 
Type TB15 
Ferrite Rod Aerial Type 810 
FX 4054 Ferrite Torroid 
Push-on Lucar Blades 
Push-on Blade Covers 

1  (YU46A) 
1  (YG20W) 
4  (JR84F) 
1 Pkt (HFI IM) 
I Pkt (FE66W) 

Push-on Lucar Receptacle  I Pkt (HFIOL) 
Push-on Receptacle Covers  I Pkt (FE65V) 
1 6mm 16swg Enamelled Copper 
Wire  lreel (BL24B) 
High Current Wire Red 
High Current Wire Black 
Front Panel Label 
PCB 
Instruction Leaflet 
Constructors' Guide 

2m 
2m 
1 
1 

1 

(XR59P) 
(XR57M) 
(90067) 
(90066) 
(XV77J) 
(XH79L) 

The Maplin 'Get-You-Working' Service is available 
for this project, see Constructors' Guide or current 

Maplin Catalogue for details. 
The above items are available as a kit, which offers 

a saving over buying the parts separately. 
Order As 90065 (Rear Window Demister Aerial) 

Price £2499 Al 
Please Note: Where 'package' quantities are stated in 
the Parts List (e.g., packet, strip, reel, etc.), the exact 
quantity required to build the project will be 

supplied in the kit. 

The following new items (which are included in the kit) 
are also available separately, but are not shown in 

the 1996 Maplin Catalogue 
Horizontal PCB Mounting Blades 

Order As GV13P Price 9p 
Ferrite Rod lype 810 Order As YG2OW Price 59p 

Rear Window Demister Aerial PCB 
Order As 90066 Price £2.99 

Rear Window Demister Aerial Front Panel Label 
Order As 90067 Price £2.29 
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SUBSCRIBE TO 
BRITAI N'S 
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ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE! 

LECTIIONICS 
* 2 FREE ISSUES if you agree to 
subscribe by Direct Debit or Continuous 
Credit Card, saving you £6.12! 

* FREE DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR, 
and there are no additional carriage 
charges. 

* YES, SAVE MONEY by taking 
a subscription, it's cheaper than 
buying each individual copy. 

* REGULAR SUBSCRIBERS' 
SPECIAL OFFERS 
Super savings on selected products! 

* PLUS - News, reviews, readers letters, competitions and lots, lots more besides! 
To subscribe just send a cheque/postal order for £11.88 made payable to Maplin Electronics, P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh. Essex SS6 8LR. OR you can 
take advantage of our offer of two free issues by completing the coupon below and agreeing to pay by Credit Card or Direct Debit. The two free 
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C onference Voices 
Environ mental Concerns 

Environmental decisions are becoming a 
key issue in designing electronic and 
electrical products, dnven by a changing 
European legal framework, increased 
competitiveness and the need for 
innovation. 
With management and disposal of 

electronic waste now a pnonty within the 
European Union. and moves towards 
manufacturer responsibility, particularly in 
Germany. France and Sweden, green 
issues are set to stay on the engineers' 
design agenda. 
On November 1, a seminar and work-

shops has been organised by The Centre 
for Sustainable Design at the Royal 
Horticultural Halls, titled 'Environmental 
Issues in the Design of Electronic and 
Electrical Products'. Speakers will include 
Douglas Robinson from the DTI Environ-
mental Unit, who presents the back-
ground to eco-issues in the electronics 
and electncal products industry. This will 
be followed by a presentation on the 
changing legal framework by Andrew 
Waite of Berwin Leighton, while Cheryl 

Rodgers of the University of Portsmouth, 
will give an overview of corporate 
approaches to present a paper on design-
ing in eco-efficiency and Ray Mann, CEO 
of the MANN Organisation and founder 
of EEMRG (Electronic Equipment 
Manufacturers Recycling Group), will pre-
sent a paper on the design issues sur-
rounding electronics recycling Finally 
Steve Bushnell, environmental manager 
at IBM UK, will present a paper on the 
company's approach to the design envi-
ronment. 
Contact: The Centre for Sustainable 

Design. Tel (01252) 732229. 

ISD N in the Global 
Spotlight 

The world's fastest-growing tele-comm-
unications technology - ISDN (integrated 
services digital network) -- will be at the 
heart of the biggest international collabor-
ation ever seen by the world's telecom-
munications industry. From 28 to 30 
November, an estimated 120 organisa-
tions in over 30 countries will be bringing 
ISDN into the international spotlight. in a 

three-day showcase known as Global '95, 
designed to promote international con-
nectivity for ISDN-based solutions. 
The three-day event will be a large dis-

tributed trade show in multiple locations 
around the world, all linked to each other 
via ISDN. At locations in each participat-
ing country, major ISDN equipment and 
service providers - including industry 
leaders such as Alcatel. AVM Bellcore, 
Cisco Systems, IBM, Intel, KNX, MCI, 
Motorola, Olivetti, Racal Datacom, 
Siemens Nixdorf, Spider Systems, 3Com, 
and all European telecommunications 
operators - will be participating in exhibi-
tions or conferences, and demonstrating 
new and exciting applications that take 
advantage of the power of ISDN. illustrat-
ing the benefits of ISDN. 
In the United Kingdom, BT will host 

three events - a 'Global Village' at the 
TMA (Telecommunications Managers 
Association) annual conference in 
Brighton, a business sector-based exhibi-
tion at the G-Mex Centre in Manchester: 
and a high-level political debate at the 
Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre in 
London 
Contact: BT. Tel: (0171) 356 5369. 

IB M U K A nnounces 
'IB M on Saturday Sho ws 

IBM is staging a senes of special weekend 
events during October and November, 
showing PC enthusiasts how they can 
convert their quiet, unassuming PC into 
an all-singing, all-dancing multimedia 
machine. Designed for young pro-
fessionals aged between 25 and 35, the 
half-day shows include guidance on how 

to surf the net, how to dnve the PC by 
voice, and how to exploit its full multimedia 
potential. 
Attenders receive an array of multime-

dia kit, including CD-ROM player, speakers 
and sound-blaster card. They also get 
IBM's OS/2 WARP. a Rough Guide to the 
Internet. and some of the latest CD games, 
all of which would retail at around £450 in 
the High Street. Not only do attenders 
receive the full pack for just £130, they also 
get free guidance on how to use it. Each 
show lasts half a day, and there are shows 
in London, Manchester and Glasgow. 
Contact: IBM, Tel: (0171) 202 3570. 

Science M useu m 
Launches Superhigh way 
U K Tour 
Over half a million people had the chance 
to discover the future of global 
communications when they visited the 
Science Museum in London between 
April and September. The Museum's 
Information Superhighway exhibition is 
now set to open the eyes of audiences all 
over the country, as it heads off on an 
eighteen-month tour. 
Completely hands-on, this screen-

based exhibition explains computer net-
works and the Internet. Looking to the 
future, it asks whether the Information 
Superhighway will transform our lives 
through developments such as virtual 
surgery, and the arrival of the global office. 
Visitors can sample interactive television, 
browse at an on-line supermarket, and 
find out about home banking 
Contact: Science Museum, Tel. (0171) 

938 8192. 

Every possible effort has been made to 
ensure that the information presented 
here is correct prior to publication. To 
avoid disappointment due to late 
changes or amendments, please 
contact event organisations to confirm 
details. 

31 October to 2 November. Voice 
'95, Olympia 2, London. Tel: (01244) 
378 888. 
1November. Environmental issues in 
the design of electronic and electncal, 
Royal Horticultural Halls, London, Tel: 
(01252) 732229. 
4 and 5 November. IBM on Saturday 
Shows. IBM South Bank, London. Tel: 
(0171) 202 3570. 
8 to 11 November. Apple Expo. 
Olympia, London. Tel: (0171) 388 
2430. 

DIARY DATES 
7 to 9 November. Software 
Development Exhibition. NEC. 
Birmingham. Tel: (0181) 742 2828. 
10 to 12 November. Design 
Technology Education Exhibition, 
NEC, Birmingham. Tel: (01425) 
272711. 
11 and 12 November. IBM on 
Saturday Shows, UMIST, Manchester. 
Tel: (0171) 202 3570. 
13 November. DX Expedition, Vincent 
Denecker. Stratford-upon-Avon and 
District Radio Society. Tel: (01789) 
295257. 
18 November. RGSB Headquarters 
Open Day, Potters Bar. Tel: (01707) 
659015. 
21 November. Weather Satellites - an 
illustrated talk from Mark Clarke, Bury 
St. Edmunds Amateur Radio Society, 
Suffolk. Tel: (01284) 764804. 

22 November. Construction Contest, 
Lincoln Short Wave Club. Lincoln. Tel: 
(01427) 788 356. 
27 November. Balun and Matching, 
David Yates. G3PDO, Stratford-upon-
Avon and District Radio Society. Tel: 
(01789) 295257 
28 to 30 November. Computer 
Graphics Expo, Wembley Centre, 
London. Tel: (0181) 995 3632. 
7 to 11 December. Computer 
Shopper Show. Wembley Centre. 
London. Tel: (0181) 742 2828, 
11 December. Open Evening, 
Stratford-upon-Avon and District Radio 
Society. Tel: (01789) 295257. 
19 December. Christmas Social, Bury 
St. Edmunds Amateur Radio Society, 
Suffolk. Tel (01284) 764804. 
25 December. Christmas Greeting on 
Air. 11-00am 145.275MHz, Stratford-

upon-Avon and District Radio Society. 
Tel: (01789) 295257. 
8 January. Winter Social, Stratford-
upon-Avon and Distnct Radio Society. 
Tel: (01789) 295257. 
16 January. Annual General Meeting, 
Bury St. Edmunds Amateur Radio 
Society, Suffolk. Tel: (01284) 764804. 
20 January to 25 March. Science 
Museum Superhighway UK Tour 
National Museum of Wales, Cardiff. 
Tel: (0171) 938 8192. 
22 January. Pro)ects, Grouses, 
Problems and Solutions. Stratford-
upon-Avon and Distnct Radio Society. 
Tel: (01789) 295257 
Please send details of events for 
inclusion in 'Diary Dates' to: News 
Editor. Electronics - The MaplIn 
Magazine. P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, 
Essex SS6 8LR. 

There are more terrific projects and 
features heading your way soon in next 
month's super issue of Electronics - 
The Map/in Magazine, including: 

PROJECTS 
The January 1996 issue of Electronics 
contains another intriguing variety 
of useful, educative and fun to build 
projects, comprising: 

GPS SYSTEM 
The Global Positioning System is 
a recently introduced and popular, 
though expensive, gadget on the 
marketplace, which utilises signals 
from satellites in space to pinpoint 
your precise location on Earth. This 
project is an inexpensive way of 
producing such a system for yourself, 
and finding out how they work into the 
bargain! 

LIGHT SEQUENCER 
SOUND-TO-UGHT 
ADAPTOR 
A convenient add-on unit for 
December 1994s Christmas Tree 
Lights Sequencer project. This enables 
the system to flash the lights in iespotise 
to noise, meaning that the project can 
be used not only to twinkle your 
Christmas tree's lights during the 

festive season, but also to flash disco 
lights at parries held during the rest of 
the year! 

280 SERIAL CARD AND 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
An ideal project for those wishing to 
gain a good understanding of how the 
widely used Z80 microprocessor 
operates, and how to use and program 
it to do what you want. This system 
is a serial interface and monitor 
for the existing Maplin Z80 CPU 
Module, which allows programs to 
be developed on a PC running 
Windows, before being downloaded 
to the module. 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
This project describes a high-quality, 
accurate and up-to-date design of 
digital multimeter kit, featuring auto-
matic or manual range selection, 
which is just the ticket for constructors 
and experimenters who prefer the 
satisfaction of building their own test-
gear instruments, rather than having to 
place their faith in a ready made, 
off-the-shelf item. 

FEATURES 
An absorbing selection of special 
features and series are planned for this 
issue, including Biometric Recognition 

Technology by Frank Booty. Digital 
VHS Explained by Reg Miles. 
HIPPARCOS by Douglas Clarkson. 
Lightning Spikes and Surges by Ian 
Poole. Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(EMC) by John Woodgate. There are 
also the continuing parts of Practical 
Guide to Modem Digital ICs by Ray 
Marston, and The Internet by Stephen 

Waddington. Make a New Year 
Resolution not to miss out on this issue! 

All this, plus all your favourite 
regulars as well! 

ELECTRO NICS - 
THE A1APLIN 
M AGAZINE 
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by.J. M. Woodgate B.Sc.(Eng.), C.Eng., M.I.E.E., 

I
F you happen to have a light-sensitive bat-
tery, and it gets into danger, will this circuit 
save it? No, but it is useful! Some battery-

operated equipment just stays on unless you 
switch it off, while other 'battery savers' auto-
matically switch off just as you want to use the 
equipment again. These timed savers can be 
a bit complicated to include in home-
designed circuits as well. The battery saver 
described here is an entirely bolt-on unit. It 
requires no interference with the rest of the 
circuitry of the equipment, beyond picking 
up a supply of 3.5mA (maximum) at 5 to 12V, 
and has a quiescent current drain of the order 
of 30µA, which should not significantly reduce 
battery life. 
It works by sensing the ambient light level. 

When this is too low, either because you have 
put the unit back in its box and closed the lid, 
or because the workroom or shack is dark, the 
saver sounds a bleeper and flashes an LED. 
This should call your attention to the situ-
ation, and you can ensure that the unit is prop-
erly switched off. It is quite possible to extend 
either the LED or the sounder wiring to a 
remote point, if you want to. Another possi-
bility is to rig a 'baby alarm' type system with the 
microphone in your workroom, so that you 
can hear if anything bleeps. If you really want 
to break into the circuitry of the equipment 
so as to arrange an automatic switch-off, then 
the circuit will do that as well, in principle. 
However, so much depends on the design of 
the equipment's own power circuits, that only 
a general guide can be given in this case. 
Referring to the circuit diagram shown in 

Figure 1, two gates of the quad 2-input NAND 
Schmitt 4093BE (QW53H) provide square-
wave oscillators, one at about 2-5k1z and one 
at about 5Hz. The higher frequency oscillator 
should be adjusted, by selecting the appro-
priate value of C2, to match the resonance 
frequency of the piezo transducer or sounder. 
This will greatly increase the sound output. 
Both oscillator frequencies depend on the 
supply voltage, as well as the values of Cl and 
C2. With a 9V supply, the frequencies men-
tioned above were obtained with the capaci-
tor values shown. 
To keep the quiescent current low, both 

oscillators are stopped when the collector 
voltage of the MEL12 photo-Darlington tran-
sistor Q1 (HQ61R) is low. When the light level 
falls, the oscillators run and their combined 
output is applied both to the LED, which sim-
ply flashes, and to the piezo-electric element 

BZ1, which can either be simply a disc, such as 
YU85G, or a sounder assembly, such as FM59P 
The latter requires C2 to be reduced to 5.6nF 
at 9V The LED is a low-current type, such as 
C356L or C.J58N (3mm green and red, respec-
tively), and to get a bright light, it is run at a 
peak current of 41nA with approximately 50% 
on-time, so that the average current is the 
recommended 2mA 
The piezo element is driven in push-pull 

between the outputs of the remaining two 
gates, which gives a welcome 6dB increase in 
sound level (four times 'power', but since the 
piezo element is a capacitor, talk of power is 
misguided). lb get the maximum sound out-
put from an unmounted disc, it must be 
rigidly fixed to something which acts as a 
'sounding board', i.e. it vibrates in sympathy 

with the disc. Something too rigid and mass-
ive will not work. Sounder assemblies indude 
a Helmholtz resonator, an air volume with a 
small hole to the outside air, which resonates 
at the same frequency as the element and 
amplifies the sound output. This is the same 
resonance effect as you get by blowing across 
the neck of a bottle, and although it is named 
after the German physicist Helmholtz, the 
Romans and Greeks embedded earthenware 
or glass 'bottles' in the walls of their theatres, 
as resonators to improve the acoustics, 2,000 
years ago. No microphones and amplifiers in 
those days! lb add an automatic switch-off, 
the gate previously used to drive the piezo 
element only, is used to control instead, a series-
pass transistor in the power line of the equip-
ment, as shown, in principle, in Figure 2. DI 

Figure 2. Modification to provide. In principle, a power control for other circuitry. The 
drive to the piezo element is alternately push-pull and single-ended, but sounds similar 
to an on-off driven sounder. 
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Photo I. The Internet is a 
sprawl of networks. Here, 
AT&T install under-sea 
fibre-optic cable, to 
form part of the AT&T 
transatlantic network, able 
to carry more than one 
million telephone 
conversations, or a mix 
of data and video - ideal 
fodder for the Internet. 

Photo 2. Example e-mail 
message, produced using 
AMEOL the Off Line Reader 
for CIX (CIXMAIL.CLP). 

Getting Online.... 
You've read all about what's out there in Cyberspace, 
but have you boarded the information superhighway? 
Do not be daunted. In Part 1 of this series on the 
Internet, Stephen Waddington takes a look at what 
its all about. 

What is the Internet? 
The Internet is a global network made up of smaller 
individual networks, each linked together through the 
telephone system - see Photo I. There is a body called 
the Commercial Internet Exchange which is trying to 
administer things, but no one owns the Internet, no 
one censors it, and it is self-financing. 

How Many People are out 
There? 
It is possible to guess at the number of networks 
connected together, but impossible to gauge how many 
users each of these individual networks serve. Present 
estimates based on the numbers of subscribers hooked 
up to Internet Service Providers, puts the figure at 
around 30 million, with a growth rate of 10% per 
month. This means that by the year 2010, everyone will 
have a connection, although in practice, this is unlikely, 
since many people on the planet are unable to afford 
the hardware required to secure a connection. 

Can I Get Out of It? 
Without a radio receiver, it is impossible to realise the 
variety of radio stations across the world. Equipped 
with a broadband receiver, it is possible to tune into 
services varying in format from the World Service 
to Chat Shows, from regional broadcasts to national 
rolling news services. This is a little like the Internet. 
There is a plethora of services around the world linked 
by computer networks, and like radio chat shows, 
plenty of opportunity for individuals to participate. 
With a modem connection to your PC, you can link 

in to this international network of computers around 
the world. This is usually done through a Service 
Provider, who will give you a unique address. 
Simpler ones consist of a string of words, such as 
swaddington@cix.compulink.co.uk. More complex 
ones consist of a string of numbers, such as 
1006 I I ,245 @compuservescom. 
Once you've got an e-mail address, you can 

communicate with the 30 million other people 
online, and exchange the electronic version of mail, 
called e-mail. Your e-mail address is attached to a 
remote mailbox - usually an area on a hard disk or 
server held by your Network Provider - which you 
must interrogate regularly to pick any new e-mail. An 
example mail message is shown in Photo 2, together 
with a mail manager available as part of a software 
suite called AMEOL, from the Intemet Provider, CIX. 
I usually compile e-mails on a daily basis, and go online 
in the evening to despatch out-going messages and 
retrieve any in-coming ones. 
The good news is that this process is inexpensive, 

and is literally instantaneous. A page of text can be sent 
to Hong Kong in seconds for the price of a local phone 
call. Compare this with a fax or letter: a one page fax 
takes at least a minute, and a letter takes days. There 
are also other benefits. For example, a colleague and I 
have been preparing a research paper over the last two 
months, for presentation in the USA in the Autumn. He 
spends the majority of his time in Asia Pacific, while I'm 
based in the UK and occasionally venture to continental 
Europe. Yet despite this, we have been able to send 
the document backwards and forwards, with each of 
us making amendments on screen. 
Many Service Providers operate conferences. These 

are based on a topic such as electronics, viruses or 
CAD, and are often divided up into several sub-topic 
areas. It is possible to join a conference at any time, 
and become involved in discussions by posting and 
exchanging e-mails within the conference area. An 
extract from the recipe conference on CIX is shown in 
Photo 3. Conferences often contain file areas relevant 
to the topic. Here, public domain software can be 
downloaded and exchanged with other users. 
Newsgroups are an extension of the conferences, as 

illustrated in Photo 4, available from Usenet, the global 
Internet news service. Because Usenet is available on 
the Internet, newsgroups have global access, with the 
majority of Service Providers offering access. Once 
you join a conference or newsgroup, you'll find anything 
from ten to a few hundred messages posted daily. And 
if you can not find something of interest, you must have 
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pretty bizarre hobbies, since there are around 6,000 
newsgroups in existence, each with around five or 
more sub-groups. 
FTP is held over from the days when computing was 

all mainframe-based, and stands for File Transfer Protocol. 
It is simply a method of accessing and transfernng files 
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from a host machine to a client. Numerous networks 
connected to the Internet have FTP sites. The easiest 
way of accessing these is by using a World Wide Web 
(VV WVV) browser-, as shown in Photo 5. 
Similar to FTP but slightly more advanced, is 

GOPHER which again, can be accessed using a Web 
Browser. Like FTF? it is text based, but uses menus to 
help you find your way around. Many universities and 
commercial networks have extensive sites which you 
can explore at will. However, remember that both 
FTP and GOPHER sites provide access for free, and get 
little benefit from doing so - do not abuse the services 
provided. 
The World Wide Web is where the real fun is to 

be found. To access this, you need full dial-up Internet 
access from a dedicated Service Provider, together 
with a WVVW browser. A Web site is a collection of 
linked multimedia documents which you can browse, 
and download. This is a rapidly expanding area of the 
Internet, and is the most exciting. Text is combined 
with graphics and sound in over 25,000 sites around 
the world. 
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How Do I Get a Piece of the 
Action? 
You need a modem as shown in Photo 6, a computer 
as shown in Photo 7 and an account with a Service 
Provider that will provide you with a gateway to the 
Internet. Communications software does not need 
a heavy-duty machine. A 4M-byte PC or Apple Mac 
is almost overkill, and you needn't be restricted to 
these platforms. Electronic communications will 
work equally well with machines such as the Acorn 
Archimedes or Atari, providing you can secure a 
modem connection and the appropriate software 
for online connection. 
Most PC-based communications software uses 

a Windows front-end. Photo 8 shows two packages 
available from CIX and CompuServe. But that does not 
mean it is impossible to secure an Internet connection 
on a DOS-based machine. A number of Service 
Providers, such as Delphi, offer DOS software. When 
looking at different services, it is worth asking if an 
Off Line Reader (OLR) is available. Packages such as 
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Photo 3. Extract from the 
recipe conference on CIX 
(CIXRECI.CLP). 

Photo 4. World Wide 
Web browser called 
Netscape, available 
from PIPEX as part 
of the PIPEX Dial 
communications package 
(NETSCAPE.CLP). 

Photo S. A Newsgroup 
on Usenet, the global 
Internet conferencing 
system (CIXUNET.CLP). 

Photo 6. Modem for 
use with a personal 
computer. 

Photo 7. Personal 
computer with 
communications software 
(requires an account with 
a Service Provider). 

Photo 8. Internet 
Providers are increasingly 
producing their own 
Windows front end 
communications 
software. Here, two 
packages available from 
CIX and CompuServe are 
shown (WINICONS.CLP). 
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AMEOL for CIX, as shown in Photo 2, keeps the cost 
of your telephone bill down, by automating the process 
of logging on to CIX. AMEOL allows you to prepare 
and queue messages before logging onto CIX to 
download queued messages, and receive any which 
are waiting. 

What Do I Get From a Network 
Provider? 
Commercial Network Providers have their own 
information services, in addition to links into the wider 
world of the Internet. While a Provider's own services 
are interesting, a connection to the wider world of the 
Internet is the key. 
Increasingly, Internet Service Providers are offering 

software packages that combine a mail service, with 
a W WW Browser for accessing FIR GOPHER and 
WVWV sites. These certainly make life much easier 
than attempting to get two shareware packages to 
communicate with each other, let alone access your 
Service Providers network. Beware of Providers who 
offer text-based WVVVV browsers. The multimedia 
content of the W WW is what makes it unique. Ignoring 
these features somewhat defeats the object. 
The scope of a Providers' services can vary 

considerably. For instance, CompuServe, who has 
3 million subscribers around the world, provides an 

Glossary of Terms 
Address:  Can be either an address of a place on the Internet or 

the address of a person. 

A powerful - although at times unfriendly - Internet 
search COOL 

Bulletin Board System, a computer equivalent of a 
public notice board. 

Connecting to another computer via the telephone 
lines. 

Electronic Mail - messages sent over the 
Internet. Could be about anything from purely 
personal letters, to business correspondence, to 
mailing lists. 

File Transfer Protocol - the software and also the 
standard required to swap data and programs 
between sites on the Internet. 

A computer or system that connects you to a new or 
other part of a system. 

An Internet tool that lets you search for files, graphic 
and more, using on-screen menus. 

A list of addrecces of people who want to receive the 
equivalent of an electronic newsletter on a given 
subject by e-mail. 

MOdulator/DEModulator, a device that connects the 
computer to the phone line and allows the computer 
to transmit and receive data to and from other 
modems. 

Conferences on the Usenet organised into several 
groups, including comp (computers), soc (society), 
and alt (alternative). Browsing these is the first step 
to getting to know the Internet. 

Point to Point Protocol - a similar system to SLIP for 
modem users. 

An agreed standard for communication between two 
computers. 

Serial Line Internet Protocol - standard to allow home 
users with modems to access the Internet. 

TCP/IP:  Transmission Control Protocol/Intemetworking 
Protocol. The set of Intemetworking standards that 
allows computers to exchange messages and share 
resources across a network which the Internet is 
based on. 

World Wide Web- WWW: Graphical system developed for the Internet. Virtual 
links between WVVW pages allow easy access to 
other WVVW sites. 

Archie: 

BBS: 

Dial-up: 

E-mail: 

FTP: 

Gateway: 

Gopher 

Mailing list: 

Modem: 

Newsgroups: 

PPP: 

Protocol: 

SLIP: 

online shopping mall, online access to telephone 
directories, local weather satellite picture and AA 
road maps for 
route planning. Meanwhile, CIX is far more technical, 
operating numerous technical newsgroups, but very 
few useful commercial services. 

What Will it Cost? 
There are potentially three cost factors, a set-up cost, 
an online subscription cost, and a telephone line cost. 
The set-up cost is charged by the Service Provider 
when you are initially connected online. This is often 
avoidable through special deals which many of the 
Service Providers regularly operate. Subscription costs 
vary, depending on the type of service which you want 
to purchase. Some subscribers will pay as little as £6.00 
per month, purely to send e-mail. Others which 
provide added value service or Internet access are 
more costly. 
The telephone line cost is the surcharge which your 

Telecommunications Provider, such as BT or Mercury, 
charges for the use of the telephone line. Since the 
majority of Internet Service Providers lease national and 
international high-speed telephone or ISDN lines from 
carriers such as BT or AT&T, this is often restricted to 
the cost of a local call. You dial into a local server, and 
any onward connection is provided by the Internet 
Provider. 
Many Internet Providers are now linking into local 

cable networks. In London for instance, at the time of 
going to press, five Internet Providers were linked into 
the Videotron network. This means that individuals who 
subscribe to Videotron can have free connection to an 
Internet Provider between 7.00pm and 7.00arn hours. 
Most Internet Providers tend to confine servers to 

their local country. This means that if you travel abroad, 
you have to pay for an international call to retrieve 
your e-mail or dial-in to Internet services. There are 
exceptions. Companies such as CompuServe, that 
provide commercial services on an international basis, 
have local servers based across the world. By changing 
the dial-in number on your communications software, 
you can access your mail and other services as normal. 

Getting Help? 
If you run into difficulties, people who use the Internet 
regularly are usually the best source of assistance. You 
can even e-mail them, providing you are already online. 
Do look at the support packages offered by Service 
Providers, and again, it is always good to find a user 
who has experience wrth the Service Provider you are 
examining. Service Providers who offer round-the-clock 
telephone support are little more than useless if the 
helplines are constantly engaged. 

What About the Future? 
Experts are divided on the future of the Internet. 
Although prices are falling, personal computers are still 
expensive. To equip yourself with the hardware and 
software to go online from scratch could cost up to 
£1,000, which is out of the price bracket of consumers. 
There are also the social barriers which must be 

broken down. If Internet connectivity is going to continue 
to grow at 10% per year, as forecast at the beginning of 
this article, then people are going to have to break many 
of their existing habits. Will people want to go shopping 
via computer, or read the Sunday papers on screen? 

The Electronics Internet Survey? 
Later in the series, we will be examining professional 
uses of the Internet. But here is a chance for you to have 
your say. Perhaps you send mail to the other side of the 
World, or maybe you are a member of an electronics 
conference that other readers might like to know 
about. Please e-mail Stephen Waddington direct, at 
swaddington @cix.co.uk with details of the Internet 
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Nothing about the Internet is as exciting 
as the first time you get online. The thrill 
of realising you are connected to a com-
puter which is located at the farthest cor-
ner of the world only happens the first 
time. Once you've surfed a little and 
experienced the perils and pitfalls of 
world wide web browsing. and once 
you've downloaded a couple of utilities 
from an archive in the States. the 
Internet is nowhere near as daunting as 
it seemed before you decided to take 
the plunge. 
But it's the plunge which is the big 

thing. Technically, you've got to get all 
the software and utilities your computer 
needs to join up gathered together 
before you even access your local point 
of presence (POP). And even when 
you've got the software, you've got to 
understand (or at least have a jargon-
English phrase-book to help you trans-
late) all the terms which are used by 
surfers all over the world. 
Even a little phrase, such as point of 

presence. is confusing enough when 
you've not dipped your toe into the 
Internet waters before. Your point of 
presence is. to all intents, the dial-up 
number of the Internet service provider 
you opt to join. For your monthly fee, 

you generally have access to your 
providers Internet service. Then, your 
computer dials the number of the service 
provider, via your modem, and logs onto 
the provider's computer. The number 
dialled denotes the point of presence. It 
is best to have a point of presence as 
close as possible to you, such that the 
'phone charge you knock up on your 
'phone bill, is as low as possible. 
Put another way round, you don't want 

a point of presence outside your local 
charge area. Your 'phone bills are going 
to be high enough (expect yourself to be 
logged on for hours on end — the 
Internet's pretty fascinating, and it's just 
amazing how quickly the time flies). 
without making them higher still be-
cause of long-distance call charges. 
Fortunately, most Internet providers now 
have points of presence around the 
country (at least one offers points of 
presence sufficiently spaced so that 
nearly all the population lies within a 
local call distance). However, before you 
sign up with any Internet provider, check 
the distance to the closest point of pres-
ence. You might find that the cheapest 
service in direct terms isn't necessarily 
the cheapest once you've included call 
charges. 

Local De mon Access 
A vailable Nation wide 
Demon Internet is to provide local-call 
access to the Internet for the whole of 
the UK. Demon Internet is the first 
Internet Service Provider in the UK to be 
able to announce local call access for 
the whole of the UK. 100° coverage will 
roll out from the end of October, allow-
ing all UK customers to enjoy con-
nectivity at the BT local call rate. 
Simultaneously, all the Demon Internet 
numbers will change, so that they 
become suffixed with '666'. making them 
instantly recognisable. 
So. for example, number charge group 

01469 will have the Demon number 
01469 469666; and number charge 

group 0161 will have the Demon 
number 0161 3859666. 
Demon Internet will no longer be 

referring to tPoPs (traditional Points 
of Presence) and vPoPs (virtual Points 
of  Presence).  Instead,  ROMPs 
(Regionally Organised Modem Pools) 
is the new buzzword. There are 
3 ROMPs, covering Central England 
and Southern Scotland; Southern 
England and Northern Scotland; and 
Ireland. Demon Internet's dial-up ser-
vice costs £12.50+VAT, plus a one-off 
start-up fee. of £10 plus VAT per month. 
There are no additional online costs, and 
technical support is provided free. 
Contact: Demon Internet, Tel: (0181) 
371 1234. 

R oyal A uto mobile Club 
Pulls onto the 
Superhigh way 
The RAC has extended its services from 
the highway to the superhighway, with 
the launch of a Web site at URL 
http://www.rec.co.uk/ Net surfers can 
now access information on RAC mem-
bership and member benefits. The new 
site will soon be developed to allow inter-
active comment on the latest motoring 

issues. RAC Database Manager. Dean 
Turley, is enthusiastic about the oppor-
tunities the Internet presents to the com-
pany in the UK and Europe. "The beauty 
of the Internet is that we can incorporate 
any information from any part of the 
organisation that we feel would benefit 
Internet users. With the development of 
an interactive site, we will be able to 
respond to requests from both RAC 
members and non-members alike." 
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Delphi Announce 
Internet Game 
Netropolis, from Delphi, is an innova-
tive new game for Web surfers 
with a Netscape browser. The game, 
a multi-player city-building simu-
lator, can be accessed at URL 
http://www.delphi.co.ukinetropolis/. 
In Netropolis. the player registers a com-
pany name and proceeds to construct 
buildings within a city on the play screen. 
These buildings generate income, and 

with other players striving to build up 
their own property empire, the competi-
tion can get very rough, even explosive. 
The object of the game, is to become 
the wealthiest company in Netropolis 
Income is calculated hourly. and 
depends on the success of a player's 
strategy. With 24 hours of real time rep-
resenting one year, certain other ele-
ments such as the age of a building. 
annual property taxes and overall game 
strategy, also affect a player's income. 
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C N N Launch W eb-based 
N evis Service 
CNN has launched an innovative, multi-
media news service on the Internet at 
URL http://www.cnn.com. CNN's Web 
site sets itself apart from others on the 
Internet, as the only site with a 24-hour 
full-time staff reporting constantly 
updated news augmented by video, 
sound clips, still photographs and maps. 

as well as text. For users of the Internet. 
it is both a source of breaking news and 
a rich database. CNN's site incorporates 
the network's unmatched news gather-
ing resources of 2,500 people, including 
nine domestic and 21 international 
bureaux, along with the resources of 
more than 600 worldwide broadcast 
affiliates, to bring up-to-the minute US 
and international news to Web users. 
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Another Way 
For a long time. the computer has been 
the only entry to the Internet. This is 
largely historical, of course. The Internet 
is but a network of computers, and it 
seems perfectly right that to access it, 
you should do so through another com-
puter, but it's not a prerequisite. Philips 
is about to break the mould and show 
how the Internet is really just another 
entertainment medium. by starting up a 
service called CD Online, which is an 
extension of its CD-i players. Users buy 
a kit from Philips, which includes a 
modem and required software, then 
access the Internet using a CD-i player 
coupled to a home TV as a display 
device. Philips has even developed a 
web browser to get users around the 
Internet. 
It is a fairly natural coupling of tech-

nologies. The TV is an entertainment 

medium which computer manufacturers 
have long wanted to tap. Some home 
computers use the TV as a display 
device, but of course, the resolution and 
hence, picture quality, is nowhere near 
as good as a dedicated computer mon-
itor. Games consoles abound, which 
combine the TV display with a computer 
style front-end, sufficient to convince 
mum and dad that the kids are actually 
getting educational benefit. And what is 
CD-i. but (primarily) a games console in 
disguise? So. a marrying of console 
computer technology and the Internet is. 
after all, a pretty logical evolutionary 
step. Surprising it has taken so long to 
get there actually, given the hype the 
Internet has had over the last couple of 
years. The service should be up and 
running as this issue hits the news 
stands. and PC and Mac versions are 
expected next year. 
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Online with the 
Conservative Party 
Following fast on the feet of the Liberal 
party, The RI Hon Dr Brian Mawhinney 
MP, Chairman of the Conservative 
Party, launched the Conservative 
Party's Web site at the Conservative 
Party Conference at the beginning of 
October. The party has positioned the 
Web site as an information resource, 
providing a fast, reliable and up-to-date 
information service. Daily press releases 
are available, as well as details of 
party policy and campaigning news. 
The Conservative Party URL is 
http:/hvww.con se ry ati ve- pa rty.0 rg u k 

CompuServe Wizards 
Help Members Build 
Web Presence 
The World Wide Web need no longer be 
the exclusive domain of big companies 
and technology anoraks. CompuServe 
members will soon be able to claim their 
own spot in cyberspace, using a new 
service that lets even novice computer 
users design, build and submit their very 
own personal home pages on the Web. 
CompuServe will shortly offer members 
two authoring tools, the Home Page 
Publisher, and Publishing Wizard, that 
will make Web publishing easier than 
ever before. 
The Home Page Wizard will eliminate 
many of the hassles associated with 
designing and submitting a home page, 
the document on the Web which is the 

front door to a Web site. It offers drag and 
drop editing, templates and helpful hints, 
to help design attractive, personalised 
home pages. It also provides the ability 
to add hot links that can jump to any 
other site on the Web, the ability to insert 
images, and numerous other features. 
CompuServe will also provide a 

method of publishing photos with a Web 
area. Members can simply mail them to 
a service, which will return the image on 
disk to members for use on their Web 
page. A second tool, called Publishing 
Wizard, will enable completed pages to 
be loaded onto the Net, and will also 
obtain a member's personal URL 
http://www.compuserve.com/home-
usemame 
CompuServe's Home Page Wizard 

and Publishing Wizard software will be 
available free to all CompuServe mem-
bers. Beta testing began in late 
September. and the service is expected 
to go live in November. As part of the 
USS9.95 (approximately £6.65) monthly 
CompuServe membership, members 
will be able to create home pages up to 
1M-byte in size. 

Internet-ready Mode ms 
from US Robotics 
Following an agreement with Internet 
access provider. Unipalm PIPEX, 
modem manufacturer, US Robotics, will 
be making all its Sportster 28.000 
fax/modems Internet-ready. Both exter-
nal and PC internal versions of the 
Sportster 28.000 will be bundled with 

PIPEX Dial Trial, Unipalm PIPEX's per-
sonal Internet access software, and the 
Netscape Navigator Web browser. 
These modems will have free access to 
the Internet for one month. Sportster 

users who register with Unipalm PIPEX 
for the full PIPEX Dial service, get a fur-
ther two months free access. 
Contact: US Robotics, Tel: (01734) 

228200. 

Hitachi Gets 04,11170 
Hitachi is the latest in a stream of elec-
tronics companies to establish a pres-
ence on the Web The company's home 
page at URL http://www.hitachi.com 
contains information about the com-

pany's operations, as well as extensive 
information about its products and ser-
vices. The site also contains links to 
other Hitachi companies, enabling web 
browsers to access information on 
Hitachi companies around the world. 
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The month's destinations 

The music scene is getting in on the 
Internet act, and many bands and 
artists have gone online with home 
pages. It is a useful means of getting 
information out to fans and followers, 
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and the screengrabs here show a 
couple of pages of Canadian-based 
band, The Tea Parry's, Intemet site. 
The home page is at: http://www. 
teaparty.cotri ffP/ 
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Of interest specifically to readers 
of Electronics - The Maplin Magazine, 
is  Motorola's  site  at: 
http://www.motorola.com/  where 
you can find information regarding all 
the company's activities and products. 
Motorola is one of the key developers 
of the next-generation PowerPC com-
puter products, and has previously kept 
a low-profile in the area, simply mak-
ing the microprocessor devices for the 
two key computer manufacturers, 
Apple and IBM. However, as the site 
shows, Motorola is now going to be 
active in the computer manufacturing 
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arena too, announcing the PowerStack 
range of PowerPC-based computers. 
Getting your way around the world 

wide web is a difficult enough experi-
ence, and any attempt to make it eas-
ier can only he applauded. The UK 
Index at: http://www.ukindex.co.uki 
is worth a visit, to see if any of the links 
it gives are of use to you. It is organised 
and run by Systematic Marketing, as a 
direct marketing tool, specifically for 
UK-based sites. Whether this sort of 
service will catch on with users is prob-
ably debatable, but this is a decent 
enough attempt at the task. 
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These descriptions are necessarily short Please ensure that you know 
exactly what the kit is and what it comprises before ordering, 
by checking the appropriate issue of Electronics referred to in the 
list 
The referenced bock-numbers of Electronics con be obtained. 
subject to availability. at £2 10 per copy. 
Carriage Codes - Add, A: £1.60, B. £2.30, C: £2.90, D: £3 40, 
E £4 00, F £4.70, G. £5.50, H. £6.00. 

WESTERN SOUND GENERATOR 

Mosey on down to the workshop and build this super 'audio 
six-shooter' The easy-to-build unit produces 6 'Wild West' 
sounds like horses, guns, etc., for plays, toys, novelty 
doorbells, or simply just for fun. 
Order as: 90030, £7.99. Details in Electronics No. 92, 
August 1995 (XA92A). 

CA11 CODE SWTTCH 

Don't Ns 'hone home, 'phone the microwave and start your 
dinner  cooking! This telephone activated switch and timer can 
be used for a host of remote control functions like turning lights 
on and off while you're on holiday. What is more, there are 
no huge 'phone bills or direct connections, as the unit is 
controlled by the sound of the 'phone ringing, 
Order as: 90029, £22.99. Details in Electronics No. 92, 
August 1995 (XA92A). 

A very useful add-on continuous wave ICW) peak filter circuit 
for basic shortwave receivers, which helps to separate closely 
bunched Morse CW signals and cut out the 'unwanted' ones. 
The unit operates from 11 to 15V DC and is small enough 
to fit inside many existing receivers 
Order as. 90045, £4.99. Details in Electronics No 93, 
September 1995 (XA95D1 

DID 
YOU MISS 
THESE 
OJECTS1 

The Maplin Get-You-Working Service 
is available on all of these projects 
unless otherwise indicated. 

SHORTWAVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER  

Listen to the world and recapture some of the look and feel of 
the early dais of short wave radio reception The receiver covers 
frequencies from 3.5 to 22MHz in 5 bands, using a regenerative 
technique, and is therefore easy to build and set up. 
Order as. 90032, £69.95 C. Details in Electronics No. 92, 
August 1995 (XA92A). 

MAINS POWER SWITCH 

Give power to the elbow of your low-voltage projects, etc., 
by enabling them to control mains-operated equipment This 
versatile, low-cost project can safely switch 230V AC mains 
equipment up to a maximum current of 5A (resistive). The 
versatile inputs give the option of either low-voltage (9 to 
15V DC) or an open or closed contact Order as. 90043, 
£6.99 Details in Electronics No 93, September 1995 
(XA95D). 

'I
VTo order Protect Kits or back-numbers of Electronics, 'phone 

Credit Card Sales on 1017021 554161 Alternatively, send off 
the Order Coupon in this issue or visit your local Maplin store 

Nkiplin: The Positive Force In Electronics 

Al items subtect to orailablity Prices include VAT BOP 

rhApor 
MULTI-STROBE 

The flashiest strobe in town! This stand-alone strobe unit can 
also be 'daisy-chained' with more units to produce stunning 
multiple strobe effects, controlled via the built-in RS232 input. 
Features include built-in variable speed controller and 
optional remote-control oscillator. 
Order as. 90015, £24.99 Al Details in Electronics No. 92, 
August 1995 (XA92A). 
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ANIMAL SOUND GENERATOR 

101 
PROJECT 
RATING 

An electronic farmyard of 12 animal sounds at the push of 
a button, without the usual accompanying smells, or mess to 
clear up! Ideal for toys, games, doorbells, plays, etc Nine 
push-buttons select pig, cow, cockerel, hen, frog, sheep, cat, 
horse and a 'medley' of elephant, dog, bird, duck, plus all 
the other sounds in sequence. 
Order as: 90033, £6.99. Details in Electronics No. 93, 
September 1995 (XA95D). 



These descriptions ore necessarily short. Please ensure that you know 
exactly what the kit is and what it comprises before ordering, 
by checking the cii3ixopriate issue ol Electronics tau, red to in the lit.. 
The referenced bock-numbers of Electronia can be obtained, 
subject to availability, at £2.25 psr aopy. 
Carriage Codes - Add; A £1.60, B: £2.30, C: £2.90, D: £3.40, 
: £4.00, F: £4.70, G £5.50, H: £6.00. 

IMPACT 
RATING 

ts. 

SSB FILTER 

Improve the reception of individual short-wave stations from 
amongst a group of 'overlapping' ones with this easy-to-build 
single sideband filter. The bandwidth of the filter is 
approximately 250Hz to 3200Hz and the circuit employs an 
active 8-pole Chebyshev filter. 
Order as: 90057, £4.99 Details in Electronics No. 94, 
October 1995 (XA94C) 

A compact, efficient Teletext decoder with Windows' driven, 
mouse-controlled software. Use in conjunction with a suitable 
IV tuner module, e.g., the PC Teletext Decoder Tuner Module, 
90037, to display or store Teletext on your PC. Fits directly 
into a PC expansion slot 
Order as: 90035, £69.99 Cl . Details in Electronics No 94, 
October 1995 (XA94C). 

Tired of stumbling blindly in the dark from the car to the fron 
door, only to find that someone appears to have moved the 
keyhole? This easy-to-build unit simply keeps the headlights 
on for a time after you exit the car enabling you to safely 
negotiate any obstacles and easily locate the door lock 
Order as: 90083, £9.99. Details in Electronics No. 95, 
November 1995 (XA95D). 

YO  IS 
THESE 

PROJECTS 
The Maplin Get-You-Woricing Service 
is available on all of these projects 
unless otherwise indicated. 

RA 

PC 
TELETEXT 
TUNER 

PC TELETEXT DECODER TUNER MODULE 

A voltage-controlled tuner module, ideal for use with the 
PC Teletext Decoder Interface ,Card, 90035. Also an 
excellent TV 'building-block' as the unit receives the entire 
TV colour video signal. 
Order as: 90037, £29.99. Details in Electronics No. 94, 
October 1995 (XA94C). 

Allows individual lines of TV video signals to be displayed 
on a conventional oscilloscope A must for TV engineers and 
designers who need to get to serious grips with the vast 
amount of information contained within a video signal. 
(Optional case not included in kit) 
Order as: 90059, £49.99 81. Details in Electronics No. 95, 
November 1995 (XA95D). 

Fed up with crude, raucous mechanical clatterings whenever 
visitors call? Ring the changes with this high-tech electronic 
door chime. The unit has a pleasing ding-dong sound which 
can be adjusted to your preferred pitch and speed. Power 
can be supplied from either batteries or a mains transformer, 
and a charging circuit is included for automatic Ni-Cd 
battery back-up in the event of a mains failure. 
Order as: 90063, £6.99. Details in Electronics No. 95, 
November 1995 (XA95D). 

To cede, P,oject Kits or bock-numbers of Electronics, 'phone 
Credit Card Sales co (017021 554161 Alternatively, send off 
the Order Coupon in this issue or visit your local Maplin store. 

Maplin: The Positive Force In Electronics 

Al items subject to avabiSlity Prices include VAT E&OE 
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MIDI TEST BOX 

Q cq  

41 

Troubleshoot MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) 
equipment with this comprehensive Test Box. Features include 
LED display of channel and status, 'hidden' codes and 
mismatches. The unit is lightweight and compact and can be 
battery or mains operated Ideal for bands, service engineers 
and musical instrument traders. 
Order as: 90050, £39.99 Al Details in Electronics No. 94, 
October 1995 (XA94C). 

Extend the range of your digital frequency meter, possibly up 
to 650MHz with this calibration-free unit. Extends by a factor 
of 10 the useful range of older or low-specification equipment 
or Digital Multimeters with limited frequency capabilities. 
Order as: 90055, £18.99. Details in Electronics No. 94, 
October 1995 (XA94C). 

•  MAINS 
FAILURE 
ALAR M 0 6 

MAINS FAILURE ALARM 

If you've ever discovered a fridge-full of decomposing 
dinners, or worse still, warm beer; or accidentally taped 
Neighbours instead of the Open University because the 
mains has been off, then this project is for you. As soon as 
the mains supply fails, the alarm emits both an audible and 
a visual warning. When the supply resumes, the audible 
warning ceases but the visual warning continues, to indicate 
that a failure has occurred, in case you were out at the time. 
Order as: 90047, £19.99. Details in Electronics No. 95, 
November 1995 IXA95D). 



All of the books featured on this 
page are available from Maplin 
Regional Stores and by Maplin 
Mail Order. To find your nearest 
Maplin Regional Store Tel: 
(01702) 552911 or to order 
call the Credit Card Hotline 
on Tel: (01702) 554161 

Ana100 Integrated 
Circuits 
5ificonix 

This data book details the latest range 
of analogue switch and multiplexer, 
widebandNideo amplifier, and voltage 
converter ICs from Siliconix, whose 
range of analogue switches (described 
in this book) are stocked by Maplin: 
DG200ACJ Stock Code l#(29G) £1.79 
DG201BDJ Stock Code (AX3OH) £1.79 
DG202BDJ Stock Code (31J) £1.99 
DG211Bal Stock Code (AX32K1 £1.79 
DG212/3111 Stock Code (AX33L) £1.79 
DG2210 Stock Code (M34M) £2.59 
DG271CJ Stock Code (AX35Q) £4.69 
DG303ACJ Stock Code (AX36P) £3.99 
DG308BD1 Stock Code (AX37S) £1.99 
DG309BD.1 Stock Code (A(38R) £1.99 
DG403DJ Stock Code (39N) £5.19 
DG408DJ Stock Code (AX40T) £5.19 
DG409DJ Stock Code (AX41U) £5.29 
DG411a1 Stock Code (AX42V) £3.29 
DG412DJ Stock Code (AX43W) £3.29 
DG413DJ Stock Code (AX44X) £3.29 
DG417DJ Stock Code (AX45Y) £1.89 
DG418DJ Stock Code (AX46A) £1.89 
DG419DJ Stock Code Ok1(47B) £2.49 
DG506ACJ Stock Code (A(48C) £7.29 
DG508ACJ Stock Code (DB31J) £4.10 
DG509ACJ Stock Code (AX49D) £5.49 
DG528CJ Stock Code (AX50E) £5.29 
DG535DJ Stock Code (AX51F) £10.99 
DG538ADJ Stock Code (AX52G) £2.99 
Full specifications and test/application 

circuits are provided for the 135 ICs 
covered. The book includes an appendix, 
giving reliability information, testing 
procedures used by Silicone, package/ 
pinout and military information, a list of 
world distributors, and a cross-reference 

1994. 400 pages 228 x 178mm. 
Order As 95029 Analog Circuit Book) 
£2.99 W 

Interactive Television 
by Winston William Hodge 

With the ever-closer merging of TV and 
computing multimedia technologies, 
this comprehensive reference will be 
invaluable to those wishing to become 
knowledgable in the rapidly developing 
fields of video-on-demand (VOD), pay-
per-view and interactive TV, and 
advanced multimedia. For in the highly 
evolved global telecommunications 
networks that are being developed, 

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES 
by Barry Ross 

The ideal guide for anyone who needs to learn about oscilloscopes, 
how they work, how to choose and use them effectively, and what 
to do when things go wrong. All the topics covered assume that the 
reader has no prior knowledge or experience of using oscilloscopes. 
The chapters follow a sequence, although each is treated as 

independently of the next as possible, 
and can thus be read separately for quick 
reference. The book enables the novice 
to familiarise themselves with oscilloscope 
circuitry and the correct operation of 
the equipment in a wide variety of test 
situations. It also goes on to explain 
more complex features, such as digital 
storage circuitry and how to get the 
best from digital storage oscilloscopes 
(DSOs). Additional details are given 
on test probes and their use, and 
practical application examples are 
given at the end of each chapter. 

1994. 245 pages. 245 x 174mm. 
Order As 95032 (Guide to Scopes) 
£.1.7.95 NV 

we will soon have access to an almost 
unlimited number of channels of video, 
telephony, switched data, wide area 
networks (VVANs), business data links 
and much more. This book gives an 
excellent insight into the operation 
of the numerous interconnected 
high-performance networks that in 
combination, form the much lauded 
Information Superhighway. 

L_,441 • ••--• 
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1995. 235 pages. 241 x 190mm. 
Order As 95031 (interact Television) 
£34.95 NV 

Electronic Testing and 
Inspection 
by Keith Brindley 

This pocket book from regular 
contnbutor to Electronics, Keith 
Bnndley, has been produced in 
association with the Engineenng 
Training Authority. This makes it 
ideal as a reference for trainees and 
students, or as a back-up guide for 
more expenenced engineers. The book 
covers many aspects of test engineers' 
everyday tasks, including sections on 
tools and equipment, meters and 
measunng. bridges, signal generators, 
oscilloscopes, timers and counters, AF 
power meters and power supplies. On 
the inspection front, there are details 
on intermediate and final inspection 
techniques, and component 
identification. In addition, there are 
sections allocated to CEN. ISO, IEC and 
CENELEC specifications and standards, 
to enable the test engineer to work 
within the appropriate guidelines for 
quality, safety and working practices. 
The book is packed full of hints, tips 
and precautions, that will allow the 
test engineer to carry out their work 
to the highest level of safety and 
accuracy. 

ki 
7A § 
1994. 289 pages 198 X 90mm. 
Order As 95033 (Sec Testng St 
Inspec) £12.99 NV 

Lenk's Television 
Handbook - Operation 
and Troubleshooting 
by John D. Lank 

This is an essential handbook for anyone 
involved in television servicing, repair 
and maintenance, or for those wishing 
to know exactly how television sets work 
and ways of fixing them when they start 
to play up, thus avoiding expensive 
repair or replacement costs. The author 
descnbes some proven troubleshooting 
techniques and handy tips for the majority 
of makes of 1V sets and monitors in use 
today. Also provided, is in-depth coverage 
of emerging TV technologies, such as 
surround-sound, digital TV, RGB interfacing, 
and on-screen display (OSD). 

*t," a 
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1995. 332 pages 236 x 155mm. 
Order As 95030 (Lenk's TV 
Handbook) £16.95 NV 
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That's right, if you subscribe to Electronics-The Map/in Magazine, or 
take out a subscription NOW, you will qualify for these amazing savings! 

Hurry! Offers end 30th November '95 

5-piece 
Pliers and 
Cutters Set 
Catalogue Price 
£8.49 

SUBSCRIBERS' 
PRICE £6.79 

Just 
Arrived! 

Code 51092 

Universal Wire Stripper 
Single-action universal grip-and-strip wire stripper 
with terminal crimping and wire cutting positions. 
Comfortable moulded plastic handles for positive grip. 

Catalogue Price £.99 

le LPN. %1116111.011.11140  I ' WIN E £5.99 

Epoxy Resin 
40g Pack 
Catalogue Price £1.99 

SUBSCRIBERS' PRICE £41.49 

When ordering, please quote your Subscribers Membership number (phone 
Enquiries on 01702 552911 if not sure) and the special order code number. 
All items are subject to availability. Prices include VAT. Catalogue prices refer 
to the 1996 Catalogue. Overseas subscribers nng +44 1702 554155 Ext. 326 
for carnage charges. Normal UK mail order carriage charges apply. E6,0E. 

Staple Gun 
Catalogue Price £9.99 

SUBSCRIBERS' 
PRICE 
£8.49 

11-piece 
Metric 
Spanner 
Tool Roll 
8 to 22mm 
Catalogue Price £9.99 

SUBSCRIBERS 
PRIaL7.99 A2 

f 
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With over 14,000 products 
the new Maplin Catalogue 
is now bigger than ever 

THE EIFFEL TOWER 
Built in 1889 by Alexandre Gustave Eiffel, 
the Eiffel Tower is 984 feet high and 
gives an unrivalled view of the 

whole of Paris. 

COMPLETE RANGE OF PCB 
MAKING EQUIPMENT 

WIDE RANGE OF SECURITY 
DEVICES AND ALARMS 

COMPREHENSIVE RANGES OF 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

1‘41i....- 
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20MH Ascilloscope with 
Rincti  Generator £349.99 

THE NEW MAPLIN CATALOGUE 
Built for 1996 by Maplin, the new catalogue is 
almost 1,200 pages long and gives an unrivalled 

view of the whole world of electronics. 
Now Only £2.95 

Weller Temperature Controlled 
Soldering Iron £44.07 

S. 

OVER 60 PAGES OF TOOLS AND 
SOLDERING ACCESSORIES 

RANGE OF SATELLITE RECEIVERS 
AND ACCESSORIES 

4 / 1 )4 e,  jouAstra 1D  
Satellite 

r 
Extender 

4   £25.99  

OVER 300 KITS FOR YOU TO BUILD 
FROM LS TO £599 

FULL RANGE OF TRANSCEIVERS, 
RECEIVERS AND SCANNERS 

'BIG NAME' HI-FI SEPARATES AND 
ACCESSORIES 

Dolby Pro-Logic Surround Sound 
Processor £229.99 

Get your copy now from W H SMITH, John Menzies and Maplin stores nationwide 
Or order direct NO W on 01702 554161 

Catalogue Mail order Price £3.45 (inc p&p). Prices refer to the 1996 Maplin Catalogue and are inclusive of VAT. 
All items are subject to availability. E&OE. Maplin Electronics, PO. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, England SS6 8LR. 


